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ABSTRACT 

Eight of the short stories collected in Alice Munro's The Beggar Maid: Stories of 

Flo and Rose went through extensive revision between their original periodical 

publications and their publication in the book. The protagonist of each story is a 

girl/woman named Rose who has a stepmother named Flo, a brother Brian, and a father 

who died when she was a teenager. She grew up in poverty in Hanratty, Ontario. In the 

individual stories, the protagonist is always a female, but she is not always the Rose of 

the book. This study offers an in-depth discussion of the revisions made by Munro so 

that Rose appears to be the same person in all of the stories. Collation tables of the 

textual variants follow the individual discussions of each story. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1978 Alice Munro faced a challenging task. Her last collection of short stories, 

Something I've Been Meaning to Tell You, had been published four years earlier, and the 

time had come to publish a new collection. Having published many diverse stories since 

the last book, Munro needed something to link all of the stories in her new collection. In 

his Winesburg, Ohio, Sherwood Anderson used the character George to create 

connections between the stories by having George appear in stories throughout the book 

and, finally, having the plot focus on him. Munro decided to have a similar character in 

all of her stories. She chose nine stories, all of which had a female protagonist and had 

been published in various magazines since 1977, and began to revise them. In many of 

the stories, this protagonist has a stepmother named Flo, a half brother named Brian, and 

a father who is sick or has passed away. This female would come to be the central 

character in all of the stories. The new collection would be published in 1978 as Who Do 

You Think You Are? in Munro's native Canada and in 1979 by Knopf as The Beggar 

Maid in America. The volume dealt with here is the 1991 Vintage Contemporaries 

Edition, The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and Rose. 

Rose appears in three of the original versions of the revised stories: "Haifa 

Grapefruit," "The Beggar Maid," and "Spelling." In the others the protagonist is named 

Nadine ("Royal Beatings," "The Honeyman's Granddaughter" which is a revision of 

"Privilege," and "Wild Swans"), Nora ("Privilege"), Frieda ("Mischief), Emily ("Emily" 



published in the collection as "Simon's Luck"), and in "Providence," which because it is 

written in first person, we never hear her name and know her only as "I." 

Even though the protagonist of the original stories is not always named Rose, this 

minor difference does not necessarily mean that she is not the same character. A few 

similarities are evident in all of the stories, the most important of which is a character 

named Flo, the protagonist's stepmother. She appears in five of the stories. Another 

similarity is poverty. Rose, in all of the stories, began her life in a small-town, poor 

family. In most of the stories, her father is dying or dead. In the five stories dealing with 

her adult life, the protagonist is an entertainer, usually an actress. She is either married or 

divorced. She has trouble in her dealings with men, primarily due to a lack of security 

stemming from her childhood. 

Most of the substantive revisions made by Munro concern Rose: what needed to 

be changed, added, or deleted to make the female protagonist of each story seem to be the 

same woman throughout the book. The easiest revision was to give them all the same 

name. Nadine, Nora, Frieda, Emily, and "I" all became Rose. Three of the stories, 

"Privilege," "Haifa Grapefroiit," and "Providence" were originally written in first person. 

Munro changed them to third which gave all of the stories a third-person narrator. Where 

the protagonist did not grow up in Hanratty, Ontario, and did not have a stepmother 

named Flo who ran a small grocery store, Munro made it so. Rose's father, who is 

named Harry in "Royal Beatings" but is not given a name in the book, is sick during her 

childhood, and is dead throughout her adult life. 

The substantive revisions and the accidentals which accompany them can be 

divided into three large categories: details added to make the stories more vivid. 



additions or revisions of paragraphs, sentences, phrases, or single words to give clarity to 

a situation, and anecdotes, dialogue, or physical description to aid in characterization. Of 

course, not all of the substantive variants fit into these three categories and are addressed 

separately in the discussions conceming each story. 

The majority of the changes in accidentals are not Munro's. Because they are 

basically the same throughout the book, the most noticeable ones will be discussed here 

rather than in the individual chapters. 

As is the tradition with American publishing companies, many of the mles 

regarding English punctuation have been ignored, and punctuation marks have been 

changed or deleted depending on their necessity for clarity of meaning. For example, the 

semicolon has been reduced to the comma in many cases, creating comma splices in 

compound sentences. In "Royal Beatings" the semicolon in "She mns around the room; 

she tries to get to the doors" has been changed to a comma (42.37). In the first 

publication of "The Beggar Maid," the sentence "Poverty was not just wretchedness, as 

Dr. Henshawe seemed to think; it was not just deprivation" has also had its semicolon 

changed to a comma (34.134-37). In "Haifa Grapefruit," page 176 lines 36-40 reads: 

"My voice could go dry altogether in school; my heart could roll itself up into a thumping 

ball and lodge in my throat; sweat could plaster my blouse to my arms...." In the 

American version, these three independent clauses are separated only by commas. 

Many of the mles governing commas have also been ignored. One such mle 

states that when a compound sentence has a coordinating conjunction joining two 

independent clauses, a comma must be placed before the conjunction. In the Vintage 

edition of the book, this mle is repeatedly ignored. In "Mischief page 104 lines 25-27 



read: "The episode made Frieda feel shaky and sick, and she wondered if it had given 

Clifford a distaste for her." The comma has been removed from this perfect example of a 

compound sentence in the latter version. Another mle for commas demands that a comma 

be placed after a subordinate clause at the beginning of a complex sentence. However, 

page 36 line 68 in "Royal Beatmgs" shows that "After he died," placed at the beginning 

of a sentence has its comma deleted. On the same note, if the subordinate clause comes 

at the end of the sentence, a comma should not be used. In "The Beggar Maid," the 

sentence "He wouldn't talk when friends or classmates of hers were around," is written 

correctly. However, the same sentence in the American version has a comma incorrectly 

added after "talk." 

A few less notable comma mles have also been ignored, and Munro's accurate 

use of commas has been destroyed. When two or more adjectives modify the same noun, 

they should be separated by commas. In "Royal Beatings" the phrase "dark, sticky 

bottles" has been changed to "dark sticky bottles" (36.100). Munro wrote "large, clean 

windows" in "Haifa Grapefruit," but it becomes "large clean windows" in the American 

version (133.10). When a series of three or more words, phrases, or clauses is used in a 

sentence, a comma should separate each part of the series, including the last two items 

which are also joined by a conjunction. An especially good example of this mle can be 

found in "Royal Beatings" in Munro's list of "cans of paint and vamish, shellac and 

turpentine, jars of soaking bmshes, and also some dark, sticky bottles" (36.97-100). 

Removing the comma before the conjunction creates confusion due to the use of "and" m 

the first two phrases. Unfortunately, the comma is indeed removed m the American 

edition. Another comma deletion occurs in "The Beggar Maid" when a nonessential 



appositive is used. Page 43 line 160 states that "The sisters, Joan and Marion, were 

younger than Patrick...." The commas declaring the lack of importance of the names are 

not used in the latter version. 

Another change in punctuation deals with quotation marks. Just as the titles of 

songs, poems, or stories should be set off by quotation marks, so should the titles of 

works of art. In the original publication of "The Beggar Maid," Patrick talks to Rose 

about a painting he has seen called "King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid" (38.21). 

Because Patrick is speaking, quotation marks are used around his words and single 

quotation marks around the name of the painting: " 'King Cophetua and the Beggar 

Maid.' However, this mle is also ignored, and the single quotation marks are deleted in 

the American version. 

One common change involving quotation marks is apparent throughout the book. 

Quite often, dialogue is not set off by quotation marks but is, instead, changed into italics. 

For example, in "Royal Beatings" Rose's father says All right you as opposed to "All 

right, you" in the earlier version (42.20-21). Later, Rose pleads Stop, stop! instead of 

"Stop, stop!" (42.51). The last few pages of the story consist of a radio interview with a 

citizen of Hanratty to which Rose is listening. In the original version, the dialogue of the 

interview is placed entirely in quotation marks. In the American version, the words of 

the interviewer are in quotation marks, but the words of the citizen are in italics. This 

change makes the interview much easier to follow. 

One final punctuation change worth noting is in Munro's use of the dash. The 

dash is quite prevalent within the original publications of the stories. However, its use is 



greatly reduced in the book, being replaced instead by the comma. The following 

examples apply: 

a. "Haifa Grapefruit" 278.9-11 "...now—at least in the country and places like 

West Hanratty—^was that..." becomes "now, at...Hanratty, was that...." 

b. "Royal Beatings" 43.88-89 "sky—the first star that came out after sunset, the 

evening star—^was..." becomes "... sky, the... star, was...." 

c. "Providence" 99.16-17 "It was tme—^we did not have fights any more" 

becomes "...tme, we...." 

The dash, like the semicolon, has been reduced to a comma. 

Another type of change in accidentals worthy of discussion is spelling. The most 

common, and most expected, change occurs in the differences between British/Canadian 

and American English. For example, in the first publication of "Privilege," the word 

"color" is spelled "colour" (23.36). In "Simon's Luck" the word "draft" is spelled 

"draught" (103.29). In "Spelling" and "Wild Swans" the word "gray" is "grey" (27.120, 

124.119). One noteworthy variant is between the Canadian use of the double "1" and the 

American single "1." In "The Beggar Maid" the word "jeweller's" is used on page 38 

line 33. In the American version, it is "jeweler's." Also, in "Spelling" the word 

"marvellous" is changed to "marvelous," the spelling Americans are used to seeing 

(26.24). An unusual variant is between the word "sizable" in "Emily" page 105 line 110 

and "sizeable" in "Simon's Luck" page 176 line 22. Both spellings are correct. 

The most entertaining changes in spelling involve the use of a hyphen. 

Sometimes, two separate words are changed to make one hyphenated word. For instance, 

in "Spellmg" "thumb tacks" becomes "thumb-tacks," and in "Royal Beatings" "horse 



racer" becomes "horse-racer" (24.57, 38.56). Sometimes, one hyphenated word becomes 

two separate ones. In "Mischief page 105 Ime 10, "nail-polish" becomes "nail polish." 

Sometimes, one hyphenated word becomes one single word as in "sun-porch" to 

"sunporch" and "grown-up" to "grownup" ("Mischief 106.60 and 108.106). Sometimes, 

one single word becomes two words as in "coffeepot" to "coffee pot" ("Mischief 

103.42). Sometimes, two words become one single one. In "Emily/Simon's Luck" on 

page 101 line 50, "jump suit" becomes "jumpsuit." Some of these changes (nail polish, 

jumpsuit) are correct; some (sunporch, coffee pot) are not. Editorial preference, not 

mles, seem to govem most of these changes. 

One evident change in spelling which is govemed by a mle is the use of a hyphen 

in a compound adjective before a noun. Munro correctly hyphenated words like "early-

moming train" in "Royal Beatings" (38.116-17). The hyphen is removed in the 

American version. One notable change conceming this mle comes in "Haifa 

Grapefruit." Munro wrote, "High-school life" on page 176 lines 63-64. Technically, this 

use of the hyphen is correct. However, "High school" is considered by some to be a 

compound noun, forcing it to be used as one word. If this case is tme, then the American 

"High school life" is also correct. 

The final type of accidental variants worth discussing are those in capitalization. 

All of the following examples concern words which were not capitalized by Munro being 

capitalized in the American edition of the book. These variants in capitalization are 

unusual in that, for the most part, they are common nouns which have been capitalized, 

apparently, only to add emphasis. Study the following examples: 

a. "Royal Beatings" 36.103 "the war" becomes "the War" 



b. "The Beggar Maid 35.88 "science" becomes "Science" and 

c. 37.22 "the librarian" becomes "the Librarian" 

d. "Mischief 100.23 "the university" becomes "the University" 

e. "Wild Swans" 124.15-16 "post office" becomes "Post Office" 

All of these words can be used as proper nouns in conjunction with other words. 

However, m the above examples, they are not, so then- capitalization is technically 

incorrect. Unlike these capitalization variants, one mle corrected in the American version 

concems names of products. In "Emily/Simon's Luck" "lurex" is changed to "Lurex" 

(99.16). In "Spelling" "styrofoam" is changed to "Styrofoam" (24.54). 

The following discussions of the stories involve only textual variants between the 

original publications of the stories in magazines and the way the stories appear in the 

Vintage Contemporaries publication. Four of the stories, "Royal Beatings," "Wild 

Swans," "The Beggar Maid," and "Simon's Luck" appear in Munro's Selected Stories. 

In this collection no major substantive changes were made to the stories, and only a few 

minor ones occur. Any of these variants which warrant discussion will be addressed in 

the sections devoted to the individual stories. 
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CHAPTER II 

DISCUSSION OF THE TEXTUAL VARIANTS OF 

THE STORIES INCLUDED IN ALICE MUNRO'S 

THE BEGGAR MAID WITH PREVIOUS 

OR SUBSEQUENT PUBLICATION 

Roval Beatings 

As if to give the reader clues that textual variants will abound throughout the 

book, the first two words of the first story have been modified. In the version of "Royal 

Beatings" which appeared in the 14 March 1977 edition of New Yorker magazine, the 

story begins, "Royal beating." In the book, it begins, ""Royal Beating."" 

The "Rose" problem is also evident from the beginning. In line 5 we see that the 

protagonist's name is not Rose, but Nadine. However, Flo is there, and so is the father. 

The third major paragraph has been rearranged to help tum Nadine's past into that of 

Rose's. Some similarities between the lives of the two girls are apparent. The mother 

has died from a blood clot in her lung. She has a half brother named Brian. The family 

lives behind a grocery store in Hanratty, Ontario. However, without even turning the first 

page, Munro's revisions aheady begin to add a depth to the work which is not apparent in 

the original. A one-sentence description of the store tells us that it "had at one time 

belonged to Nadme's father and mother" (36.33-35). The following added description of 

the store and what it represents shows all three of the pomts which Munro's revisions 

bring to the stories: detail, clarity, and characterization. 



The store was really a house, bought by Rose's father and mother when 
they married and set up here in the fiimiture and upholstery repair busmess. Her 
mother could do upholstery. From both parents Rose should have inherited clever 
hands, a quick sympathy with materials, an eye for the nicest turns of mending, 
but she hadn't. She was clumsy, and when something broke she couldn't wait to 
sweep it up and throw it away. (3.18-4.2) 

This addition along with the mention of the "egg cups" m the next paragraph help bring 

Rose's mother to life and offer a few intimate details into the life from which Rose 

comes. 

From the large number of revisions, it appears that Munro must enjoy playing 

around with her stories in order to make them more holistically pleasing than they were. 

In the case of the stories in this collection, she also needed details which could be 

referred back to in the remaining stories to force the reader to believe that Rose is the 

same woman in each story, to deepen our sense of the lives of the characters, and to help 

the stories connect between and among each other. One method she uses is the addition 

of details. Although not mentioned in the original story, in later years Flo has "saved up" 

and had a bathroom built in a comer of the kitchen, and the family members are "familiar 

with each other's nether voices" (6.13-19). These sounds, along with shifting weight on 

the toilet seat or tearing a piece of toilet paper, are called "bathroom noises." 

The original version of the story notes that the family lives in the poor part of 

town but does not specifically name it. We now know that the town actually has two 

parts: Hanratty and West Hanratty. West Hanratty is the poor part of town. It is 

inhabited by "factory and foundry workers down to large improvident families of casual 

bootleggers and prostitutes and unsuccessful thieves" (6.28-30). A bridge separates the 

two sides of this small town, and just on the west side of the bridge is where the family 
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lives. The symbolism of the position of the home will continue throughout the book in 

reference to Rose. Even though she mingles with the middle-class and the rich, she never 

quite fits in. 

One important detail which was changed from the first publication is the use of 

present tense during the "royal beating" story. In the magazine version, present tense 

begins on page 39 line 49 where a typical Saturday in the lives of the family members is 

being described. Flo liked to leave Rose in charge of Brian and go into Hanratty to do 

some shopping. After these typical Saturdays are described, the story of an atypical 

Saturday when Flo has stayed home begins. This is the Saturday in which the "royal 

beating" will take place. Instead of using the present tense to describe all of the 

Saturdays, Munro changed the "typical" Saturday descriptions to past tense, and only 

used the present tense to describe the "royal beating" Saturday. Where the tense change 

seemed unnatural and pointless before, it now helps to introduce the magnitude of the 

story about to be told. 

Later in that same story, Munro added a detail that really helps to bring the story 

to life for the reader. After having all of the arguing with Rose that she can take, Flo 

decides to go and get Rose's father. In the original, "Nadine watches her go to the 

woodshed door" (40.93). In the next sentence, she is calling her father. However, in the 

book version, Munro adds: ".. .door, hears her tramp through the woodshed, pause m the 

doorway, where the screen door hasn't yet been hung, and the storm door is standing 

open, propped with a brick." Instantly, the reader (at least, one who has known the agony 

of waiting to be punished) is drawn mto the moment and dreads the appearance of Rose's 

father ahnost as much as Rose does. 

11 



Munro also made many changes which help add clarity to certain situations. 

After overhearing her father talking to himself, Nadine feU that the "person who spoke 

those words and the person who spoke to her as her father were not the same, although 

they appeared to be in the same place" (36.144). This description is better worded by 

changing the last clause to "they seemed to occupy the same space." In a description of 

Flo's legs, Nadine notices her "inky veins" (40.37). Even though the reader can probably 

guess to what "inky" refers, Munro deleted these words and added, "blue veins as if 

somebody had been drawing rivers on them with an indelible pencil." The image is much 

clearer. Also, in the "royal beating" scene, just as Rose's father is taking off his beh to 

whip her, Munro changed "That does not mean that he is pretending, that he is not real. 

He is real and he is acting" to "That is not to say he is pretending, that he is acting, and 

does not mean it. He is acting, and he means it" (42.29-32). The parallel stmcture of the 

second pair of sentences more clearly conveys the meaning Munro had in mind. 

Munro also helped to add clarity with small changes, one to just a few words. In 

the early version, Rose's father's lungs "got" a whiff of gas in the war, which was 

changed to "took in" a whiff (36.102). Instead of the Salada Tea sign in the window of 

the house across the street being a "sort o f decoration, it becomes a "proud and 

interesting" one (36.182). Becky Tyde "had had" polio in the original version. Now, she 

"had been sick with" it (37.60a). 

A few remarkable changes are scattered throughout the story. On her Saturdays 

out, Flo would listen to some of the wives of the more affluent men in town. One of 

these women is "Mrs. Davis" in the earlier story (39.55). In the latter she is "Mrs. 

Davies," a name which sounds much more affluent than "Davis." At one point, Flo is 
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about to light her cigarette when "a" Catholic priest comes over to light it for her (39.77). 

Munro changed the word "a" to "the" in the later story. "A" Catholic priest could be 

anyone, but "the" Catholic priest implies that he is the only one in Hanratty and that Flo 

knew him or, at least, knew who he was. 

The majority of the changes made in "Royal Beatings" are to aid in 

characterization. One point to which Munro seems to have paid particular attention is 

dialect. For example, as Becky Tyde sits atop Flo's counter, she asks, "When are you 

going to give me a job, Flo?" (37.73). However, by simply changing the word "me" to 

"us," Munro changes the whole look of Becky Tyde and how she is sitting on that 

counter. Later in the story, Flo asks Nadine, in reference to her Ovaltine (Vita-Malt in 

the American version), "Was there enough symp in it?" (43.55). Yet, with the exchange 

of the word "it" for "there," the tme Flo is brought out, the same Flo who says, 

"Imagine!" when Rose tells her a crazy story. Finally, a perfect example of dialect comes 

in the last two pages of the story. Hat Nettleton, resident of Hanratty, is being 

interviewed over the radio on his one hundred and second birthday. As Rose listens, he 

says words like "wouldn't" and "nothing" (44.49). However, Munro makes his words fit 

the man by changing them to "wouldn" and "nothin." He becomes much more 

believable. 

The bulk of the characterization changes concern Flo. Munro adds a large amount 

of description of Flo, which she will keep adding to as the book progresses. For example, 

in the middle of her story about Becky Tyde's father, Munro adds: "Flo telling a story— 

and this was not the only one, or even the most lurid one, she knew—^would incline her 

head and let her face go soft and thoughtful, tantalizing, warning" (38.45). Even though 
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we have been listening to Flo tell the story, she has not really seemed like a "story-teller." 

This description helps the reader put her in that role, a role she will not give up until, by 

the end of the book, she is too old to manage it. 

Munro also adds a large amount of physical description to Flo. Compare the 

following lines of description between the two texts: 

She wore her light-brown hair cut She wore her own black hair cut straight 

straight, long enough to push back across, just long enough to push behind her 

behind her ears. It was very fine ears. She was tall but fine-boned, with 

and soft. (39.22-25) narrow wrists and shoulders, a small head, a 

pale, freckled, mobile, monkeyish face. If 

she had thought it worthwhile, and had the 

resources, she might have had a black-and-

pale, fragile, nurtured sort of prettiness; 

Rose realized that later. But she would have 

to have been a different person altogether; 

she would have to have learned to resist 

making faces, at herself and others. 

Not only does the second description divulge what Flo looks like, it also better acquaints 

us with Flo the person. 

At one point in the story, Rose refers to "Flo's old life" when she "worked as a 

waitress in the coffee shop in Union Station, and went with her girl friends Mavis and 

Irene to Centre Island" (39.38). Not only does this scene offer some insight into Flo's 
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past, it also sets up a reference which will be made in "Wild Swans" when Rose arrives in 

Union Station. 

Finally, a few details of characterization must be noted. First, in the magazine 

story, Nadine's father has a name, Harry, In the book his name is never mentioned. 

Second, when Nadine is listening to the radio interview, she is living in Vancouver with a 

man. In the book she is living alone in Toronto, which is much closer to the supposed 

Hanratty than Vancouver. Third, in the original story, Nadine works sometimes as an 

actress. This detail is deleted from the book version, which is odd since Rose is, in fact, 

an actress. The last fact is mentioned in both stories, but is important. When Flo 

becomes too old to live alone, she goes to live in the County Home. 
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Table 1. Collation Table for "Royal Beatings" 

The base text, M, is the story published in The New Yorker March 1977. 
Al is the American publication in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and Rose. New York: 
Vintage, 1978. 
A2 is the American publication in Selected Stories. New York: Vintage, 1997. 
Al and A2 are the same unless otherwise noted. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

36.1 Royal beating ] Royal Beating 
36.2 "Nadine, you ] You 
36.3-4 royal beating." The words ] Royal Beating. ^ The word Royal Al, word Royal A2 
36.5-6 Nadine was a child with ] Rose had [Note: The name Nadine in M is changed to 

Rose in Al and A2. This variant will not be noted separately throughout the 
remainder of this table.] 

36.7-8 and the first time she heard this threat, ] that was stronger[.. .]trouble, and 
36.8 it ] this threat 
36.9 How ] how Al, How A2 
36.12 The ] Someone knelt, and the 
36.13a leaped ] came leaping 
36.13b banners—an ] ~. An 
36.14-15 splendid. H In ] ~. In 
36.15-16 In real life it was Nadine's father who was the ] Her father was 
36.17-18 Flo was her stepmother, and the beatings she ] Those Flo 
36.19 much—]~; 
36.21-22 "You[...]road," ] You[...Jroad, 
36.22-24 "You[... .]face." ] You[... .]face. 
36.24-29 But it was[....]presentable. ] [moved to 3.9-12] 
36.24-26 But it was[.. .]surround them ] In real life[.. .]the event 
36.30-51 Nadine and her father[... .]handle the public. ] They lived behind[... .]egg whole. 
[Note: The following indented list of variants is comparing Al to A2. Al is the base text. 
These variants are not found in M.] 

3.18 brother 1~, 
3.20 fiimiture and upholstery repair ] furniture- and upholstery-repair 
4.14 egg cups ] eggcups 

36.52 Nadine's ] Her 
36.54 repau-ing and restormg furniture. ] his furniture repairing and restoring. 
36.56-57 reupholstered, fixed legs, and filled cracks— ] filled cracks, put legs back on, 
36.57-58 skillfully and delicately. ] admirably and skillfully and cheaply. 
36.58-60 No one else[....]charge much. ] [deleted] 
36.60a It ] That 
36.60b pride ] ~: 
36.65-66 up until the year after the war, when ] through the war, through[.. .]until 
36.66 did not discuss ] never discussed 
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36.68 died, ] died 
36.71 big, ] big 
36.72 files, and many ] files. Many 
36.74 but bits ] ~ records of the weather, ~ 
36.75-76 or notes on the weather: ] things he had been moved to write down. 
36.77-82 Ate[....]Spinoza. ] [In A2 this section is italicized.] 
36.78a 1880s] I880's 
36.78b unnatural ] supernatural 
36.80a Aug. ] Aug 
36.80b Thunderstorm ] Giant thunderstorm 
36.80c [not in M] ] Lightning[....]God? 
36.84a vegetable ] new vegetable 
36.84b was trying ] planned 
36.87 scraps ] scrap of paper 
36.87-88asked her if she knew ] asked, did she know 
36.88-89 was, and Nadine, who ] was? Rose 
36.89 at least ] [deleted] 
36.89-90 idea, replied ] ~—she was in her teens by that time—but she ~ 
36.90-91 She was in her teens by that time, and ] She had reached an age where she 

thought 
36.92-93 more about Flo and her father; ] ~, about her father, or about Flo; 
36.94 aside, ] aside 
36.99 bmshes, ] bmshes 
36.100 dark,] dark 
36.102 got] took in 
36.103 war ] War Al, war A2 
36.104 early ] earliest 
36.105-06 First but the Last War), ] ~, but the Last, War) Al, War), A2 
36.108 that time ] the time, 
36.109 did not seem to be ] were not 
36.110 asked. ] asked as often as they are now. 
36.1 Ha store, ] store 
36.11 lb [not in M] ] from the neighborhood 
36.115 time, ] time 
36.115-16 They were yellow and wasted in the face— ] The fact is they were 
36.117-18 given no more name than ] called, without any particular sense of grievance, 
36.119 (They] They 
36.120-21 town.) They did[...]coughing and ] town, and now they[...]coughing, 
36.122 vague obscenities ] aimless obscenity 
36.123-24 young gu-ls on bicycles. ] any young girl on a bicycle. 
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36.125 shed, ] shed 
36.125-26 when Nadine's father was working there, ] [deleted] 
36.127 coughing but speech— ] ~, but ~, Al, coughing A2 
36.130-31 It slowed ] Slowing 
36.131 he] her father 
36.132 took ] taking 
36.133-34 things were going smoothly. But now ] he was doing[.. .]painting. Now 
36.136 in ] on 
36.137-38 swallowing, a covemp coughing, ] quick bit of cover-up coughing, a 

swallowing, 
36.141 beans..." ] beans—" 
36.142-43 Nadine repeated the words ] Rose used to repeat such things 
36.144a ask. ] ask him. 
36.144b those ] these 
36.147 although ] though 
36.147-48 appeared to be in the same place. ] seemed to occupy the same space. 
36.151 Nadine ] she 
36.152-54 listened, and[...]loud. "The ] listened, t The 
36.155 towers,"]-, 
36.155-56 once, in a sonorous, finely pleading voice. "The ] once. ^ "The 
36.158 palaces . . . " ] -" 
36.159a She felt as if] That was like 
36.159bwere] [deleted] 
36.160aher] Rose's 
36.160b hur t ] - , 
36.162-66 wanted so much[... .]did it ] had to mn[... .]her? It 
36.167-176 They lived[....]ended—^were at ] This was somethmg[....]were, on 
36.177-78 The house[.. .]shop ] Across the road[.. .]house that 
36.179 grocery ] [deleted] 
36.180 was never ] had never been 
36.181 front-room ] front 
36.182 sort of decoration. ] proud and mteresting decoration though [...] for sale inside. 
36.183 a sidewalk ] sidewalk 
36.184-85 Nadine often dreamed[...]politely along ] Rose longed[...]whizzing along 
36.188 street light—a tin flower^ ] street light, a tin fiower; Al, streetlight, A2 
36.190 roads, ] ~ and 
36.191 dumps, and eccentric ] dumps and strange-looking 
36.192 eccentric ] strange-looking 
37.2 cattails, ] cattails 
37.4 patched ] patched up 
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37.8 cardboard ] even cardboard 
37.15 low-down ] mostly low-down 
37.17-18 steps—and the light of] ~, and a 
37.18-19 cloudy summer afternoons. ] cloudy, interesting[...]world. 
37.24-28 prickly[...]even by ] nature[...]even to 
37.30 [not in M] ] and while Brian was still in the baby carriage, 
37.32-33 Flo, who would sit up ] both of them—Flo sittmg 
37.35 counter. Nadine would kneel ] - , Brian asleep by the window; Rose knelt or lay 
37.36a wide, ] wide 
37.36b floorboards, work ] - working Al, floorboards, A2 
37.37a and ] on 
37.37b wrapping paper— ] [deleted] 
37.38 torn to ] - or irregular ~ 
37.39-40 again—and listen to what Flo told her. ] for wrapping. 
37.43 came, ] came 
37.44-45 townspeople ] people from Hanratty 
37.48 on ] always on 
37.50-64 She was[....]anything. ] [movedto 8.6-15.] 
37.50 She ] t She 
37.54 tilted to ] on 
37.55-56 little, ] little 
37.56 shoes— ] - , real 
37.57 always ] [deleted] 
37.58 not caring to look at ] being scared of 
37.59a her. ] ~, of her laugh and her neck. 
37.59b Flo said ] She knew from Flo 
37.60a had ] been sick with 
37.60b child— ] ~, 
37.61 twisted—and ] twisted and why she 
37.62a since. ] any taller. 
37.62b [not in M] ] It was[...]normal. 
37.62c also ] [deleted] 
37.63a cracked; ] - , she had as much brains as anybody, but 
37.63bjust] [deleted] 
37.65-67 One day[...]store— ] [deleted] 
37.68 counter and ] ~, 
37.70box] tin 
37.73 me ] us 
37.75 "Why don't you ] "You could 
37.76a shop? ] - , 
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37.76b Flo. "Why don't you ] Flo innocently. "You could 
37.77 with ] for 
37.78-79 brother? He gets more business than I do." ] brother." 
37.80-87 "You think[....]she said. ] "Roberta?"[....]on you. 
37.88a know, ] know 
37.88b here, ] -? 
37.89 went on. ] said, noticing Rose. 
37.89-90 "Hey, What's-Your-Name!" She was talkmg to Nadine. ] "Hey! What's-your-

name! 
37.91 use ] used 
37.92 did, ] did 
37.93 Flo said. ] said Flo, as if she didn't know anything. 
37.94 It ] That 
37.95 If you don't mind ] Excuse 
37.97a here ] out here 
37.97b slaughterhouse, ] slaughterhouse 
37.98 a half] half an 
37.101 would you ] did you ever 
37.103-07 we didn't[....]say ] it got[....]told 
37.108 as] and 
37.109a house—]-, 
37.109bbrick,] brick 
37.110 off—] off 
37.112 outflow: ] 
37.114a unidentifiable ] [deleted] 
37.114bcould] would 
37.119-22 Nadine liked[....]there. ] [deleted] 
37.122 father] old father 
37.123-24 Robert, Flo said. ] her brother according to Flo. Al, brother, A2 
37.127 skinflmt and tyrant, ] - , a family tyrant. 
37.127-30 who wouldn't[....]better. ] [deleted] 
38.1 she never went ] he wouldn't let her go 
38.2 school, and for a while ] school. She 
38.3 house—] - , 
38.5 So people said. Becky's ] That was what Becky said, at the trial. Her 
38.6atime, ] time 
38.6b older ] [deleted] 
38.18 was] being 
38.19 children— ] - and beaten 
38.20 well—and that he ] well, 
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38.21 most of all, ] more now 
38.21-22 deformity (which ] - , -
38.22 some ] some people 
38.22-23 caused; they ] caused (they 
38.24-26 After[...]reason ] The stories[...]reason that 
38.27 that she was pregnant, ] now supposed to be her pregnancy, 
38.28 none other than ] supposed to be 
38.29-30 the child was supposed to have ] people said it had 
38.32-33 Nadme[...]times. ] [deleted] 
38.34-36 Flo[....]said, " 'Go ] "Disposed[....]say go 
38.37 Tyde's,' ] Tyde's, 
38.37-38 they[....]years. 'You'll ] [deleted] 
38.39a tender!' ] tender! 
38.39b lies, ] lies 
38.40-41 added, regretfully. Nadine was ] said regretfiilly. | Rose could be 
38.41-44 she[...]wind] from[...]tear 
38.44 the ] this 
38.45 [not in M] ] Flo telling[....]stuff." 
38.46-47 There was more. Eventually, Flo said, three ] More was to follow. ^ Three 
38.47 men ] - , 
38.48 stable ] ~, 
38.50 decent ] respectable 
38.51 Tyde ] old man Tyde 
38.52 interest ] interests 
38.54 whips, ] whips 
38.55 whiskey ] whisky A2 
38.56a were ] ~: 
38.56b horse racer ] horse-racer 
38.57 dmnkard ] a drinker 
38.60-61 always ] [deleted] 
38.64 name, though ] name if 
38.66-67 black[...]coal. ] delivering[...]arms. 
38.67 [not in M] ] That should[....]be made. 
38.68a One night the ] The 
38.68b men, ] men 
38.69 horsewhipping, ] horsewhipping 
38.70 around midnight, ] [deleted] 
38.71 house. ] - , after everybody had gone to bed. 
38.72 shooting ] firing 
38.75a in ] it dovm 
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38.75-76 Tyde, who was hiding upstairs, concluded that ] Tyde concluded 
38.79 perhaps thinking they ] maybe thinking those men 
38.80 at ] by 
38.81 dwarf. That ] gu-l, a dwarf. But that 
38.86 zero. ] - , a fact noted later in court. 
38.87a tried ] meant 
38.87b trial,] trial 
38.88 couldn't ] could not 
38.89 supposed to be ] [deleted] 
38.90 beating him, and they beat him till ] to beat him and kept beating him until 
38.91 "Butcher's meat!" ] at him, Butcher's meat! 
38.92 unfit ] while 
38.94a Robert ] His son Robert 
38.94b later ] in court 
38.95 did not watch ] had not watched 
38.96 watched ] had watched 
38.96-97 first, then turned ] first but had mn 
38.98 watched ] had watched 
38.99 leave and ] - at last -
38.100 making his slow, ] make his delayed 
38.103 h i m ] - , 
38.104anot,]-? 
38.104b asked. She ] asked in court, and she 
38.106a had] just had 
38.106b nightie ] nightgown 
38.107 didn't] did not 
38.109-10 After a while her father seemed to recover ] Old man Tyde then appeared to 

have recovered 
38.111 horse, ] ~ , and 
38.113-14 in the house, ] [deleted] 
38.114 [not in M] ] to his children got into the cutter and 
38.115 Belgrave, ] Belgrave 
38.116 cold,] cold 
38.116-17 early-morning ] early morning Al, early-moming A2 
38.119 were] was 
38.128 it received]-a l l -
38.129-138 Within[....]bridge. ] A farce[....]display. 
38.139-41 "So[...]putting ] That was all. Flo put 
38.141-39.4 it m[....]sternly. ] the story[....]Flo said. 
39.5 would ] must 
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39.6 thirty or thirty-one years old. ] in her early thirties. 
39.7 But she ] She 
39.8 as ] that 
39.8-9 sixty, seventy would ] or sixty, or seventy, might 
39.11 also ] also of 
39.12 removed ] took off 
39.15 time for poor but ] time, for a poor though 
39.16 young women, but ] woman; 
39.17 also a deliberate, scornful ] also, in a way, a scornful deliberate 
39.17-19 Scorn was something frequently expressed in that house. ] [deleted] 
39.22 light-brown ] own black 
39.23 straight, ] straight across, just 
39.24 back ] [deleted] 
39.24-25 It was very fine and soft. ] [deleted] 
39.25a [not in M] ] She was tall[....]others. 
39.25b Nadine's ] t Rose's 
39.27 soft ] - , 
39.28a with pale freckles, the ] [deleted] 
39.28b soft, ] soft 
39.29 hairs ] frizz 
39.30 ears, ] - and 
39.33-34 Flo could[....]raucously: ] When Flo sang: 
39.35 Oh, ] Oh Al, "O/? A2 [Note: Both sets of song lyrics are italicized in A2.] 
39.37a Round ] And 
39.37b fountains... ] fountain... Al,fountain..."' A2 
39.38 [not in M] ] Rose thought[...]girl friends[....]answers. Al, girlfriends A2 
39.38-39 Also[...]scom: ] And when she sang: 
39.40 Then ] ''Then A2 
39.43a Was "Young man, I thmk you're dyin'!" ] Was young man I think, you're 

dym'! Al, man, I think you 're dyin'!" hi 
39.43b [not m M] ] Rose thought[...]Allen[...]m it. Al, Allan A2 
39.48a sunlight, crows, ditches ] - . Crows. Ditches 
39.48b water ] running water 
39.49-50 Nadme is eleven or twelve now, and ] Often 
39.51a leaves her ] left Rose 
39.51b store ] store—it's a few[...]twelve— 
39.52a goes ] went 
39.52b bridge ] - to Hanratty 
39.53 uptown, she calls ] uptown they called 
39.54a to listen. ] listen to them. 
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39.54b She listens to ] Among the people she listened to were 
39.55 Davis, and ] Davies, 
39.57 Horse Doctor ] Horse-Doctor 
39.57-58 McKay, and then she comes ] McKay. She came 
39.58-59 imitates them at supper: their high-flown remarks, ] imitated 
39.60 makes ] made 
39.61a seem, ] ~; Al, - , A2 
39.6lb foolishness ] - , 
39.61c showiness ] ~, 
39.63a finishes ] finished 
39.63b goes ] went 
39.65a has ] had 
39.65b (What kind, ] What kind? 
39.66 ask her ] wanted to know 
39.67a gets ] got 
39.67b are ] they would be 
39.67c is ] was 
39.69-70 is a Tin Roof or a Black and White.) ] was a Tin Roof, or Black and White. 
39.70 smokes ] smoked 
39.71ahas] had 
39.71b ready-rolled, which ] - , that Al, ready-rolled that A2 
39.72a carries ] carried 
39.72b will not ] wouldn't 
39.73 is ] was 
39.74 does which ] did that 
39.75 call ] have called 
39.75-76 She picked up the habit in ] It was a habit[.. .]from 
39.77 Once a ] - the Al, - , the A2 
39.78-79 up to her m the coffee shop ] over to her right in the Queen's Hotel, 
39.82a try] should try 
39.82b [not in M] ] Another[....]weakly looking[....]was, what[....]out!" Al, weakly-

looking[... .]was What A2 
39.83 But today for ] For 
39.84 uptown; she ] - , 
39.87 Or perhaps ] Perhaps 
39.88 has been ] was 
39.88-89 to start with, because people have not been ] anyway, due to people not 
39.90-91 simply because of the queer stirred-up feelings of] the stirring-up of feelings in 
39.93 commenced; it ] ~, 
39.96 [not in M] ] and populous 
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39.97-98 Flo and Nadine ] They 
39.99-100 scmbbing. They also have ] scmbbing, and they have also got 
39.100-101 provisions ] extra provisions 
39.101 store—]-, 
39.104 to] out to 
39.104-06 woodshed, which is behind the kitchen, or into the front room. ] woodshed. 
39.106 Brian is ] - who is five or six by this time - Al, - , who[...]time, - A2 
39.108 where they left off the last tune. ] our lost starting point. 
39.114-15 remember ever ] ever remember 
39.116 i t ] - , 
39.117Nadine]she 
39.118 softly to Brian when Flo ] softly, t Flo 
39.119-20Nadme, ]Rose 
39.121-22 sing-song ] singsong A2 
39.123 says ] finishes 
39.124 himself. ] - any longer. 
39.126 "Tied] "—tied 
39.127 is agam, the filth. Irresistible. ] is. The filth. 
39.129-30 Two[....]knot! ] [italicized in A2] 
39.131a [not m M] ] has known that for years, 
39.131b this] it 
39.133 Flo what a Vancouver was. ] Flo, what is a Vancouver? 
39.134 city," Flo said. "It's ] city. It's 
39.136-37 Nadine asked. ] [deleted] 
39.138 sa id ] - , 
39.139a else.]-? 
39.139-40 asked Nadine, ] Rose said, 
39.143 thing. Nadine ] thing, t "Two[....]clout!" ^ Rose 
40.3 forbidden words ] words snot and arsehole Al, snot and arsehole A2 
40.5 tying, ] - and 
40.7a mind, ] mind 
40.7b something ] rather 
40.8 [not in M] ] The tumble of reason; the spark and spit of craziness. 
40.10 it] it again 
40.11 him. It ] him, and of course it 
40.12-13 cries Flo from the kitchen. ] says Flo. 
40.16a runs ] runs away, 
40.16b door. ] - , to do[....]stmggle. 
40.16-17 Flo and Nadine ] They 
40.18 and] they 
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40.22a up, ] up 
40.22b are ] really are 
40.22c waiting, ] - and 
40.23 steam. Flo ] - . t ~ 
40.24 rag, ] the rag 
40.25 knees— ] - , 
40.27 table ] kitchen table 
40.29-30 wearing last ] - shorts, -
40.30 shorts, ] shorts 
40.32a slightly ] a bit 
40.32b their ] [deleted] 
40.34 around ] [deleted] 
40.36 are white ] - long, - Al, white, A2 
40.37 inky veins. ] blue veins as if[.. .]pencil. 
40.45 mdeness, sloppiness, conceit, ] mdeness and sloppiness and conceit. Her 
40.46-47 and ingratitude. ] her lack of gratitude. 
40.48-53 She dwells[....]imagine. ] [deleted] 
40.54 "You ] Oh, don't you 
40.54-55 somebody," says Flo. "Who ] somebody, says Flo, and a moment later. Who 
40.55 are?" ] are? 
40.56 a } such 
40.59 scorn and ] - and self-possession -
40.61 Nadine ] Rose that 
40.62 the ] her 
40.63 daughter and thought. What ] baby daughter and she thought, what Al, What A2 
40.67 customer. ] - in the store. 
40.70 apron; ] ~, 
40.71 groaning, she ] groaning—but not communicatively, it[...]share—and Al, 

communicatively; A2 
40.72 Flo ] her 
40.72-74 voice, and[...]it. Flo ] voice. ^ "About time! Sure is!" ^ She 
40.75 resume. "You ] resume. ^ "You never[...]ownselfl You 
40.76-77 doing," she says. ] doing." 
40.80 off." Nadine ] - ." t Rose 
40.81a is] has 
40.81b yet down ] - gone -
40.83 rag, which ] rag that 
40.85 Nadine. ] her. 
40.85-86 Nadine] her 
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40.87 her leg, ] Rose's leg 
40.89 on ] against 
40.90 Flo says ] says Flo 
40.91.4//ng/z^ All right 
40.93 door. ] - , hears[...]brick. 
40.93-94 father, calls him by his name—"Harry"— ] father. She calls him 
40.96-97 terrible ] bad 
40.100 linoleum—ends ] linoleum on it. Ends 
40.101 next to] [deleted] 
40.103-04 fastened with ] and 
40.105atable,] table 
40.105b looks at ] - at the floor, -
40.109 walk ] coming 
40.110 they have] laid 
40.1lladirt.] dirt floor. 
40.11 lb loitering—^waiting— ] ~, ~, Al, waiting A2 
40.113 further without help. ] further, by themselves. Al, further A2 
40.115 stiffens;]-, 
40.116 and they ] she feels them 
40.119 head—]- , 
40.120 himself—]-, 
40.127-28 it if Nadine were ] it, if Rose was Al, it A2 
40.129-30 her sass and ] [deleted] 
40.130 talk and ] - and impudence -
41.1 says ] has said 
41.2 that ]~,Al, that A2 
41.3 her mother, ] her mother, she knows 
41.6 tme. Her ] tme. t What isn't tme? 1 Her 
41.7 "Quiet."] "Be quiet." 
41.9-10 has not started anything, ] herself didn't start this, 
41.11 Nadine ] she 
41.14 She knows, however, ] Rose puts aside her other knowledge 
41.16 done ] - , 
41.17 matter; it ] matter at all. It 
41.18 counts]- , 
41 .20to]- ,Al , toA2 
41.21 dirty. ] - , m spite of the pad. 
41.22-23 foot. Nadine's ] - . t Her 
41.26 and] [deleted] 
41.29her] Rose, 
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41.31 Well,] Well 
41.32 one thmg ] for sure 
41.34 window ] store window 
41.35 "Back Soon"— ] BACK SOON, 
41.36-38 in black[...]letters. ] with[...]crayon. 
41.38 back,] back 
41.40a stairs and ] stairs, then 
41.40b doors] door 
41.41-42woodshed and the front room. Her ] woodshed. % Her 
41.43a clean, ] clean 
41.43b floor. "Oh ] - . f " -
41.44 says, ] says now, 
41.47-48 down, following Nadine's eyes, and sees her dirty knees, J down and sees her 

dirty knees (following Rose's eyes) 
41.48 mbs] mbsat 
41.49 hands ] bare hands 
41.50 around. "She humiliates me," Flo ] - . ^ "She humiliates me," she 
41.52 explanation, the discovery. ] explanation. 
41.52-53 tries to humiliate me. ] humiliates me," she repeats with satisfaction. 
41.53-54 respect. How am I supposed to put up with it?" ] respect." 
41.56 [not in M] ] says her father. 
41.57-58 father, wouldn't you ] father you'd 
41.59 face?] face! 
41.62 an] some 
41.65 thuiking J thinking that 
41.67that] [deleted] 
41.73 begins ] it begms 
41.75 with fresh water ] [deleted] 
41.76a and scum ] [deleted] 
4l.76b His eyes fill] It fills 
41.78athis] that 
41.78b what it is. Or is it just ] it. Is that just a description of 
41.79 are his eyes simply filling ] should she see his eyes fillmg up 
41.83 hand, ] hand 
41.84 meanmg, ] meaning 
42.1 enough;] ~, 
42.4 a ] the same 
42.5 shares, ] does, 
42.5-6 difficulty, apparently, ] difficulty 
42.7 will ] really will 
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42.10 know. Don't ] know, don't 
42.11 Flo] She 
42.15-17 belt? Couldn't[....]hands?" ] belt?" 
42.19 but not hastily. Now it ] not hastily. It 
42.20-21 "All right, you." He comes ] All right you. He is coming 
42.21 Nadine, ] Rose. He 
42.23 entirely ] quite 
42.24 actor ] - , 
42.25 It is as ] As 
42.25-26 is savoring and insisting ] must savor and insist 
42.27-29 this, so that[...]doubt. ] this. 
42.29-30 That does not mean that ] That is not to say 
42.31-32 not[....]acting. ] acting[....]means it. 
42.32 it; ] that, 
42.33 [not in M] ] She has[....]dailiness. 
42.35 Nadine ] she 
42.37 room; ] - , 
42.38 her. ] her off. 
42.40 seems ] would seem 
42.42 belt when ] - at her -
42.48 her, ] her and hits her agamst the wall, 
42.49-50 shrieking, "Forgive me! Oh, please forgive me!" ] ~. Forgive me! Oh please, 

forgive me! 
42.51 shrieking, too. "Stop, stop!" ] - too. Stop, stop! 
42.52 her ] Rose 
42.53 Nadine ] she 
42.55 noise ] ~, the sort of noise 
42.56-57 "Oh, what if people can hear?" ] Oh, what if people can hear her? 
42.57 ditch, ] ditch 
42.58-60 it is— t̂he admitting, even embracing of defeat. It ] and defeat it is, for it 
42.60 that Nadme ] Rose 
42.61 part with ] - in this -
42.61-62 exaggeration ] the same exaggeration, 
42.62 displays in ] displays, playing 
42.63 the ] his 
42.64 arouses ] - , and maybe hopes to arouse, 
42.64-65 contempt. Sfill, he ] - . f They[...]lengths, t Not quite. He 
42.65-66 to really ] really to 
42.69 hand; ] ~, 
42.71 stops; ] - , 
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42.72 in; ] - , 
42.72-73 gives Nadine ] grabs Rose up and gives her 
42.80 [not in M] ] lettmg herself stumble, 
42.81 door, ] door 
42.83-84 her. She shuts it, and she ] her, and anyway, she is weak. She 
42.86 remonstrating. Her ] - , her 
42.87 says to Flo that ] saying angrily that Flo should have kept quiet then, 
42.91 this, ] ~. 
42.92 growing ] is growing 
42.93 steadier, ] [deleted] 
42.95-96 only Flo is ] it's only Flo 
42.97-98 Nadme's sobbing[...]listen, ] Rose[...]them, 
42.99-100 listening, ] - , and 
42.103a [not in M] ] perceived as 
42.103b [not in M] ] In this state[....]Never[...]established. Al, "Never" A2 
42.104 them again, ] them, 
42.107 them,] - ; 
42.109 pain ] bodily pam 
42.111-12 Suppose I[....]run away. ] Suppose she[....]runs away? 
42.118 dmgged. And ] - . 1| ~ 
42.119-20 when you[.. .]moment ] there is[... ]dmgged, 
42.123 [not in M] ] and right next to it 
42.124 when ] in which 
42.125 cracked ] fatally cracked 
42.126 you are] it is 
42.127 it] [deleted] 
42.130-31 she hears Flo's ] Rose hears Flo 
42.132-33 Nadine both her ] her both 
42.136 down-spiralling ] down-spiraling 
42.137 to come. ] from now on. 
42.138 enters ] comes into 
43.2 her] [deleted] 
43.5aOh,]OhAl,Oh,A2 
43.5b says. ] says uneasily. 
43.5-6 You're not so bad off. ] You aren't so bad off, are you? 
43.6-7you] [deleted] 
43.12avoidthe]- i t , -
43.17 here, ] here 
43.21 still,] still 
43.24a will be] [deleted] 
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Table 1. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

43.24b Ovaltine ] Vita-Malt 
43.25 store—some ] - . Some 
43.25-26 Ovaltine at ] Vita-Malt around 
43.27-28 appetizing, made with canned ] appetizing. Canned 
43.28-29 quality, reddish in color, and with ] quality and reddest color, 
43.31 some ] [deleted] 
43.32 [not in M] ] Rose's favorites, in the sandwich, tart and cookie line. Al, tart, A2 
43.32-33 Nadine ] She 
43.34 she ] [deleted] 
43.35 tempted. She will be ] tempted, Al, tempted; A2 
43.39 chocolate. She ] - , she 
43.43 overflow, a ] - , get -
43.45 Then] Soon 
43.48 out the malt symp at ] the malty symp out of 
43.50a sniffling ] though she sniffles 
43.50b late. F l o ] - . ^ ~ 
43.51-55 Dependmg[....]it?" ] She may[....]herself 
43.56 advantage ] all advantage 
43.59 again, eating, ] eating again, 
43.60 news—^tomorrow ] - . Tomorrow 
43.61 tonight, unseemly ] ~. Unseemly 
43.63-64 expect, ] expect 
43.64 behaved ] have behaved 
43.66 from ] off 
43.67-69 They[...]visitors. ] [deleted] 
43.70-80 Do you[... .]bench, ] One night[... .]meant, 
43.80-81 weren't there at present; ] were not there now, 
43.84 [not in M] ] There[...]company. 
43.85 He told them ] Rose's father told them then 
43.88 sky—]- , 
43.89 s tar—]- , 
43.93 they said,] [deleted] 
43.95 this; ] ~, 
43.96 said it was ] believed it to be 
43.97 he] Her father had 
43.98 pointed ] pointing 
43.99-101 Venus, and[...]thing as ] Venus they[...]invention of 
43.104-06 Nadine[...]star was ] Rose[...]heard of 
43.107 Venus, ] Venus 
43.108 or apologize ] - even -
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Table 1. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

43.109-12 cup[...]feet ] teacup[...]chair 
43.112-13 managing at the same time ] she managed 
43.114 legs) ] legs at the same time) 
43.114-15 stretched between them ] [deleted] 
43.116 cried ] cried out 
43.117 that!" F l o ] - ! " t -
43.123-24 Then, though[...]triumph. ] Then they[...]before. 
43.125-26 herself, Nadine imagined ] herself Rose got a picture in her mind of 
43.133-34 relaxation, permission, ] permission, relaxation, 
43.134 delight ] happiness, 
43.135-44.3 Nadme went[....]baby teeth. ] [deleted] 
44.4 [not in M] ] many years later, 
44.4-5 moming ] - , 
44.6-12 She was[....]see them. ] This was[...]Toronto. 
44.13-18 "Well, sir," and old[...]radio. "It[...]day. Yes, it was. It[...]Saturday nights." ] 

Well sir. ^It[...]day. Yes itwas. ^It[...]the Saturday nights. Al, Well,[....]Yes, A2 
[Note: Throughout the mterview the old man's words in Al and A2 are italicized. 
In M they are in quotation marks. This variant will not be noted separately.] 

44.19-21 races in[...]interviewer's. ] races," says[...]voice. 
44.22 "I have newer] I never 
44.23a No, ] No Al, No, A2 
44.23b [not in M] ] that was the old Roman chariot races I was referrmg to. 
44.23c that was well ] That was 
44.26 hunnerd ] hunerd 
44.29a Nadine ] She 
44.29b on. She was up early, ] on, as she went around the apartment kitchen, 
44.32 a play. ] some play, and she wanted to find out what it was. 
44.36 [not in M] ] You were[...]next? 
44.37-38 dangerous," the interview said. ] dangerous." 
44.44 along ] along on 
44.46 Heh. Some ] Heh. t Some 
44.49a wouldn't ] wouldn 
44.49b nothing ] nothin 
44.52 wouldn't ] wouldn 
44.53 tail ] cock 
44.53-54 Heh. Accidents ] Hehe. f It must[....]years. ^Accidents 
44.69 what ] the way 
44.78 it." ] it. Heh. 
44.79 pause— ] - , 
44.80 seem— ] - , 
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Table I. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

44.83 Nettleton, ] Nettleton 
44.84a recorded ] made 
44.84b hundred-and-second ] hundred and second 
44.85 death ] ~, 
44.88 Wawanosh ] Wawanash 
44.90 [not in M] ] Horsewhipper[....Jpast. 
44.91 Nadine, looking ] Looking 
44.91-92 apartment ] [deleted] 
44.92-93 toward[...]longed ] wmdow[...]was longing 
44.95 Nadine ] She 
44.96a "Imagine!" ] Imagine! 
44.96b the ] a 
44.100a in; she ] in, and there wasn't any way Rose could reach her. She 
44.100b when ] even when 
44.101 made ] recorded 
44.103 even have ] have 
44.103-04 It didn't matter to Flo where she was. ] [deleted] 
44.108 curled up into ] sitting in 
44.109 where she sat ] [deleted] 
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Privilege or The Honevman's Granddaughter 

The arrangement we had at home was Cora lived with her grandparents. 

a chemical. It was at the end of the Her grandmother went across the 

back shed. Be thankful it's not at bridge to Hanratty, to do cleaning 

the end of the yard, said Flo. That and ironing. Her grandfather was the 

was where it used to be. In those honey-dumper. That meant he went 

days Gordie Bowles came and cleaned around cleaning out toilets. That 

it out. He cleaned out all the toilets in was his job. 

West Dalgleish and any there were in Before she had the money 

Dalgleish. He was called the honeyman. saved up to put in a real bathroom 

I thought his name might really be Gordie Flo had gotten a chemical toilet to 

Bowels, because Flo used to call him that put in a comer of the woodshed. A 

sometimes, behind his back. He was better arrangement than the out-

disappointed when she got the chemical. house, particularly in the wintertime. 

There's a lot of people got those chemicals Cora's grandfather disapproved. He 

in and they wished they hadn't, he said to said to Flo, "Many has got these 

her. She unitated him. The ch in chemical chemicals in and many has wished 

pronounced as in church. (15.1-10) they never. 

He pronounced the ch in 

chemicals like the ch in church. 

These two passages, the first from "Privilege" published in Tamarack Review in 

1977 and the second from the story of the same name in The Beggar Maid, provide 

excellent examples of the types of changes which Munro made to this stor\. In the 
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decision to include "Privilege" in The Beggar Maid. Munro faced some challenges. First, 

the origmal story is written m first person. The narrator tells us that her name is Nora. 

However, Nora is our Rose. Her stepmother's name is Flo and her brother's name is 

Brian. Another interesting challenge came in having to work from not just one, but two 

texts. Munro had akeady revised the story once and published it under the name "The 

Honeyman's Granddaughter" in the October 1978 issue of Ms. In this third-person 

narrative, the protagonist's name is Nadine, but she too is Rose. 

In the above excerpts, many changes are instantly evident. The original story 

takes place in West Dalgleish, easily changed to West Hanratty. Even though the towns 

have different names, evidence can be found in the first story to prove that they are the 

same town. For example, one paragraph which Munro deleted from the book version 

states that the populous of West Dalgleish "went from factory worker, foundry worker, 

down to Gordie Bowles the honeyman and big ragged improvident families like the Coles 

and the Moreys who went in for casual unprofitable stealing, bootlegging, prostitution, 

and ran up bills in Flo's store..." (22.6-10). Almost this same description is found in 

"Royal Beatings" for the people of West Hanratty. 

Another change m the excerpts is between the words "honeyman" and "honey-

dumper." The change in terms helps to add clarity to the title of the job. Calling a man 

who cleans out toilets for a living a "honeyman" is a bit confusmg for those who have 

never heard the term. However, by changing "man" to "dumper," that choice of title 

becomes apparent and the euphemism becomes clear. Also, changing the honeyman 

from an unrelated character who has nothing to do with the story to Cora's grandfather 

helps to characterize Cora. She is the granddaughter of a man who cleans toilets. 
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One last detail of note is the first sentence of the second paragraph in the second 

excerpt: "Before she had the money saved up...." One may recall that in "Royal 

Beatings" we were told that Flo's money to put in the bathroom had to be "saved up." 

Munro is using small details to enable her characters and, consequently, her stories to 

connect with one another. 

In this story two specific additions of detail are appropriate to show Munro's use 

of that tactic. Rose is going to elementary school by this time. While she is in school, 

Munro adds one sentence to sum up the mood of the school for the reader: "Adults did 

not come to the school, in West Hanratty" (19.6). Those ten words tell much about the 

type of school Rose was forced to attend as a child. However, by the end of the story, 

once again, as with the end of "Royal Beatings" the story has shifted into the future, and 

Rose describes what was done to the school during "the war" (World War II). 

Throughout the story the basement is described as dark and evil and where the big boys 

spend their time. In the early version of the story, flush toilets have been put into the 

school. However, in the book version, the toilets have been put in "the cleaned-up 

basement" (28.26). That one small detail creates the picture of a cleaned-up school that 

children should not be afraid of 

One addition, even though it consists of only three words, falls into both the 

details and the characterization categories. In the first publication, Munro had written, 

"There was a white leg and a bare foot, looking too normal, too vigorous and self-

respectmg, to belong to Franny McGill" (18.1-3). In the book version, the words "with 

muddy toes" have been added after "foot." This detail forces the question, why are the 
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toes muddy? Were they muddy from the start? Did they just become muddy? What 

kind of girl would have muddy toes? Franny McGill would. 

Most of the changes dealmg with characterization concern the character of Cora. 

In the early version, Cora "wore high heels" (23.12). In the later she wore them "to 

school." Most young ladies wear high heels, but few wear them to school. Munro adds 

physical description: "You could smell her, too. Her talcum and cosmetics, her warm 

dark skin and hair" (23.14). Cora didn't just walk past Rose's desk, she did so "with her 

heavy, unportant tread, in her cloud of skin-heated perfumes" (25.32). Yet, Cora was not 

a delicate flower. Munro, although hinting at this pomt in the first version of the story, 

really makes it obvious by addmg that she had "the heavy arms of a woman" (25.6). 

Some unusual textual variants occur between the three versions of this story. The 

oddest are between the two "Privilege"s. In the first story, "Shorty and Frannie" appear 

on page 14 line 5. However, on page 16 line 24 the boy is now "Shortie" and the girl is 

"Franny." Then, on page 17 line 25, he is once again "Shorty," but by line 36 of the 

same page, he is "Shortie" again. She has remained "Franny." In the book version, he 

remains "Shortie" throughout, and the girl is "Franny." 

A second unusual change also deals with Franny. The first version reads: 

"Franny had been smashed against the wall, by her father, drunk, when she was a 

baby.... Another story had Franny falling out of a cutter, kicked by a horse" (17.7-10). In 

the book version, the word "dmnk" is added between "cutter," and "kicked." It seems 

doubtful that Franny would fall out of a cutter because she was dmnk when she was a 

baby. It seems as if the typist looked on the wrong line for a brief instant and added the 

word "dmnk" from the line above describmg Franny's father. 
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Table 2. Collation Table for "Privilege" or "The Honeyman's Granddaughter" 

The base text, M, is the story published as "Privilege" in Tamarack Review 70 (1977). 
Ms is the story as "The Honeyman's Granddaughter" in Ms. October 1978. 
Al is the American publication as "Privilege" in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and 
Rose. New York: Vintage, 1978. 
Ms and Al are the same unless otherwise noted. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant ^ ^ ^ ^ 

14.1-6 At[....]Toilet. ] [deleted in Ms] 
14.1 At one time I ] Rose [Note: M is written in first person. Ms and Al are written 

in third. In Ms "I" has been changed to "Nadine"; in Al her name is "Rose." 
Therefore, the following will not be noted in this table: "I" has been changed to 
"Nadme/Rose" or "she," "my" to "Nadine's/Rose's" or "her," "myself to "herself," 
"me" to "Nadine/Rose" or "her," "we" to "they," "us" to "them," and "our" to 
"their," unless indicated otherwise.] 

14.2 entertam, and ] [deleted] 
14.2-3 them. Telling about West Dalgleish, the store, the school. Various ] them, offering 

various 
14.4-5 squalor. | The ] - from her childhood. The boys' Toilet and the 
14.5a Toilet; o ld]- .Old 
14.5b Bums' Toilet; ] Bums in his Toilet. 
14.5c Shorty and Frannie ] Shortie McGill and Franny 
14.6 entryway ] entrance 
14.6 [not in M] ] She did[....]outrage. 
14.9 boards, and ] - , and through Ms, boards and Al 
14.10-11 Many[...]hole. ] [deleted in Ms] 
14.12 snow ] the snow 
14.13 lonely ] lonesome Al 
14.14 charcoal, with every shading of chocolate m between. ] charcoal. Ms, ~, with every 

shading in between. Al 
14.15 sight, despair got hold of me. I ] sight, she Ms, sight; despair[.. .]her. She Al 
14.16 could not force myself] [deleted in Ms] 
14.17 home. ] - , running from school to her stepmother Flo's[.. .]far. Ms, ~, mnning from 

the school to the[.. .]far. Al 
14.17-21 disgusted but[....]stony, ] disgusted. Wee-pee[....]hsig. Ms, disgusted. ^ "Wee-

pee[....]Rose was Al 
14.21-24 mortified[....]bargain. ] [deleted in Ms] 
14.21-22 mortified. I didn't tell her ] mortified, but didn't reveal 
14.22 she] that Flo 
14.23 up, ] - , and 
15.1-10 The arrangement[....]church. ] Her grandfather[....]c/2Mrc/2. [moved to Ms 76.50-

63 and Al 32.23-31] 
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Table 2. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

[Note: The following mdented list of variants is comparing Ms to Al. Ms is the base 
text. These variants are not found in M.] 

76.51-52 honeyman. This meant that ] honey-dumper. That meant 
76.53a toilets. Before ] - . That was his job. ^ -
76.53b got enough ] had the 
76.54 bathroom, ] bathroom 
76.55a got ] gotten 
76.55b put ] to put 
76.56 woodshed, a ] - . A 
76.57 for ] particularly in the 
76.58-59 disapproved and said to her ] disapproved. He said to Flo 
76.60 chemicals, ] - in 
76.61-62 hadn't." She did an imitation of him. The] never." | He pronounced the 
76.62-63 chemical pronounced as in church. ] chemicals like the ch in church. 

15.11a Another reason I didn't tell Flo was because ] [deleted] 
15.1 lb I ] Nadine Ms, She Al 
15.12a and condition ] [deleted] 
15.12b ordained, ] [deleted] 
15.13a to be] [deleted] 
15.13b and out of her knowledge or mine, ] from any Flo could know, Ms, from any that 

Flo could understand, Al 
15.15a notions, ] notions Al 
15.15b [not in M] ] She was building up a store[...]tell. Ms, up the first store Al 
15.16-18 The smell[....Jus] She[...]tellFlo about[...]sheknew[...]see, she was Ms, tell 

about[.. .]she had any idea[.. .]see—or, indeed, of what there was to see—Rose 
was Al 

15.18 to the fence, ] along the fence, Ms, along the school fence with some other girls, Al 
15.18-19 alerted[...]in ] through 
15.19-20 goldenrod to look at Mr. Bums. ] goldenrod, and[...]toilet[...]schoolyard. Ms, 

toilet, Al 
15.20 Somebody ] Someone Al 
15.21 off his toilet, ] off Ms, off, Al 
15.22 paunchy ] paunch Al 
15.24 toilet ] - ,A l 
15.25 his voice was raised. ] he started a hymn. Ms, his voice was heard. Al 
15.26-29 There[...]AlL ] [deleted in Ms] [not italicized m Al] 
15.26 Green Hill Far Away ] green hill far away 
15.27 Beyond the City Wall ] Outside a city wall 
15.28 Dear Lord was Crucified ] dear Lord was cmcified 
15.29 Died to Save Us All. ] died to save us all. 
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Table 2. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

15.30a His ] Mr. Bums's Al 
15.30b longed even now ] ~, even - , 
15.31 Maybe[...]around. ] [deleted] 
15.31-32 Religion in West Dalgleish ] Religion, around here, 
15.32 usually ] mostly 
15.33 Protestants. Some people ] - , honor-bound[...]other. Many of the Protestants Al 
15.34 Presbyterians, but ] - . But 
15.35 churches in Dalgleish, ] churches, 
15.36-16.1 Others[....]yet. ] [deleted in Ms] 
16.1a heathen ] heathens 
16.1b yet. ] yet, but Protestant in fights. 
16.1-3 We[...]go with ] [deleted] 
16.3a [not in M] ] Flo said the Anglicans and Presbyterians were Ms, and the Al 
16.3b or ] and the rest were 
16.3c either[...]Catholics. ] while the Catholics put up with every kmd of deception and 

debauchery[.. .]Pope. Ms, would put up with any two-facedness or debauching Al 
16.3d [not in M] ] So Nadine[...]church. Ms, So Rose[...]church at all. Al 
16.4a Younger ] The little Ms, All the little Al 
I6.4bthe] that 
16.5 [not in M] ] For years[...]bum. Al 
16.5-61 thought[....]thing. ] [deleted m Al] 
16.6a saw. What ] saw, and[...]girl, what 
16.6b that? I said, and somebody said, that's ] that? That's 
16.6c thing. ] thmg, said the other girl. 
16.6-7 It] which Al 
16.7 to me to have ] to Nadme as if it had Ms, to have Al 
16.8-10 (I[...]brats.) ] Nadine[...]bologna. Ms, She[...]baloney. Al 
16.13-18 01der[....]M/5." ] [deleted in Ms] 
16.13a Older] The older 
16.13b and look] to look, 
16.13c nearby. Some made ] by, several makmg 
16.12-14 Younger[....]thoughtfijl, ] Some[...]thoughtfiil. She 
16.14 longer] [deleted] 
16.15 out, ] out 
16.16 weeds by the fence, ] fences 
16.17 ''Good[...]Burn-your-balls.'' ] "Mr. Bums! Good[...]Bums-your-balls!" 
16.18 He went[...]them. ] He came[...]chickens. 
16.20a teacher]-, A1 
16.20b door and ] - at recess - Al 
16.20-21 school at recess, ] school, Al 
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Table 2. Continued. 

Page/Luie Original ] Variant 

16.21 me must have held ] Rose holding Al 
16.21-22 home, enduring[...]accidents— ] home— Ms, home, risking[...]agonies— Al 
16.22 in the school ] [deleted in Al] 
\6.24 Shortie[...]McGill. ] Shortie[...]McGill! 
16.27a Perform ] perform 
16.27b [not in M] ] Back in the country, 
16.27c Back] back 
16.27d we ] both she and Nadine's father had come Ms, she Al 
16.28a said, ] said that 
16.28b eaten ] been known to eat 
16.29 Before I knew better I ] Nadine had Ms, Rose understood[.. .]imagine Al 
16.32a What a performance, ] What a performance! 
16.32b smoke, ] - , and Ms 
16.33 [not in M] ] and present Al 
16.34 future. ] future anywhere[...]world. Ms, fiiture, going on anywhere[...]world. Al 
16.34-35 People's[...]her. ] [deleted in Ms] 
16.36 this? ] this, for Franny and Shortie? Al 
16.38a The idea would ] the idea could 
16.38b caught, ] caught for this, Al 
17.1a trapped, you ] ~. You 
17.1b that she was ] [deleted] 
17.1c caught ] - , really, 
17.2-3 Then[...]Toilet. ] But[...]her. 
17.3-6 She may[...]pleasant. ] [deleted m Ms] 
17.3-4 She may[...]known, ] Did she[...]coming? She 
17.7a Franny ] Franny McGill 
17.7b wall,] wall Ms 
17.8-9 That[...]men. ] So Flo said. 
17.10a cutter, kicked ] ~, drunk, - Al 
17.10b smashed. ] smashed in the face. Ms, smashed. Her face[...]it. Al 
17.11-12 dismal, hopeless-sounding ] dismal-soundmg Al 
17.12 bunched together badly, ] badly bunched together, 
17.16 may] might Ms 
17.17 as] so Al 
17.19a her, because she ] her; she Ms, her. She Al 
17.19b anybody ] anyone Ms 
17.20 her,] her; 
17.21-24 It was[....]w/7/. ] [deleted in Ms] 
17.25a Shorty] Shortie 
17.25b and] that 
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Table 2. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

17.26 back, ] - and 
17.27a away, ] away again, Ms 
17.27b back. ] - , get[... ]again. 
17.27-28 There[...]get ] The town should get Ms, There[...]getting Al 
17.28 but[...]died. ] people[...Jproblem. Ms, gettmg[...]problem. Al 
17.29a I ] Nadine would always Ms, ] Later on Rose would Al 
17.29b her sometimes ] Franny 
17.29c I come ] she came 
17.29-30 a whore-samt, an idiot-whore-saint, ] an idiotic, samtly whore, Al 
17.30a movie ] a movie 
17.30b Men have ] - seemed to - Ms, - who made books and movies seemed to - Al 
17.31-32 figure but[...]leave ] figure though she[....]cheated, leaving Ms, figure, though 

Rose[... .]cheated, she thought, when they left Al 
17.32a sad[...]dribble ] dreary breathmg and the spit Ms, breathing and the spit Al 
17.32b teeth, won't ] ~, didn't Ms, - ; they were refiising to Al 
17.33 want ] in their hurry 
17.38 jerked ] kept jerking Al 
17.38-18.1 no shoe on ] not been wearing shoes Al 
18.1a a ] the Ms, her Al 
18.1b a bare ] bare 
18.1c [not in M] ] with muddy toes— Al 
18.2 belong ] ever belong Ms 
18.3a I ] of her Nadme Ms, of her Rose Al 
18.3b I got[...]back. ] She[...]crowd. Al, [deleted m Ms] 
18.4a round them, ] hollering encouragement, Ms, around[...]encouragement, Al 
18.4b hovering. ] - and giggling. Ms, - behmd, giggling. Al 
18.4-5 I[...Jalarmed. ] Nadine[...]alarmed. Ms, Rose[...]alarmed. Al 
18.5 did not have ] had no Al 
18.6a or much ] no Al 
18.6b anybody ] anyone Al 
18.7 It[...]abuse. ] [deleted in Ms] 
18.8-13 When[....]miserable. ] When[....]not so. Al, [deleted in Ms] 
18.13-14 I[....Jmles. ] But[....]toilet. [moved to Al 29.28-29; deleted in Ms] 
18.14-16 I leamed[....]cave. ] [moved to Al 29.32-34] 
18.141 ] t She 
18.15a not to go into ] never to go near 
18.15b basement, ] basement 
18.16 cave. ] - ; 
18.17-20 Big[....]consent. ] [deleted] 
18.21 [not m M] ] Nadme was leammg every day m the school. Ms, She was learning. Al 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

18.22a Neutrality ] Her[.. .]neutral, but that Ms, neutral, and that Al 
18.22b the worst] a bad A1 
18.22c mistake, would ] mistake, it could Ms, mistake; it could Al 
18.23 best thing ] thing to do 
18.24 wouldn't ] would not Al 
18.25a the fights ] fights Al 
18.25b about. And ] ~, and 
18.26 understand ] really understand Al 
18.27 I was always ] She would always be 
18.28-30 So[...]school, ] [deleted m Ms] 
18.28 So I ] She 
18.29a secure ] very secure 
18.29b position, if] position—if indeed 
18.29c thing,] 
18.30-31 would[...]windows, ] [deleted] 
18.31-34 the dark[...]attack. ] [moved to Al 29.34-37; deleted in Ms] 
18.31 [not m M] ] to avoid 
18.31-32 steps, the[...]woodpile—or ] steps and[...]woodpiles; not 
18.32a [not in M] ] in any way 
18.32b boys ] - , 
18.33 me; ] her, 
18.34-37 But[....]mteresting. ] [moved to Al 29.29-31; deleted in Ms] 
18.34-35 But[...]leaming ] Learning 
18.36a and J what 
18.36b foreboding ] forebodings 
18.36c exactly ] the same as 
18.36-37 miserable; it ] - . It 
18.38-19.1 was telling ] - in - Al 
19.1alie,] lie 
19.1b [not in M] ] a big boy 
19.2aboys] boys, 
19.2b me as I came ] her as she was coming 
19.2c fire-escape ] fire escape 
19.6a that Flo's] Flo's 
19.6b [not in M] ] Adults[...]Hanratty. Al 
19.6-7 in West Dalgleish ] here Ms [deleted in Al] 
19.7a on] over A1 
19.7b gates ] - , A l 
19.8 and tug hair, flail ] and tug hair, flare Ms, to tug hair and flail Al 
19.9-10 They[...]her. ] [deleted in Ms] 
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19.11 behaved like Flo, never have ] behaved as Flo did, never have Al, [deleted in Ms] 
19.12 carried ] never would they carry Ms, never have carried Al 
19.15 could] would 
19.16 tripping ] ripping Al 
19.16-17 in[...]coat, ] ofl...]mutilation A1 
19.18-22 (That[....]slashed.) ] [deleted] 
19.25 outside ] - , Ms 
19.25-27 She[...]escape. ] [deleted in Ms] 
19.27 them ] the big boys Ms 
19.28a drinking-pail. ] drinking pail; otherwise[...]liberty. 
19.28b did not] didn't 
19.28c doing that, ] chopping or pumping, Ms, the wood-chopping or pumping, Al 
19.29 they came ] came Al 
19.30 Those boys were just ] They were Ms, They were just Al 
19.32jobs, ]jobsMs 
19.32-34 maids at least. So[...]do, ] maids, so[...]unless Ms, - at least; so[...]unless Al 
19.35a get ] someday get 
19.35-21.22 And some[....]no Franny. ] [deleted in Ms] 
19.35b And some ] Some 
19.36-37 Gu-ls[...]Dalgleish. The ] From[...]boys. ^ The 
19.37 except the ones ] exceptmg those 
20.1 [not in M] ] them, correcting spelling, 
20.2a pencils, ] pencil boxes, new 
20.2b brooches ] jeweby 
20.5-9 She[....]arithmetic. ] [moved to 31.14-17] 
20.5 [not in M] ] But[...]things. 
20.7-8 the school, young[...]head, ] that school 
20.9-14 She[....]assigned. ] [deleted] 
20.14-19 The stair[....]going on. ] [moved to 31.17-22] 
20.15 the desks ] desks 
20.15-16 seats were broken, ] [deleted] 
20.16 wired together; ] held together with wire, 
20.17a books, hardly ] books or maps, and never 
20.17b chalk,]-; 
20.18 [not m M] ] dirty and 
20.19 [not in M] ] Nevertheless[....]presented. 
20.19 But some[...]spell, ] Some[...]spell, [moved to 31.25] 
20.19-21 to subtract[...]apron. ] [deleted] 
20.22-26 Amazing[....]kept at it, ] [moved to 31.4-7] 
20.22a Amazing[...]it. ] [deleted] 
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20.22b The teacher was in no ] She was not in any 
20.24 Dalgleish ] Hanratty 
20.25 This must have been ] Probably this was 
20.26-28 mamtaining[...]offering. ] [moved to 31.23-25] 
20.26 maintaining in ] In 
20.28 routine; ] - was maintained; 
20.28-36 No[....]again. ] [moved to 31.8-13] 
20.28-33 No[...]down). No ] She never[....]chalk. She showed no 
20.35 that she might ] to 
20.36 us ] them 
20.36-37 Who[....]leamed. J [deleted] 
20.38 I ever saw ] Rose had ever seen 
21.4 grey, plump, ] plump, gray, 
21.5ait] she 
21.5b and she ] with the snuff. It 
21.5-6 the same as ] like 
21.8 Had the teacher ] Rose didn't know if the teacher had 
21.9 [not in M] ] if they were 
21.10a did they date ] if they dated 
21.10b history?]-. 
21.11 here ] there 
21.12 illustration, decoration? A ] decoration, illustration? ^ A 
21.13a woodpecker, an oriole, a bluejay, ] woodpecker; an oriole; a blue jay; 
21.13b colours clear, ] colors clear and 
21.15-16 might have seemed ordmary. ] would not have seemed so extraordinary. 
21.16 so bri^t, so ] bright and 
21.18 those] the 
21.20a light-heartedness ] lightheartedness 
21.20b lunch pails ] lunchpails 
21.21-22 no turds under ice; ] [deleted] 
21.22 [nobreak]] [break] 
21.23a There were ] The M 
21.23b class. ] class Ms, Class. Al 
21.23-24 They[...]class, there[...]else. ] They[...]class; there[...]else. [moved to Ms 

76.38-39], Those three[...]Class; there[...]else. [moved to Al 32.14-15] 
21.24-25 They were[.. .]who bossed us, the teacher's deputies. ] were[.. .]who were 

bosses, teacher's deputies, [moved to Ms 76.34-36; deleted in Al] 
21.26 They[...]seven. ] [deleted] 
21.27a Donna, one was Cora, ] Donna; one was Cora; Al 
21.27b [not in M] ] Three[....]princesses. 
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21.27-28 Whenever[...]walking ] They walked Ms, That[.... J walked Al 
21.28 schoolyard together arm in arm] school yard together arm in arm Ms, schoolyard 

arm-in-arm Al 
21.29 or arms ] - with their -
21.29-30 middle, the peak, the leader. ] middle. She was the tallest. 
21.30-31 were not[... .]They were ] [deleted] 
21.31-32 her, princesses to her queen. It ] her. It Ms, her. | It 
21.33a She] Cora 
21.33bThe] Her 
21.33-34 went over to Dalgleish ] still went across the bridge, Ms, went across the bridge 

to Hanratty, Al 
21.34-22.16 The grandfather[....]anywhere.) ] [deleted] 
22.17 But she was illegitimate, Cora was. ] Cora was illegitimate. 
22.18 and was ] - she - Al 
22.21 castoffs, because ] ~, for Ms, - . Al 
22.20a fawn-coloured ] fawn-colored 
22.20b hips, ] - ; Al 
22.21 at the neckline, ] from one shoulder; Al 
22.22 crepe ] crepe 
22.22-23 These[...]big. ] [deleted in Ms] 
22.23 so at the tune) ] so), 
22.24 top ] the top Ms 
22.25aFrom[...]of] [deleted] 
22.25b those girls, all with ] Those girls often had Ms, She[.. .]had Al 
22.26a rolled[...]heads, ] done[...]style, Al 
22.26b darkly ] richly Al 
22.27 powdered, ] - . 
22.27-28 it[...]pretty. ] [moved to Ms 76.85-88 and Al 33.45-46] 
22.27 it was Donna with a freckled ] (it was actually Donna, with the pale Ms, (it was 

actually Donna with the pale Al 
22.28a face and fine, frizzy hair ] face, fair frizzy hair, Ms, face, the fair frizzy hair, Al 
22.28b pretty. ] - ) , 
22.29 heavy, she ] - . She Al 
22.30a eyelids, and ] ~, 
22.30b will ] would Al 
22.31 right then, ] at the moment, 
22.32 princesses, ] princesses Ms, attendants Al 
22.34 awaiting ] waiting Al 
22.35-37 The first[...]door. ] Some[...]door, and[...]them. Ms, Some[...]door, wistfully 

insulting, and[...]them. Al 
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22.38 Tool..]bed!]''Tool..]bQdr 
22.39 meant but ] meant, but she 
23.3a I ] Nadine Ms, she Al 
23.3b out[...]being ] it[...]as Ms, that[...]Rose Al 
23.4a that way, slowly, on some ] just as Cora did, on her Al 
23.4b tormenter ] tormentor Ms, tormentors Al 
23.7-14 I[....]rattle. ] [deleted in Ms] 
23.7a around in ] around 
23.7b imagined ] imagining 
23.8a imagined my ] her own 
23.8b up and ] and dipping, her 
23.9-101 wondered[....]Nor. ] [deleted] 
23.10her] Cora 
23.11 her now. She] Cora, now. ^ Cora 
23.12 heels. ] - t o school. 
23.13 felt[...]heard ] could feel[...]hear 
23.14a [not in M] ] You could[....]hair. 
23.14b [no break] ] [break m Al] 
23.17 cosmetic ] chemical 
23.18-19 avoiding[...]entrance, ] [deleted in Ms] 
23.19 but ] - when she saw those girls Al 
23.19-20 those gMs ] them Al 
23.21 She called to me. ] [deleted] 
23.22'You[...]up here ifI....]up!']"You[....]up!" Ms, "You[...]upif[....]up!"Al 
23.23a Her voice] She 
23.23b teasing, ] - Nadine, Ms, - her, Al 
23.23c encouraging, ] - her, 
23.23d if she was calling to ] she would 
23.25 'How[...]done?' ] "How[...]done?" 
23.26a 'Then[...]it,' ] "Then[...]it," Ms, "Then[...]to," Al 
23.26b Bemice. I think she ] ~, who as it happened Ms, - , who as it turned out Al 
23.28a 'We[...]them,' ] "We[...]them," 
23.28b'We'll] "We'll 
23.28-29 her. Nora. We'll just do Nora. ] Nadme. Isn't that your name? Ms, her. What's 

your name? Rose? We'll just do Rose. Al 
23.29 up honey.' ] up, honey." 
23.30 How ] Nadine saw with alarm how Ms, Rose saw with alarm how Al 
23.30-31 gmbby and trembly and cold to touch. ] gmbby. And it was trembly[...]touch. 

Ms, gmbby. And it was cold and trembly. Al 
23.31 [not in M] ] A small, disgusting object. Al 
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23.32 I thought[...]it, m disgust. ] She would[...]it, in disgust. Ms, Rose would[...]it. Al 
23.33-38 'Spread[....]warm. ] [deleted m Ms] 
23.33a'Spread] "Spread 
23.33b fingers. ] fingers out. There. 
23.33c Look at your your little] Lookit your 
23.34 you. Hold ] - . Am I? -
23.35 go crooked.' ] go all crooked, do you?" 
23.36 colour ] color 
23.39a'Isn't] "Isn't 
23.39b hands ] fingernails Ms, nails Al 
23.39c [not in M] ] She was domg[...]bare. Al 
23.39-24.1 Nora[...]name. ] How did[...]name. Ms, t "It's[....]Cora. Al 
24.2a day. J -? Ms 
24.2b freezing ] - , 
24.2c mine?' ] ~?" 
24.3a Nora-Cora. ] [deleted] 
24.3b trying out charm ] [deleted in Al] 
24.4 do on ] do. They will try out charm on Al 
24.5-12 Did she[....]Cora. Come ] Nadme was[....]name. f Come Ms, Rose 

was[... .]name. f Come Al 
24.13 honey. The ] honey. ^ The 
24.14 what exactly ] exactly what 
24.14-16 It[...]mn. ] [deleted in Ms] 
24.14-15 was[...]waiting, ] must be[...]start, 
24.15 ready ] waiting 
24.16a mn J flow 
24.16b Lacking[...]sharpness, ] There[...]lacking, 
24.16c some of the ] some 
24.17a urgency, differing incidentally ] urgency; there was the incidental difference Ms, 

urgency missmg; there was the mcidental difference Al 
24.17b chosen, but ] chosen; 
24.18a otherwise the same, ] otherwise it was the same thing, 
24.18b has overtaken me since. ] would overtake her in the future. Ms 
24.21-22 road (West[.. .]street-lights), we had the ] road—the Ms, road—they had the Al 
24.22 funerals, organized ] funerals was organized Ms 
24.23a big ] older 
24.23b girl, only ] - , because - Al 
24.24 this— ] this game— 
24.25a smging, cast ] singing and cast Ms, singing some hymn, and cast down Al 
24.25b flowers, took ] flowers, bent[...]took Ms, flowers. They bent[...]took Al 
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24.26 last look ] Last Look Ms 
24.26-33 That[....]procession. ] [deleted in Ms] 
24.31a glamour ] glamor 
24.31b most of them ] they 
24.32a rag-tag ] ragtag 
24.32b it ] thmgs 
24.32-33 One[....]procession. ] Rose[....]ignored it. 
24.34a chose ] got to choose Al 
24.34b we were to sing. ] the processional hymn was. Al 
24.34c chose ] had chosen Al 
24.35a How Beautiful Heaven Must Be. ] "How[.. .]Be." Ms, "How beautiful Heaven 

must be." Al 
24.35b was ] lay Al 
24.35c [not in M] ] mostly hlacs, and Al 
24.36 crepe ] crepe 
24.36-37 beads[...]perfumed ] beads[...]face Ms, some[...]face Al 
24.37a on ] m 
24.37b comer ] comers 
25.1 Solemnly[...]my lilacs, I ] Nadine Ms, Sadly[...]lilacs. Rose Al 
25.3-4 The colour of her hair. ] The color of Cora's hair. Al, [deleted m Ms] 
25.4 underneath strands ] - strands of Cora's hair Ms, under-strands Al 
25.5athe] her 
25.5b [not m M] ] the color of Ms 
25.6 [not in M] ] the heavy arms of a woman, Al 
25.7 smell ] real smell 
25.7-8 What[...]early-plucked eyebrows? ] What[...]plucked eyebrows? Al, [deleted in 

Ms] 
25.8-9 re-create these things, ] remember everythmg, Ms, over these things afterward, Al 
25.9-10 to remember them, to know them, ] to know these things, Ms, strain to remember 

them, know them, Al 
25.10-15 Trymg[....]whack it. ] [deleted in Ms] 
25.10-11 Trying[....]Cora:the] What[....]a 
25.11 the rough-edged ] a 
25.12 centre, the ] center, a 
25.12-13 a source[...]time. What ] that[...]get at. ^ What 
25.13 love ] - , 
25.14a unpotence,] -and 
25.14b hopelessness, ] - and 
25.16a I ] Nadine Ms, She Al 
25.17-28 An idiotic[....]expected. ] [deleted m Ms] 
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25.17a predictable ] inadequate 
25.17b do. ] do, a childish[...]time. 
25.19a behind ] up behind 
25.19b high up on ] on 
25.19-20 where[...]by ] in[...]of 
25.20-24 It surprises[....]twice. ] [deleted] 
25.25a climb on ] them climb up on 
25.25b stool, ] - and 
25.26-27 all sorts, chicken bones, maple buds—and then ] allsorts, maple buds, chicken 

bones. 
25.27a [not in M] ] She[...]herself 
25.27b school and hide it ] school, which[....]investigate. ^ Rose hid the bag 
25.28a wait] waited 
25.28b expected. Even ] - . 1| ~ 
25.29 [not in M] ] obtamed it legitimately, Al 
25.30a beginnmg ] - , 
25.30b I ] She Ms, By now she Al 
25.31 much. ] much, m[...]a state[...]anything. Ms, - , m[...]the state[...]anything. Al 
25.32a walked ] happened to walk 
25.32b desk. ] desk, with[...]perfiimes. Al 
25.33 I ] she Ms, Rose Al 
25.34 knew ] knew that 
25.35 of course, so I had ] there was never a right time, so after a few days she decided 
25.37 school (with ] - , with 
25.38 alone later, ] again later, alone, 
26.1 door). The ] door. Ms, door, t The Al 
26.1-3 The teacher[....]by. ] [deleted in Ms] 
26.2a over ] across 
26.2b an ] her 
26.2c hat, ] hat 
26.3a feather. ] feather stuck on it. 
26.3b'Hen[...]by.] [deleted] 
26.4 wiping ] wiping off 
26.5a desk, something ] ~. Something Al 
26.5b out. Donna ] out. The teacher didn't bother, but Donna 
26.6 'Hey[...]desk?' I ] "Hey[...]desk?" She Ms, "Hey[...]desk?" t Rose Al 
26.8 foreseen ] - at all 
26.9a That ] But that Al 
26.9b she ] Cora 
26.11 and her] and 
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26.13'I[...]for,']"I[...]for," 
26.14 Flo imitated her voice. It ] Flo's imitation Ms, Flo's miitafion[...]once; it Al 
26.15 voice; it was mincing, ahnost ] voice. Flo made her sound mincing and 
26.15-16 whinmg. 'I[...]you.' ] - . "I[...]you." Ms, - . % "I[...]you!" Al 
26.17-18 The candy[...]out. ] [deleted in Ms] 
26.17a anyway; it ] - . It 
26.17b squeezed ] all squeezed 
26.18 together]-, 
26.19-20 She was naturally against stealing ] That was bad enough, Ms 
26.21a secondary, ] the secondary evil, Al 
26.21b not] less Al 
26.22-23 'What[....]something?' ] "What[....]something?" 
26.24-34 I said[....]sick.' ] [deleted in Ms] 
26.24-261 said[....]Flo. ] She meant[....]blast. 
26.26-33 This interview[....]door-knobs. ] [deleted] 
26.34 'You are so,' Flo said. 'You[...]sick.' ] "You are so," said Flo. "You[...]sick." 
26.35a can't have been any threat of] wasn't 
26.35b she ] Flo Al 
26.36 worried ] talking 
26.36-37 That[...]it, ] IfI...]thought of that, it Ms, Ifl...]known about that, or thought of 

it, it Al 
26.37 outlandish, more of a joke, ] - , more impossible, more of a joke, Ms, of a joke, 

even more outlandish, more incomprehensible, Al 
27.1a enslavement ] the enslavement Al 
27.1b self-deception, self-abasement; that ] self-abasement, self-deception; that Ms, the 

self-abasement, the self-deception. That Al 
27.1c [not in M] ] She looked at Nadine as if Ms 
27.1dShe]sheMs 
27.2a danger ] - , 
27.2b right; ] ~, Ms 
27.2-3 hopefiihiess; readiness; ] - , ~, Al 
27.4 'What[...]her?' ] "What[...]her?" 
27.5a 'Nothing ] "Nothing Ms, "Nothing Al 
27.5b the furthest thing ] a far cry 
27.5-6 good-lookmg I can imagine. ] good-looking. 
27.6 [not in M] ] I can[....]aheady. Al, [deleted in Ms] 
27.7-9 They look[....]man.' ] They look[...]her." Ms, I guess[...]her." Al 
27.9a [not in M] ] Nadine[....]honeyman! Ms, Rose[....]honey-dumper! [break] Al 
27.10a She] Flo 
27.10b Cora ] - , 
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27.11 'There[...]idol!' ] "There[...]idol!" 
27.14a 'You know her!' ] "You know her!" 
27.14b'You] "You 
27.14c the candy ] candy Al 
27.15 her!' ] her! Didn't[...]laugh!" Ms, her! Didn't[...]laugh." Al 
27.16-26 Of course[....]recall ] Nadine's[....]recalling Ms, Rose's[....]recalling Al 
27.26 story, ] - and 
27.27 hairy-lipped, ] hairy, 
27.27-28 fat—making[...]ludicrous. Long after, so ] fat. So 
27.29 Flo was ] Nadine saw Flo Ms, Rose saw Flo Al 
27.30-28.33 [Note: The rest of the story is deleted from Ms.] 
27.30 dwindled, it lost ] dwindled, lost 
27.32a [not in M] ] West Hanratty changed too. 
27.32b out of West Dalgleish ] away 
27.33a left J who stayed 
27.33b paid better ] better paid 
27.34 hold ] - , 
27.35 cases, houses go patched up and painted, refrigerators ] cases. Roofs[...]patches. 

Houses were painted, or covered with imitation brick. Refrigerators were 
27.36 I think about West Dalgleish ] Rose thought of West Hanratty 
27.37 just before, it is ] before, the two times were so separate it was 
28.1 perhaps it is a movie ] as if it was all on fihn 
28.2a has ] had 
28.2b way— ] ~, 
28.3a look ] looked 
28.3b [not in M] ] and decent 
28.3c other ] ~, 
28.4jumbled]~, 
28.5-21 The teacher[....]for it. ] [deleted] 
28.22a Meanwhile the ] The 
28.22b was gettmg ] itself got 
28.24 down, ] down 
28.25 Grass[...]ground. ] [deleted] 
28.25-26 government, or tiie school board, or whoever, ] Government and the School 

Board 
28.26 in flush toilets. ] flush toilets in the cleaned-up basement. 
28.27 doing the same thmg. ] moving in that direction. 
28.28 summer holidays ] summertime 
28.29 They could[...]Army. ] [deleted] 
28.30a to keep us from getting at the ] so that[.. .]their 
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28.30b [not in M] ] had put in a bathroom by this time. She 
28.31awe]they 
28.31b it put m too, ] [deleted] 
28.33a Gordie Bowles ] Cora's grandfather 
28.33b retire. There ] retire, and there 
28.33c honeyman. ] honey-dumper. 
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Half a Grapefruit 

"Rose wrote the Entrance, she went across the bridge, she went to high school." 

By making this sentence the first line of the thu-d story in the book, Munro is making a 

connection between "Privilege" and "Haifa Grapefhiit," originally published m Redbook 

in May 1978. In the previous story Cora and her two friends were in the high school 

"Entrance" class. We can guess that during the passage of time between the stories. Rose 

also took the class and passed the test. Now, she is in high school. 

Unlike the original versions of "Royal Beatings" and "Privilege," the protagonist 

in this original story is actually named Rose, even though the story is written in first 

person. She is the same Rose from West Hanratty with Flo, Brian, and a sick father. 

However, a new character is introduced: Flo's cousin Billy Pope, who works in Tyde's 

Butcher Shop, owned by Becky Tyde's brother Robert. Because she is automatically 

equated with the Rose in the previous book versions, few changes were made to the story 

itself. Most of the changes are additions of detail and characterization. 

Once again, the character expanded on most is Flo, not Rose. We are told that 

Rose is bothered by the fact that Billy Pope says, "yez" (180.185). Also, Munro adds a 

cute little description of a "hip-swinging," "red and yellow plaid skirt" wearing, 

"swaggering" Rose coming home from school, but other than these small details, Munro 

adds very little about her (176.115). Flo, on the other hand, becomes even clearer. While 

she is telling a story to Rose, she mentions the time she was m the hospital for her gall 

bladder surgery, which Rose was just barely old enough to remember (178.169). When 

Rose would bring a large stack of books home, Flo "expressed hostility" toward them 

(178.181). Munro adds, "She made mbble out of the titles. Rose believed she 
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deliberately mispronounced. Ode came out Odd and Ulysses had a long shh in it, as if 

the hero was dmnk." Flo commands Rose to "Look at that again!" in the first story, but it 

becomes "Lookit..." in the second, once agam taking advantage of dialect to aid in 

characterization (180.142). However, the most significant examples of characterization 

relate to Flo's role as a story-teller. Munro has Flo tell a story about a woman she knew 

when she was a child who had "second sight." Although Flo also tells the story in the 

origmal version, she embellishes it with details which prove Flo's abilities as a tme story

teller. She even tells a story within her story about a man whom the woman had helped. 

"One fellow I knew went to her and he had lost his wallet. He was a man 
that worked on the railway line. And she says to him, well, do you remember it 
was about a week ago you were working along the tracks and you come along 
near an orchard and you thought you would like an apple? So you hopped over 
the fence and it was right then you dropped your wallet, right then and there in the 
long grass. But a dog came along, she says, a dog picked it up and dropped it a 
ways further along the fence, and that's where you'll find it....And he went and 
found his wallet in the very place she described. This is tme, I knew him. 
(182.136) 

Details about the woman's hands and the dampness in her house help Flo bring the story 

to life on an even grander scale, which helps Munro bring Flo to life for us. 

A few short examples of changes to enhance clarity can be found. For example, 

in the first story, when Rose's father was laying on the couch, he was still involved in 

conversations happening in the kitchen, even though most people picture a couch in a 

living room or den. Munro cleared up this confusion by adding one word, "kitchen" m 

front of "couch" (183.48). Rose drank soft drinks after school m the original story, but in 

the revised one, she drank Cokes (178.3). 

Also, a few short examples of details are evident. A woman in the first story used 

"honey-and-almond lotion," but in the second, she used "Hinds Honey and Ahnond" 
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(178.99). Rose's father, in the first story, was wearing his "suit." In the second it was his 

"suit, which was an unusual color—a dark oily sort of green. Perhaps it had been cheap" 

(182.69). 

Along with these specific details, Munro added a couple of extensive ones. At 

one point in the story, Billy Pope and Rose's father are drinking a couple of glasses of 

whiskey. The original ending of this scene is simply, "Flo had a glass of it too." 

However, Munro changed that sentence to the following: 

Brian, Rose's half brother, had come in from playing somewhere; noisy, 
muddy, with the cold smell of outdoors around him. 

Just as he came in Rose said, "Can I have some?" nodding at the whiskey 
bottle. 

"Girls don't drink that," Billy Pope said. 
"Give you some and we'd have Brian whining after some," said Flo. 
"Can I have some?" said Brian, whining, and Flo laughed uproariously, 

sliding her own glass behind the bread box. "See there?" (182.92) 

A few short lines of dialogue, a few descriptions, and the movement of Flo sliding her 

glass behind the bread box changes everything. 

The final substantive change in this story is very significant. It is the night before 

Rose's father is to leave for the hospital in which they all know he will die. The rest of 

the family is playing cards while he sits on the couch and coughs. The following are the 

two endings. 

When he coughed nothing could be 

done, so we went on playing cards 

with exceptional briskness. 

(183.72-74) 

She believed he was prepared for West

minster Hospital, the old soldiers' hospital, 

prepared for its masculine gloom, its 

yellowing curtains pulled around the bed, its 
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spotty basins. And for what followed. She 

understood that he would never be with her 

more than at the present moment. The 

surprise to come was that he wouldn't be 

with her less. 

The change in mood from the first piece to the second is beyond comparison. With that, 

Munro has still managed to find a way to bring us with her into Rose's future, a future in 

which her father is still with her. 

As with the previous stories, Munro has added a few paragraphs after the end of 

the story which look mto the future. Two unportant ideas are introduced here. First, 

Rose goes to a reunion of the school while she is in town "to see what was to be done 

about Flo" (56.1). The second is when a person at the reunion, four lines later, says to 

her, "I saw your picture in a magazine..." foreshadowing some fiiture fame that Rose will 

achieve. 
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Table. 3. Collation Table for "Haifa Grapefruit" 

The base text, M, is the story published in Redbook May 1978. 
Al is the American publication in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Rose and Flo. New York: 
Vintage, 1978. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

133.1 I had to cross a bridge to get to high school. ] Rose wrote the Entrance, she went 
across the bridge, she went to high school. [Note: The base text was written in 
first person. A1 is in third. Therefore, the following will not be noted in this table: 
"I" has been changed to "Rose" or "she," "my" to "Rose's" or "her," "myself to 
"herself," "me" to "Rose" or "her," "we" to "they," "us" to "them," and "our" to 
"their," unless indicated otherwise.] 

133.1-10 The bridge[....]West Hanratty. ] [deleted] 
133.10 large,] large 
133.11 One] The 
133.12a "Health and Guidance," ] Health and Guidance, 
133.12b modem ] new 
133.12c idea—boys ] idea. Boys 
133.13-14 "Family Life." ] Family Life. 
133.14a was dashing in a ] was young and optimistic. She wore a dashing 
133.14b flared over ] - out -
133.18 evident]-, 
133.20 The country side answered first: ] [deleted] 
133.27 laughing from the town side, with the ] laughing, the 
133.28 meffectual, ] ineffecUial 
133.28-29 faces. 1| A ] ~. She was gettmg to the town side of the room. -
133.29 maintamed voluntarily ] maintained, voluntarily, 
133.30-176.2 classroom, and now[...]the room. People ] - . Over here people 
176.3 com flakes ] Com Flakes 
176.6-8 I was the only one from West Hanratty, and I had stuck myself onto the back of a 

town row. ] Rose had stuck herself on to the back of a town row. West Hanratty 
was not represented, except by her. 

176.9 [not in M] ] agamst her place of origin, 
176.10-11 waffle-eatmg, coffee-drinking, aloof] waffle-eating coffee-drinking aloof 
176.15 fact, my stepmother ] fact Flo 
176.18 I don't think we even sold ] They didn't even sell 
176.19 Flo] They 
176.21a small, ] small 
176.21b She] Flo 
176.23 well cooked ] well-cooked 
176.24 your] the 
176.25 rice] Rice 
176.26-27 that puffed rice ] the Puffed Rice 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

176.28 bowl ] ~, 
176.30 mbbers, ] mbbers 
176.35 bold yet natural a ] ~, yet so natural, -
176.37 school; ] - , 
176.39 throat;]-, 
176.40 arms ] -, 
176.43 later]-, 
176.44 name, ] name 
176.46 boards]- , 
176.52 that I ] she 
176.55 called]-, 
176.56 again] - , 
176.63-64 High-school ] High school 
176.64a hazardous ] - , 
176.64b harsh, ] harsh 
176.67 sanitary napkin. ] Kotex. 
176.68 napkin ] Kotex 
176.70 notebook ] - , 
176.71-72 from school ] [deleted] 
176.73 a dispenser ] - Kotex -
176.81 he had said. ] he said. 
176.84-85 Probably a reject from the science room ] [deleted] 
176.86a napkin ] Kotex 
176.86bto] on 
176.87 then had] then 
176.95a assembly ] - , 
176.95b principal ] Principal 
176.103 big,] big 
176.106a school]-, 
176.106b [not in M] ] "You got[....]but impatiently. 
176.109 She] Flo 
176.109-110 sanitary napkin, ] Kotex, 
176.114 onlooker's ] an onlooker's 
176.115 [not in M] ] The change m[....]of swaggermg. 
176.116-117 roles fi-om when I was younger. ] roles. 
176.118 with stories to tell, she ] bringing stories home, Flo was 
176.120a hear more. ] hear. 
176.120b [not m M] ] Horse Nicholson[....]to today?" 
176.122a wide-open ] wide open 
176.122b out front in ] m 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Page/Line Origmal ] Variant 

176.123 i n ] - , 
178.2a would make ] made 
178.2b tell me ] she told Rose 
178.3 soft drinks ] Cokes 
178.5 [break]] [nobreak] 
178.7 One] (One 
178.9a now— ] - , 
178.9b country]-, 
178.10 Hanratty—]-, 
178.11 alone;]- , 
178.13 liked. ] liked.) 
178.19 alone, ] alone 
178.21 Nicholson and Runt ] Nicholson, Runt 
178.24 in. t She ]m. She 
178.28 conceited ] - , 
178.30 with no trouble at all, ] to do it with him, 
178.32 did not] didn't 
178.40 Horse; and Runt, ] Horse, and Runt 
178.41 plan, ] plan 
178.42 steps, ] steps 
178.43 watch. | No ] watch, no 
178.45 came ] crawled 
178.46 D e l — ] - , 
178.49 proceedings ] ~, 
178.51-52 pantry; Del said ] pantry and saying 
178.52 spit] piss 
178.53 d a y ] - , 
178.57 Holy] Jesus 
178.61 "Who is that?" ] who is that? 
178.61-63 "Oh, that's only Horse Nicholson." "Then who the hell are your ] oh, that's 

only Horse Nicholson. Then who the hell are you? 
178.64a "Holy Murphy!'' ] Jesus Murphy! 
178.64b [not in M] ] Rose did not[....]getting V.D. 
178.65 Upstairs, my ] Upstairs Rose's 
178.73 com plaster ] Band-Aid 
178.77boy,] boy 
178.83 d i ed ] - , 
178.91 tree, ] tree 
178.99 honey-and-ahnond lotion. ] Hinds Honey and Ahnond. 
178.104agive] gave 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

178.104b thing—a ] thing. It was a 
178.105a gloves. ] ~ , 
178.105b light-brown ] light brown 
178.106-07 meant never ] never meant 
178.110his] it 
178.112pie,] pie 
178.114-15 had been ] were 
178.119 that she] she 
178.126 sister;]-, 
178.133 doctor;]-, 
178.139 factory]-, 
178.142 go] come 
178.148 factory]-, 
178.152 invitation, ] invitation 
178.153 chili-sauce ] chiU sauce 
178.155 spring-cleaning ] - , 
178.160a But it] It 
178.160b way ] - , 
178.167a fiizzy, ] fuzzy 
178.167b in] on 
178.169 [not in M] ] When the bishop's[....]I would." 
178.171-72 algebra, ancient and medieval history, French, ] Algebra, Ancient and 

Medieval History, French, Geography. The Merchant of Venice, 
178.174 toward them, ] to them 
178.180 h e r ] - , 
178.181 [not m M] ] She made mbble[....]was drunk. 
178.184a railing ] banister 
178.184b slowly, ] slowly 
178.192 i t — ] - , 
178.194 them;]- , 
178.200 [not in M] ] She was in the store[... .]might be listening. 
178.201 her, ] Flo, 
178.205 spoke, ] spoke 
178.205-06 head and ] head, 
178.206 lips, ] lips 
178.207 secretive ] ~, 
178.209 of] for 
178.212 ashamed]-, 
178.215 bo rn ] - , 
178.220 indeed, ] indeed 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

180.6 time, ] time 
180.9 charming, ] charming 
180.10 superstitions and ] superstitions, 
180.12 our] the 
180.13 friendly,] friendly 
180.14a I thmk] Perhaps 
180.14b I] that Rose 
180.18 Flo 's ] - , 
180.21 ways—]- , 
180.21-22talent. I t ' s ] - , it's 
180.22 heads. There's ] - , there's 
180.26-27 woman; but ] - . But 
180.32 himself]-, 
180.34-35 daydreamed; ] - , 
180.37 m ] - , 
180.40 work. I n ] - ; in 
180.46 bushy—]-; 
180.47me—] her, 
180.51 I held myself] she was holding herself 
180.52 still, looking ] - , she was -
180.57 on] upon 
180.59a bust]- , 
180.59b up the] the 
180.59-60 at the comers ] [deleted] 
180.65 that he] he 
180.71 humility]-, 
180.76 w a s ] - , 
180.79 One day when ] When 
180.83-85 London, Ontario, to the Veterans Hospital, she explained. ] London, to the 

Veterans' Hospital. 
180.92 lucky]-, 
180.95-96 to actually ] actually to 
180.101 cans]- , 
180.101-02 window sills ] windowsills 
180.103 shop]- , 
180.107seeus,] visit 
180.108 to look ] and takmg a 
180.112 proud of ] [deleted] 
180.114 seat] - , 
180.115 lie] lay 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

180.118 first,] first 
180.119-20 discreetly—apologetically, ] discreetly, apologetically 
180.124 in the hospital ] [deleted] 
180.142 Look at] Lookit 
180.146 well—his sickness, ] - ; his sickness; 
180.148 laundry, ] - ; 
180.156 encouraging— ] ~, 
180.159 counter, ] counter 
180.162 Mansfield]-, 
180.173-74 underwear. Her ] - ; her 
180.174-75 frivolous, ] frivolous 
180.178 despised ] despised 
180.185a "yez." ]>'ez. 
180.185b [not in M] ] Rose had finished[....]Lady Macbeth. 
180.186 shouted ] was shouting 
180.190 h e r — ] - , 
180.192 her ]anythmg 
180.197 d ime] - , 
180.199 Well,] Well 
182.4 schoolteacher, but ] ~. But 
182.11 dad] Dad 
182.19 bun up] him 
182.22 before, ] before 
182.27 Now,] Now 
182.32apleasure]-, 
182.32b pleasure]-, 
182.39a a spirit] spirit 
182.39b "lung cancer." ] lung cancer. 
182.39c [break] ] [no break] 
182.48 hurry. ] - , 
182.50-51 sahnon]- , 
182.51 loaf She ] - . Although she[...]and skirt, ĵ -
182.54 supper. 11 sat ] ~. Rose -
182.54-55 m the store and read Macbeth and recited, ] and recited in her head, 
182.56-57 at the] the 
182.57-58 over the] the 
182.59-61 [Al is offset to identify the Macbeth quotation.] 
182.59 " 'Come] Come 
182.60-61 " 'Andtake[...]ministers!' " ] Andtake[...]ministers! 
182.62a^A]A 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

182.62b them]- , 
182.69 suit. ] - , which was an unusual color—a dark oily sort of green. Perhaps it had 

been cheap. 
182.70 him, ]hun 
182.71a said. "He's ] said. "He thmks he looks smart. He's 
182.71bhimself,] himself 
182.85a lazing ] laziness 
182.85b up. ] up and stay up. 
182.89 sat drinking ] drank 
182.92a Flo had a glass of it too. ] [deleted] 
182.92b [not in M] ] Brian, Rose's half brother, had[....]"See there?" 
182.101 dad] Dad 
182.108 on the sly ] while getting out the bread for supper, 
182.111 'Dost hear?' ] Dost hear? 
182.113a 'Dost believe?' ] Dost believe? 
182.113bNow,]Now 
182.115 says, 'What hi?' ] says What in? 
182.1l5-16healer,] healer 
182.116 m a d ] - , 
182.117the fellow] he 
182.118 as ever] as 
182.121 o n ] - , 
182.124 consult ] consult with 
182.129 on,] on 
182.133 were] was 
182.135 about, ] - ; 
182.136a things had ] had things 
182.136b to, Flo said.] to? 
182.136c [not in M] ] "One fellow[....]so much!" 
182.141 phrases]-, 
182.143 t m e ] - , 
182.148 nerves, ] nerves 
182.149 ove r ] - , 
182.151 all,] all 
182.152 did,] did 
183.1 'Don't go yet. Come ] don't go yet, come 
183.3-4 you.' t "Well ] you. Well 
183.6 [not in M] ] We all did. 
183.7 in] into 
183.11 [not in M] ] All I can[....]nerves either. 
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Table 3. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

183.13-14 eating, ] eating 
183.14 ate, ] ate 
183.16 you, ] you 
183.18 but] and 
183.19 [not in M] ] But I was[...]the gravel. 
183.21 hollered, 'Poison!' ] hollered Poison! 
183.24 was, ] was 
183.25 said. But ] - . The damp[....]a while, t "-
183.32 flowers, ] ~ . 
183.34 there] - , 
183.38 m e ; ] - , 
183.41 was, ] was 
183.48a couch ] kitchen couch 
183.48b did. [break] Flo ] ~. Flo 
183.50 dishes;]-, 
183.51 Pope and I ] Pope and Brian and Rose 
183.52 cards ] euchre 
183.53 Flo,] Flo 
183.56-57 waitmg]-, 
183.58 exaltation]-, 
183.59 desu-e]-, 
183.63 again by him ] - , by him, 
183.64-65 We all were ] They were all 
183.67 place]- , 
183.71 I think ] Rose believed 
183.72-74 When he coughed[...]briskness. ] She believed[....]less French. 
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Wild Swans 

In "Wild Swans," like "Royal Beatings," Rose's name is Nadine. The family is 

very much the same, except that in the magazine version, her father is sick but still alive. 

In the book, he is akeady dead, havmg gone to the hospital to die at the end of "Half a 

Grapefi-uit." 

Few small substantive changes worthy of discussion are evident between the 

"Wild Swans" published in Toronto Life in April 1978 and the "Wild Swans'̂  in the 

book. On page 124 line 11 the words "at home" have been changed to "in Hanratty" to 

give "home" the name we know. Where Nadme's living father is mentioned, changes 

occur. For example, when Nadine is listing the things she needs to buy in Toronto, the 

following lines have been deleted from the original: "A gentleman's bedpan (this was for 

Nadine's father, though he still made his own way to the bathroom; Flo said she was 

looking toward the fiiture)" (124.1-5). The paragraph "Nadine's father was not well 

enough to read handwriting but he commented on the prize, said not to let it go to her 

head" has also been left out (124.39-42). 

Only two major changes were made to the story. In the first, about a page of text 

has been added in which Flo tells a story about a retired undertaker who drives around in 

his hearse looking for women with whom to become romantically involved. Once again, 

we are forced to see Flo as a storyteller. Also, we see her powers of imitation in a 

reference to her ability to imitate this man's singing. Munro also adds this story about an 

older gentleman and his sexual desires to foreshadow what is about to happen to Rose on 

the train. 
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In the original it is revealed that Flo had once been a waitress in a coffee shop in 

Toronto's Union Station. However, m the book version, Munro changes the ending from 

a short summary of the story into an anecdote about Flo's friend Mavis whom she knew 

from her days at Union Station. The story about Mavis impersonating an actress named 

Frances Farmer brings Flo's role as storyteller to the forefront once again, as well as 

bringing in a reference from an earlier story, "Royal Beatmgs," in which Mavis is 

mentioned. "Wild Swans" ends with Rose wishing to make a transformation as Mavis 

did, which foreshadows what will happen to Rose initially in college, but more 

importantly in her life as an actress. The last lines read: "She thought it would be an 

especially fine thing, to manage a transformation like that. To dare it; to get away with it, 

to enter on preposterous adventures in your own, but newly named, skin." 
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Table 4. Collation Table for "Wild Swans" 

The base text, M, is the story published m Toronto Life April 1978. 
Al is the American publication in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and Rose. New York: 
Vmtage, 1978. 
A2 is the American publication m Selected Stories. New York: Vintage, 1997. 
Al and A2 are the same unless otherwise noted. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

53.1 out] [deleted] 
53.2 worked ] operated 
53.4a riding ] while riding 
53.4b train or bus. Offered ] bus or train. She offered 
53.8 sick; please, somebody, ] sick, please somebody 
53.10 gentleman. ] -pretending[...]assistance. 
53.11 b u s ] - , 
53.13 were ] had been 
53.14athat] [deleted] 
53.14bdidn't] wouldn't 
53.14c were) ] - ) , 
53.16a mfested ] mvested 
53.16b diseases ] disease 
53.18 years to get you ] years, for you to get Al, years for you to get A2 
53.19 home, then, ] home then; A2 
53.19-20 remember, maybe couldn't ] remember home, or 
53.20the] your 
53.22a $10] ten dollars 
53.22b bag ] - ,A2 
53.23 Nadine's ] Rose's [Note: The name Nadine in M is changed to Rose in Al and A2. 

This variant will not be noted separately throughout the remamder of this table.] 
53.25 said Flo, ] Flo said as well, 
53.27the] [deleted] 
53.29-31 She was[....]anybody."] [deleted] 
53.32a once; she ] once. She 
53.32b been ] worked as 
53.33 knew. ] knew all she knew. 
53.34a had never seen ] never saw 
53.34b sunlight ] - , in those days, 
53.34c offbut] off. But 
53.35 had seen] saw ^ 
53.37 watermelon, and the owner of the stomach ] watermelon not a stomach. The 

stomach's owner 
53.38a down, ] down 
53.38b [not m M] ] Flo[...]Toronto. ^ -
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Table 4. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

53.39 she ran ] mnning 
53.40a words ] two words 
53.40b together]-, 
53.41 to laugh and egg ] and laughed and egged 
53.42 till a policeman ] and they[.. .]hair. At last the police 
53.43a yelping. She ] - . t ~ 
53.43b fit; its ] fit, too. Its Al, fit too. Its A2 
53.45 "It's all different now," Nadine said ] "Well I'm not scared," said Rose Al. "Well, 

A2 
53.47a O h ] - , 
53.47b among ] [deleted] 
53.48 [not in M] ] She did[....]Her brow[...]swan[....]age? [break] Al, "Her 

brow{... ]swan..." A2 
53.50-52 This[...]happen. ] [deleted] 
53.53-54 The only[...]Flo. ] She had[...]died. 
53.55 chocolate ] [deleted] 
53.56a [not in M] ] Sour[....]fail her. 
53.56b [not in M] ] sniffed it, then 
53.56ctill] until 
53.56-57him, an] the 
53.57a [not in M] ] in his red jacket, 
53.57b from ] around 
53.58 smell ] sample 
53.60a rather ] slightly 
53.60b warm. I ]~ . t "I 
53.60c know, she said, you ] know," Flo said lookmg[...]left. "You Al, said, A2 
53.61 know. A ] know." t A 
53.63 Flo's scene (Flo ] the scene with the vendor, or the conversation Flo 
53.63-64 woman who was in agreement with her soon ] agreeing woman now 
53.64 a conversation ] [deleted] 
53.65 what] why 
53.65-66 Toronto for, ] Toronto, 
53.67 didn't have her usual color), ] was lacking color, 
53.71 thmgs ] the trip 
53.72aher!" ] her, she's[...]before!" 
53.72b laughed ] looking around and laughing, 
53.72c it] that 
53.73 But it ] Then she had to get off. It 
53.74aliking] need 
53.74b did] had 
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Table 4. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

53.74c wish to keep ] intention of keeping 
53.76a Nadine got ] She had 
53.76b seat] - , 
53.77 her father's sickroom ] West Hanratty 
53.78a into the past ] away from her 
53.78b tiresome ] wearying 
53.78c discarded. ] - as easily as everything else. 
53.81 going ] traveling Al, travelling A2 
53.81-82 snow belt ] snowbelt A2 
53.82 milder ] tenderer 
53.82-83 landscape, where people ] landscape. People 
53.83 or pear trees ] [deleted] 
53.83-84 back yards ] backyards Al, back yards A2 
53.85 do] look for 
53.86 she had to get ] [deleted] 
124.1-5 A gentleman's[...]future). For ] And a full set of dominoes. ^ For 
124.6 hair remover ] hair-remover 
124.7 legs and, if possible, ] arms and legs, and if possible 
124.8 cushions that was ] cushions, 
124.10a knew J thought 
124.10b would have hair remover ] probably had hair-remover 
124.11 at home ] in Hanratty, 
124.12 who worked ] in 
124.12-13 friendly with Flo. ] a friend of Flo's and told everything. 
124.13 [not in M] ] She told[...]safes. 
124.14 it,] it 
124.14-15 would be ] was 
124.15 comment ] a comment 
124.15-16 post office ] Post Office, 
124.16 would hear about that, too. ] knew people there as well. 
124.17 hoped ] planned 
124.18-20 a picture[...]of bangles, a ] great hopes of silver bangles and 
124.20 angora sweater. ] angora. 
124.20-28 It seemed[...]complexion. ] She thought[...]pearl. 
124.30 her ticket] the trip 
124.31 she] Rose 
124.32-33 Artl..]Tomorrow. ] "Art[...]Tomorrow." 
124.33a surprise]-, 
124.33bhad] [deleted] 
124.34 when] while 
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Table 4. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

124.35a finished ] was reading 
124.35b said, "I guess ] remarked that 
124.35-36 gave you ] must have thought they had to give Rose 
124.36-37 because they thought you'd swallowed ] for swallowing 
124.37 dictionary."]-. 
124.39-42 Nadine's[...]head. ] [deleted] 
124.44-45 Aunt Cela McKinley's. Aunt Cela McKinley ] Cela McKinney's. Cela 

McKinney 
124.45 not her aunt, only ] [deleted] 
124.46 cousin, who ] cousm. She 
124.47 decided ] thought 
124.47-49 was [...]words). ] had gone up in the world. 
124.51 floor ] dining room floor Al, dining-room floor A2 
124.53 again," and he never did, till ] again." Nothing[.. .]again, and he didn't, until 
124.54 Aunt Cela ] Cela McKinney 
124.55 was also[....]8 o'clock. ] locked[...]eight o'clock. She was also very stingy. 
124.57 porridge ] - , 
124.61 Nadine] [deleted] 
124.63 cooler ] cooler out 
124.64 said, and ] said. He 
124.66a Then, ] Then Al, Then, A2 
124.66b impolite, ] mde Al, mde, A2 
124.69 left ] - , 
124.71 home, even ] home. Even 
124.73 here from home ] from home, here, 
124.78 by tram very much ] much by train 
124.79Nadme] She 
124.82 year. "Heavy ] - . 1 "~ 
124.83a Nadine liked ] She noticed 
124.83b snows, ] "snows," A2 
124.84a poetic soundmg ] poetic-sounding 
124.84b word that no one ] word. Anyone 
124.85-86 used. Heavyl..]snow. ] said snow. Al, said "snow." A2 
124.89a fact, ] face Al, fact, A2 
124.89b going ] on my way 
124.91 condition, a shut-in— ] condition— 
124.92Nadine] She 
124.92-93 collar and he said, "Oh ] collar. He[...]dark blue suit, t "Oh Al, dark-blue A2 
124.93-94 yes, I'm a mmister, I'm ] yes," he said. "I'm 
124.94 minister, I ] mmister. But I 
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Table 4. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

124.95-97 uniform." He[...]tie. ] uniform. I wear[....]today. 
124.98 Well, ] Well as I said Al, Well, as I said, A2 
124.99 geese, ] geese 
124.1011 saw] [deleted] 
124.101-02 was a whole flock of] were some 
124.102-05 there, too[....]north. What[...]swans. ] down[....]spectacle. Al, 

down[....]North. What a spectacle. A2 
124.106 thatbefore] it 
124.111 from Nature ] then 
124.112 to. ]todo. 
124.113 didn't. ] did not, he stopped with the swans. 
124.114 They were a ] A 
124.116 50 and 60 ] fifty and skty 
124.117a she] Rose 
124.117b short]- , 
124.119 grey ] gray 
124.121 understood that ] realized 
124.123 gratitude to him. ] gratitude. 
124.125 a regular pond even, ] even a regular pond, 
124.126just]only 
124.126-27 field, like you have out there. ] field. 
124.127 by luck that] luck 
124.128-29 where I had to drive by. And ] and 
124.129a by] down 
124.129b [not in M] ] driving by 
124.130 by] [deleted] 
124.132 have never seen ] never was lucky enough to see 
124.134aNadine]she 
124.134b gradually ] by degrees 
124.135 supposed that he had ] he 
124.142 train; ] - ,Al ,~ ;A2 
124.143 put] set 
124.148a showy ] showy, Al, showy A2 
124.148b [not m M] ] A ministerial way. 
124.l50Nadine's]her 
124.153 what] What A2 
124.159a [not in M] ] Even the stupid ones. 
124.159b instance, ] instance Al, instance, A2 
124.163 alertness, ] alertness 
124.164 belly ] mature belly 
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Table 4. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

124.165 belt, mature belly, ] belt 
124.169 she] Rose 
124.170ait] French 
124.170b [not m M] ] mbbed off on him, 
124.171a sallow, ] ~ ; 
I24.l71b shoulders, ] - ; 
124.172 nose, ] - and 
124.182 thing] reality 
124.185 on] [deleted] 
124.186 it, couldn't ] it. She could not 
124.187 pressure? ] pressure, or was there not? 
124.191 She tried to say that, ] That was[....]then 
124.192 the words ] them 
124.196 full. I t ] - , t -
124.197then] [deleted] 
124.198 head,] head 
124.198-99 slowly ] cautiously 
124.199back,]-and 
124.200 dark ] dark blue Al, dark-blue A2 
124.203 her] Rose's 
124.205 she ] Rose 
124.206-07 Then, if] If 
124.210 whispered Excuse me, ] whispered, Excuse me, Al, whispered Excuse me A2 
124.212a solution ] ~, so obvious and foolproof, 
124.212b Why ] And she would have to wonder, why Al, wonder, Why A2 
125.2 trapped ] - , A2 
125.3a i t ] - , 
125.3b it, ] it. She 
125.4 even ] [deleted] 
125.6 wasn't ] was not 
125.9 mmisterial ] [deleted] 
125.11 father, probably, ] father would be, if he were living, 
125.13 said] did say 
125.15 had] [deleted] 
125.18 hadn't] had not 
125.22 back] wait 
125.28 t imid]- , 
125.29 Or, J Or 
125.29-30 was not ] wasn't 
125.32 flesh, ] - : 
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Table 4. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

125.33 own] way 
125.41-42 nerve ends ] nerve-ends 
125.43 That] All that 
125.46 stubborn, ] stubborn 
125.46-47 just the same ] after all 
125.48 flow. A ] flow, to waken a 
125.48-49 luxuriance. Nevertheless ] ~. t ~ 
125.53 had ] [deleted] 
125.57 curve] part 
125.61 think ] believe 
125.62 minute, nothing ] minute. Nothing 
125.63 more, her ] more. Her 
125.65 [not in M] ] They were. 
125.66 escarpment ] Niagra Escarpment 
125.67 pre-glacial ] preglacial 
125.69 slid ] came sliding 
125.70-71 slow and silent and definite ] slow, and silent, and definite, Al, definite A2 
125.78 [not m M] ] far and wide 
125.79 Burimgton. This J - . If -
125.81 [not in M] ] we say to ourselves in such moments, 
125.82 thought Nadine, ] [deleted] 
125.83 riding a ] as we ride the 
125.84hands] hand 
125.86 told ] tell 
125.93 the oil] oil 
125.95 bed sheets and towels ] bedsheets, and towels used to wipe up intimate stains, 
125.96 the] even the 
125.97 tumbling ] seemed to be frolicking lewdly 
125.97-98 schoolyards looked like lewd frolickers, ] schoolyards, 
125.98-99 tmck drivers ] the very tmckdrivers Al, the very tmck drivers A2 
125.99 crossing ] crossings 
125.100a might have been ] must be 
125.100b thumbs ] their thumbs 
125.101 their cupped ] curled 
125.102 antics; ] antics now, 
125.103-04 exhibition grounds ] Exhibition Grounds 
125.104to] into 
125.105 marvelously ] marvellously A2 
125.106 light] [deleted] 
125.107 protest, amazement, ] [deleted] 
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Table 4. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

125.108 a whole ] such a 
125.109 swans ] wild swans, 
125.110a a ] one big 
125.110b [not in M] ] exploding from it, 
125.114 travelers ] travellers A2 
125.116-17 "Union[....]change." ] [deleted] 
125.121 together ] folded together 
125.123-24 she answered ] said Rose 
125.126a didn't] did not 
125.126b In fact, she] She 
125.127 [not inM] ] But[....]abouthim. 
125.130-31 disguised ] dressed up 
125.131-32 were; she had not mentioned ] were. Not 
125.132 disguised ] dressed 
125.133a not, or ] not. Or, 
125.133b people ] men 
125.135 ministers pretending ] but dressed as if 
125.136-158 Nevertheless, Flo[....]another. ] Butthat[....]skin. 
[Note: The following indented list of variants is comparing Al to A2. Al is the base text. 
These variants are not found in M.] 

66.23 Gift Shop ] gift shop 
67.1 Gift Shop,] gift shop 
67.3 thing, ] thing 
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The Beggar Maid 

The title story in the book, "The Beggar Maid," was originally published in the 27 

June 1977 issue of New Yorker magazine. It is one of the longest stories in the collection 

and has a large number of textual variants. The most noteworthy of these deal with the 

rich young man whom Rose marries and her life in relation to this man. 

The names of the two main characters are the same in the original and the book 

versions: Rose and Patrick Blatchford. However, one major difference is immediately 

evident. Even though the heroine's name is Rose, Flo and Brian are not in this story. 

This Rose had left her father at age ten to live with her aunt and uncle in Hanratty, which 

is about fifty miles north of London, Ontario. Even though her aunt and uncle were poor, 

they did not believe it (much like Flo). 

As with the previous stories, Munro seems to have a mission for her revisions: to 

make this Rose into the Rose of the other stories. Once again, Munro added many details 

in order to accomplish this goal. For example. Rose is now in college living with a 

retired female professor named Dr. Henshawe. In the first version of the story, Munro 

offers a straight-forward description of Rose's life in that house. However, after revision, 

a short anecdote has been added to connect Rose's new life to her old one. 

Before she came to Dr. Henshawe's. Rose had never heard of the working 
class. She took the designation home. 

"This would have to be the last part of town where they put the sewers," 
Flo said. 

"Of course," Rose said coolly. "This is the working-class part of town." 
"Working class?" said Flo. "Not if the ones around here can help it." 

(34.111) 

In the midst of a discussion of linen napkins and politics and Tolstoy, Munro takes us 

right back to Rose's past, her roots. 
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Because Flo, the store, Billy Pope do not exist in the original publication, Munro 

had to add them wherever possible. In the early version, Munro states that Dr. 

Henshawe's house had destroyed the "naturahess" of home for Rose. However, she 

added a few details such as "hanging your clothes on nails behind the door and being able 

to hear every sound from the bathroom" which instantly takes the reader back to the 

description of the bathroom in "Privilege" (34.146). Later in the story. Rose takes 

Patrick to meet her family. When the family is her aunt and uncle, they eat "pork-and-

beef sausages" (44.15). However, in the later version when she takes him to meet Flo 

and Billy Pope, the sausages "were a special present from Billy Pope, from the butcher 

shop." In both stories. Rose decides to break the engagement. She tries to find a way to 

make Patrick feel the same but fumbles through it. Munro adds a five-word sentence in 

the middle of the scene which could not be better. In the magazine version. Rose excuses 

herself to the bathroom with "Wait a minute" (45.31). However, in the book version she 

adds, "I'm going to the john." Suddenly, with the word "John," everything comes 

flooding in—^poverty, Hanratty, Flo, Billy Pope—^Rose's roots which Patrick despises. 

These images weigh heavily against the images of Patrick's home and family 

who live on Vancouver Island, British Columbia, in a mansion "half stone, half stucco-

and-timber" (43.53). Munro added that it was "buih in the Tudor style, and others." One 

small addition in detail really helps sharpen the image of Patrick's home for the reader. 

Speaking of the married couple who were the servants for Patrick's family, the original 

version of the story only mentions "the couple," as Patrick's mother calls them, and the 

"charming, ivied, shuttered cottage, bigger than Dr. Henshawe's house" in which they 

lived (43.82). However, in the later version, Munro adds that they "were more gentle-
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spoken, more discreet and dignified, than anyone Rose could think of in Hanratty, and 

indeed they were superior in these ways to Patrick's family." By taking the reader back 

to thoughts of Hanratty and Rose's roots, the glaring differences between her and 

Patrick's backgrounds cannot be denied. 

One of the most exceptional revisions in detail comes not in so much substantive 

changes as in accidental. The two versions of the same paragraph below fall in the 

middle of the scene where Rose is trying to break the engagement. Notice the difference 

in punctuation. 

"You don't even know how to make love "You don't even know how 

right," she went on. "I always wanted to to make love right. I always wanted 

get out of this from the very first. I felt to get out of this from the very first. I 

sorry for you. You won't look where felt sorry for you. You won't even 

you're going; you're always knocking look where you're going, you're al-

things over, just because you can't be 

bothered. You can't be bothered noticing 

ways knocking things over, just be

cause you can't be bothered, you 

anything, you're so wrapped up in yourself. 

And you're always bragging. You don't 

even know how to brag right.... (46.38-49) 

can't be bothered noticing anything, 

you're wrapped up in yourself, and 

you're always bragging, it's so stu

pid, you don't even know how to 

brag right.... 

In the first version, the break at "she went on" and the periods and semicolons mtermpt 

the flow of the words she is saying. By deleting the explanatory words and changing the 

periods and semicolons to commas, Munro changed the mood of the speech into a 
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flowing river of hateful words, words which foreshadow the nature of Rose's feelings for 

the remainder of theu* relationship: eleven years of marriage and two daughters in the 

first version, ten years of marriage in the second (46.195-96). 

The rest of the substantive variants which merit discussion deal with 

characterization, mostly of Patrick and Rose. However, three other examples of 

characterization must be noted. When Rose is considering how Patrick would react to 

one of Billy Pope's stories, she imagines Billy using the word "youse," which is the same 

as "yez," a word which we learned in "Haifa Grapefiiiit" that Rose detests. The second 

and third examples concern Flo. First, when Rose brings Patrick to meet her. Rose 

"knew Flo would have her comments too, that Patrick's nervousness would not escape 

her, that she would be able to mimic his voice and his flapping hands that had knocked 

over the ketchup bottle" which reminds us of Flo's ability to imitate people, first exposed 

in "Privilege" (44.31). Second, during the dinner-table discussion, Flo tells Patrick 

stories of people she knew who committed suicide or died in a gmesome fashion. 

Patrick, unsurprisingly, is appalled, but once again, Munro is presenting Flo to the reader 

as a story-teller. 

The bulk of the characterization of Patrick which Munro added to the book 

version of the story serves to foreshadow the way his marriage to Rose will play out. The 

reader should heed Munro's addition of Dr. Henshawe's warning after observing Rose 

and Patrick together: "Oh, dear, I'm afraid he is after the wrong girl" (34.66). In a 

description of his good looks, Munro adds, "Something did cancel them out, or at least 

diminish them, for [Rose]; she had to keep reminding herself they were there" (34.31). In 

a description of Rose's perception of Patrick, the following is added: ".. .he knocked 
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dishes and cups off tables, spilled drinks and bowls or peanuts, like a comedian. He was 

not a comedian; nothmg could be fiirther from his intentions" (34.31). Later, this same 

trait is brought up when he and Rose are talking, and he draws in his chin "as if for a 

joke. But he seldom joked with her; he didn't think joking was suitable when you were 

in love" (37.91). Munro draws upon this same trait by having Rose mention the cartoons, 

tacked up on his wall, which "really were quite fimny, he must allow things to be fiinny 

when she was not here" (40.134). Rose, sharing the personality of an entertainer, surely 

does not match with this serious man. Finally, Munro offers the tmth about Patrick 

conceming Rose: "There was much he planned to change" (43.10). Because of these 

conflicts in personality which Munro added, the reader is meant to realize that the 

relationship is doomed from the beginning. 

Three important descriptions of character are found in this story pertaining to 

Rose. After meetmg Flo and Billy Pope, Patrick remarks, "Your real parents can't have 

been like that" (44.94). Munro adds that "Rose did not like his saying that either, though 

it was what she believed, herself which should take the reader back to the mention of the 

"egg-cups" which belonged to Rose's mother in "Royal Beatings." Later in the same 

paragraph. Rose is angry with Patrick for "trying to provide for her a more genteel 

background," but Rose admits that she does not have "any way to be comfortable with 

her own people or the kitchen or any of it. Years later she would learn how to use it, she 

would be able to amuse or intimidate right-thinking people at dinner parties with 

glimpses of her early home." Years later in the book. Rose will go to parties and amuse 

the people in attendance with stories of her life in Hanratty. Finally, after agreeing to 

marry Patrick, Rose asks if they will have a house like his parents. "I don't want to live 
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like that!" Patrick promises, "We'll live however you like. We'll have whatever kind of 

house you like." Rose thinks, "As long as its not a dump," and the book text adds the 

word "nastily" to describe the thought (44.150-153). 

As with many of the other stories in the book, Munro added on to the ending of 

the story. However, the original version aheady has the ending take place in the future— 

Rose, who has a television program on which she is an interviewer, sees Patrick in an 

airport and all the old feelings to love him come mshing back. Patrick sees her, too, but 

experiences a different set of feelings and makes a face at her. However, where the fu-st 

story ends with a discussion of people in general wanting to make a face at "your tme 

enemy," Munro adds a description of Rose which lets us come to understand her more 

deeply. 

She hurried away then, down the long varicolored corridor, shaking. She 
had seen Patrick; Patrick had seen her; he had made that face. But she was not 
really able to understand how she could be an enemy. How could anybody hate 
Rose so much, at the very moment when she was ready to come forward with her 
good will, her smiling confession of exhaustion, her air of diffident faith in 
civilized overtures? 

Oh, Patrick could. Patrick could. 
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Table 5. Collation Table for "The Beggar Maid" 

The base text, M, is the story published in The New Yorker June 1977. 
Al is the American publication in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and Rose. New York: 
Vintage, 1978. 
A2 is the American publication in Selected Stories. New York: Vintage, 1997. 
Al and A2 are the same unless otherwise noted. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

34.3-4 him. He ] - . For her, a continual surprise. -
34.8 wouldn't ] would not 
34.9 talk when friends ] - , when these friends Al, talk when these friends A2 
34.11 Rose's] her 
34.12 cold,] cold 
34.14a flattered]-, 
34.14b A friend ] - girl named Nancy Falls, a -
34.14-15 hers once ] hers, 
34.15-16 "Mettemich" in Patrick's presence, and ] Mettemich m front of him. 
34.16 Rose] her 
34.18 [not in M] ] ^Nancy and Rose[....]weight they[....]to Patrick? Al, weight, they A2 
34.20 student who planned ] student, planning 
34.21-23 He had come[...]his family was rich. ] [deleted] 
34.24-25 almost good-looking. He ] good-lookmg, thou^ he 
34.25 birthmark ] - , 
34.27a He said ] - apologized for it, but -
34.27b fading ] ~, Al, fadmg A2 
34.28a older; by the time ] older. When 
34.28b forty ] - , 
34.29 But it ] It 
34.30 cancelled ] canceled Al, cancelled A2 
34.31-38 It was something[....]him altogether. ] (Something did cancel[....]disconcerting, 

about[....]was rich. Al, disconcerting A2 
34.39-42 The first time[...]half an hour early. ] He arrived early[...]to the movies. 
34.42 knock; ] - , 
34.44 the ] Dr. Henshawe's 
34.44-45 winter; ] - , 
34.55-56 youthful and ] still youthfiilly, 
34.58 "poor" ] poor 
34.61-62 where they were standing, ] up here 
34.65-66 said Dr. Henshawe. ] Dr. Henshawe said. 
34.66 [not in M] ] Another tmie[...]wrong girl." 
34.69 on ] out on 
34.72 she ] Rose 
34.72-73 known, and yet he ] - , he[...]himself. But - Al, known; he A2 
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Table 5. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

34.73a frill ] also frill 
34.73b judgments; ] ~, 
34.75-87 Dr. Henshawe[....]at the time. ] [moved to 69.32-70.2] 
34.76a local ] city's 
34.76b board, and she ] board, she 
34.77-78 the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation ] Canada's socialist party 
34.79 and she ] [deleted] 
34.81-83 After she retired[...]snidents. ] Her father[...]Chma. 
34.83-86 perfect: polished floors; glowing mgs; Chinese vases, bowls, and landscapes; 

black carved screens-much ] perfect. Polished floors, glowing mgs, Chinese vases, 
bowls and landscapes, black carved screens. Much Al, bowls, A2 

34.87a appreciate ] - , 
34.87b [not in M] ] She could not[...lJewehy store window, in[...]five-and-ten. Al, 

jewehy-store window A2 
34.88-99 Rose couldn't[....]her room.) ] [moved to 70.7-13] 
34.88 Rose couldn't really tell ] She could not really decide 
34.90 impatient ] discouraged 
34.93-99 placemats, with[....]room.) ] - . For one[....]dining room[...]conversation. Al, 

dining-room A2 
34.99-104 "You are[....]aloud from the paper or, more likely, from The Canadian Forum 

or The Atlantic Monthly. ] [moved to 69.29-32] You are[....]aloud something from 
the paper, or, more likely, somethmg from Canadian Forum or the Atlantic 
Monthly. 

34.104-11 She talked[....]reading Tolstoy. ] [moved to 70.13-17] 
34.106-08 said. You must read this. Rose, you must read that—which made Rose ] said 

Rose must read them. Rose must read this, she must read that. Rose became 
34.109 How could she? ] [deleted] 
34.111 [not in M] ] Before she came[....]help it." 
34.113 thing for Rose, though. ] thing. 
34.115-19 home. Rose lived[...]her to ] home. To 
34.119 there now ] there 
34.121 -24 Her aunt[... .]whose shade ] Flo had[... .]its shade 
34.127 her aunt and uncle's ] Flo's 
34.131a knowledge ] raw knowledge 
34.131b a raw] an 
34.132 home now ] home, now, Al, home now A2 
34.133 order elsewhere ] order and modulation elsewhere 
34.134 embarrassmg, sad poverty. ] embarrassing sad poverty, m people who 

never thought themselves poor. Al, sad poverty A2 
34.136 think;]- . 
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Table 5. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

34.138 lights] tube lights 
34.144-45 imitation-lace curtains that Rose's aunt ] curtains, imitating lace, that Flo 
34.146-58 room[....]the ] window[....Jof 
34.159-60 bawdy that hung on the walls: ] bawdy. 
34.161-66 Believe on[....]unlawful. ] [centered and all capitalized throughout] 
34.161a [not in M] ] The Lord is my shepherd 
34.161b on ] in 
34.162aShalt] shall 
34.162b saved. ] saved 
34.162c [not m M] ] Why did Flo[....]calendars. 
34.164 please. ] please 
34.165 in this ] to a 
34.166 unlawful. ] unlawful 
34.167-181 What would Patrick[....]workin' for US[...]M5 workmg for youse." ] Billy 

Pope had[... .]youse workin for usl ..]us workin for youse.'^ That shut him up, 
Billy Pope said. Al, youse workin' for us,l..]us workin' for youse A2 

34.183 Rose's] her 
34.184a away, ] away 
34.184b go] come 
34.185 her] Rose's 
34.186-87 "It's only my aunt and uncle," she said once. ] "There's only my stepmother." 
34.187 [not in M] ] "It's too bad[....]circumstances. 
35.1-11 "But they're[....]no reply. ] "Is your[....]in England. 
35.11 [not in M] ] Patrick thought[....]said. 
35.12 Sometimes ] And sometimes 
35.13 say to Rose, ] say, 
35.14 scholar; ] - , 
35.16a activity ] event 
35.16b college— ] - , Al, ~: A2 
35.18 right:]-; 
35.19 Rose] she 
35.19-20 it; she] it. She 
35.20 seek that ] - or relish -
35.29-30 like to look at them, at their soft-focussed, ] care for[...]their soft-focused 
35.31 gratittide. ] - , their large[...]hair. 
35.37 Rose] She 
35.37-38 public, though not necessarily on a stage. ] - . She thought[....]for music. 
35.39-40 to be slim ] slim 
35.44 one, ] ~! A2 
35.46 open ] ~, Al, open A2 
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Table 5. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

35.54-55 had been ] was 
35.57 [no break] ] [break] 
35.58 Rose] She 
35.60 in, ] in 
35.60-62 come down with t.b. and had to go to a sanatorium. ] got sick; she had T.B., and 

went instead to a sanitarium. Al, t.b., and[...]sanitorium A2 
35.62 went ] came 
35.63 scholarship ] college 
35.65 freshmen ] scholarship freshmen 
35.65-67 That same[...]students. ] ̂  Rose had been[....]notice. 
35.67 bursar ] Bursar 
35.68a to give ] giving 
35.68b talk, ] talk to the new scholarship students, 
35.69 cheaply, ] cheaply 
35.70 level] standards 
35.71a that would be ] to be 
35.71b them. ] them here, if they wanted their payments to keep commg. Al, here if A2 
35.72-74 As Rose[...]building, a ] Rose found[...]floor. A 
35.75-76 the meeting, too?" Rose nodded, and they ] three-oh-twelve, too?" Ij They 
35.78-79 said she ] [deleted] 
35.79 live; ] - , 
35.85 on. That ] ~; that 
35.87bigger] larger 
35.88 science, ] Science (that's where[...]Science, she said seriously), Al, science 

(that's[...]science A2 
35.91-92 She said it wasn't damp—or not very. She cooked on a hot plate. ] [deleted] 
35.92 "How ] How 
35.93 the] your 
35.94 cost?" asked Rose. ] -? Rose asked her, her head swunming with anxious 

calculations. 
35.95 The other] This 
35.96-97 crepe blouse, shiny from ironing. ] crepe blouse, yellowed and shming from 

washmg and ironing. Al, crepe A2 
35.97-98 large, sagging, and matronly. ] large and sagging. 
36.1 duty pmk ] dirty-pink 
36.2a brassiere. Rose thought. ] ~. She had a scaly patch on one cheek. 
36.2b [not in M] ] "This must be it," she said. 
36.4 door of the meetmg room. ] door. 
36.6 winners, who were ] winners akeady assembled and 
36.8 physical ] stooped and matronly 
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Table 5. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

36.9a with ] beside 
36.9b some ] several 
36.10 self-satisfied, ] self-satisfied Al, - , A2 
36.10-11 boys. In ] - . It seemed[....]that in 
36.11 little ] [deleted] 
36.12-13 window she detected—or thought she detected— ] wmdows of the door Rose 

could detect 
36.15 teeth, ] teeth Al, - , A2 
36.16 eyes. There ] - . That was only what she thought. But there 
36.17a all of] [deleted] 
36.17b them—a tme, ] - , she was not mistaken, there was a tme 
36.18 [not in M] ] How else[....]the same. 
36.19 Rose] she 
36.20-31 She went[....]despondent. ] [moved to 74.24-30] 
36.20 floor, ] floor 
36.24-25 cheaply ] cheap 
36.27a university ] purple and white Al, purple-and-white A2 
36.27b frosh ] purple Frosh 
36.30 Rose ] She 
36.31 [not m M] ] The skirt[....]was, "I[...]at home." Al, was "I A2 
36.32-36 She could[....]heat. ] [moved to 74.13-15] 
36.32 herself] ~, Al, herself A2 
36.33a cafeteria—her figure, which was broad ] - . Her figure, broad 
36.34 out more ] - still -
36.35 uniform, her hair ] ~, her face red and her hair 
36.36 [not m M] ] Dishing up[....]she was. 
36.37 woman stopped her. "Aren't ] - walking down the hall stopped Rose. % "~ 
36.38-39 girls?" she said. It ] - ? " Ij -
36.39-40 registrar's secretary, with an armload of papers. ] Registrar's secretary. 
36.41 reprimanded ] - , Al, reprimanded A2 
36.42 meeting. She ] - , and she 
36.43 [not in M] ] She prepared her face for this lie. 
36.44 now; ] - . 
36.46 being ] making 
36.47 [not in M] ] of herself 
36 47-48 She was not so easily suited. ] [deleted] 
36.50-56 The secretary[....]quite bewildered. ] "I think[....]obediently. 
36.57a So Rose ] Withm the hour she 
36.57b and ] with Dr. Henshawe, 
36.60 scholar. She ] ~. [break] -
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Table 5. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

36.61 library ] Library of the college, Al, library A2 
36.62-63 head librarian. Rose ] Head Librarian. She Al, Head Librarian. Rose A2 
36.64-65 afternoons, putting books away in the stacks. In ] - . She worked in the 

stacks, putting books away. On Saturday afternoons in 
36.65 library ] Library Al, library A2 
36.66 empty on Saturdays, ] empty, 
36.70 Distant ] The distant 
36.71m. T h e ] - . t ~ 
36.72 [not in M] ] They were built of stone. 
36.73 arts building ] Arts building Al, Arts Building A2 
36.74a library ] Library Al, library A2 
36.74b windows ] - , 
36.77 library ] Library Al, library A2 
36.81 [not in M] ] letting loose those noises, 
36.85 could hear ] listened to 
36.88 for ] - , A l , for A2 
36.90 that? She] -? t ~ 
36.94 really awfiil ] awful 
36.95 work and ] - Saturdays -
36.95-96 never ] can't 
36.98 [break] ] [no break] 
36.99 One Saturday ] Once 
36.103 agriculture ] Agriculture 
36.105 [not in M] ] Only the faculty [....] window, if he was skinny. Al, window if A2 
36.107 [not m M] ] the books on 
36.111 smooth, startlmg movement, ] smooth startling motion, and 
36.113 finger] fingers 
36.114 touch; ] - ,A l ,~ ;A2 
36.121 in] into 
36.122 bumped ] or bumped 
36.125-26 one of those ] some 
36.126-27 games like hide-and-seek. ] game. 
36.129 [not in M] ] out of the blue 
36.132 carrels]-, 
36.134 But every ] Every 
36.135-36 the last one. ] one in the comer. 
36.138-39 sorry, for there ] - . 1 There 
36.141 She asked ] Rose asked him 
36.142no. S h e ] ~ . t ~ 
36.l43 happened, not ] - . She didn't tell hun 
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37.1 at all prepared ] prepared at all 
37.4a on ] down 
37.4b face ] cheek 
37.5 rose ] stood 
37.7 paper ] papers 
37.12-14 it," said[....]the floor. ] the ink," Rose[....]on to the floor[....]not break. Al, onto 

the floor A2 
37.19 He] It 
37.20 allowed to. ] allowed. 
37.21-22 report it to," said Rose. ] report to," Rose said with relief 
37.22 librarian ] Librarian 
37.25 voice, and Rose, ] - . Rose was 
37.27 said that ] and said 
37.29 he asked. ] [deleted] 
37.30 "Oh, yes," Rose said. ] "Oh yes." Al, "Oh, yes." A2 
37.37 she came to realize, ] [deleted] 
37.38 mock by putting ] mock, by saying 
37.39 in] as if in 
37.40 "The fair sex," ] The fair sex, Al, "The fair sex," A2 
37.41 "damsel in distress." ] damsel in distress. Coming to his[...]distress. Al, "damsel in 

distress." A2 
37.42a did ] would 
37.42b anybody. ] anybody; it was clear[...]devotions. 
37.43 Rose ] She 
37.44 library ] Library, Al, library, A2 
37.48a saying ] ~, 
37.48b you? ] - , A l , - ? A 2 
37.50 fiirther ] a fiirther 
37.53 this ] that this 
37.55 Later, ] Later 
37.57a Somehow he ] He 
37.57b name ] - , 
37.60 movies with hun. ] movies. 
37.61 first, ] first 
37.62 she ] Rose 
37.63 that ] it 
37.67-68 always said approvingly that ] was always saying she was glad 
37.69 going out ] mnning around 
37.70-71 Soon after they started going out. Rose ] Rather soon after she started to go out 

with him, she 
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37.72 you? If it was you who ] you 
37.73-74 library ] Library Al, library A2 
37.76 could ] would 
37.78-79 "I'm only[....]not do. ] She said[....]movie. 
37.81 movie, and so she said, "You ] movie. ^ "You 
37.82 about ] out of 
37.83 would ] could 
37.84 a split ] one half of your 
37.85a personality; ] - , and 
37.85b of you would ] could 
37.87a that, ] that 
37.87b either. "Is ] - . Ij "~ 
37.88 you?" he said. "A ] you, a 
37.89-90 consciously ] [deleted] 
37.91 chin. ] ~, as ifi....]in love. 
37.93-95 any more than a leg-grabber. It's not>;oM. I was just thinkmg of it as ] or a leg-

grabber. It was just 
37.98 Rose was frightened ] She was startled 
37.99 exposure ] an exposure 
37.102 didn ' t . ] - , after all. 
37.103 In fact,] Though 
37.104 longmg not to; she wanted to say, ] to, she longed to say Al, hopmg not to, A2 
37.105-106 don't." But ] - ." t -
37.106 wouldn't ] would not 
37.107-38.2 She believed that only a man could take those chances, ] Because he took 

those chances. Only a man 
38.3 [break] ] [no break] 
38.4-5 When Patt-ick asked Rose to marry hun, she said, ] [deleted] 
38.6 worids." ] - ," she said to hun, on another occasion. 
38.9 live ] lived 
38.10 it was she ] she was the one 
38.13"Oh,]oh,Al,"Oh,A2 
38.15-16 revise my feelings and ] [deleted] 
38.16 offer." ] - . A l , - . " A 2 
38.21-22 " 'Kmg[...]Maid.' ] "King[...]Maid. Al, " 'King[...]Maid.' A2 
38.22 know, the ] ~. The 
38.25a tt-ick; ] ~, 
38.25b tt-icks. ] -
38.29 that they ever ] whenever they had 
38.32 so ] oddly 
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38.33 thought later, ] decided in time, 
38.37 way— ] ~, 
38.39 with ] by 
38.40 who knew ] knowing 
38.41 [not in M] ] Patrick and[....]they quarreled[....]they were rich. Al, quarrelled A2 
38.42 beginning ] - , Al, beginning A2 
38.43-44 at the university ] [deleted] 
38.44 that, though; everyone thought ] that. Everybody believed 
38.46 clever. ] - , and she[...]it. 
38.47 tried for Patrick ] been trying, 
38.49a chord ] note 
38.49b girls ] - , 
38.50 before ] ~, Al, before A2 
38.55 for] to have 
38.56 Rose had her ] she would have an 
38.57 money. "It ] the money, t " -
38.61-62 wealth. Sometimes] ~," she said. "~ 
38.62 of. I ] it." (Did she really suppose she had not?) "I 
38.63 would learn to ] will leam how to 
38.65 [not in M] ] your studies and 
38.66 Can you ] Are you going to 
38.68 "Mercantile empire" ] Mercantile Empire Al, "Mercantile empire" A2 
38.74 "two different worlds," Rose ] two different worlds to him she 
38.76 larger houses ] houses 
38.78a merchants ] the most prosperous merchants 
38.78b at home. ] in Hanratty. 
38.80a made, ] made 
38.80b people at home ] it 
38.81 considered it ] been 
38.82-83 she had snared the butcher's son, ] the butcher's son had fallen for her, 
38.83 jeweller's. ] jeweler's; people would say she had done well. Al, jeweller's; A2 
38.84-86 The first chance she had. Rose looked up the painting of the Beggar Maid ] She 

had a look at the painting. She looked it up 
38.86 library ] Library Al, library A2 
38.87 maid ] Beggar Maid 
38.88 shy ] her shy 
38.88-90 She showed milky surrender— ] The milky surrender of her, the 
38.91 her, was ] Rose? Was 
38.91-92 To be like that she ] She 
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38.92-95 the king. He looked sharp and swarthy—clever and barbaric, even m his trance 
of passion. ] that king, sharp and swarthy as he looked, even in his trance of 
passion, clever and barbaric. 

38.95 her ] - , 
38.97 the ] that 
38.98athe] that 
38.98b fai th]- , 
38.99 her ] [deleted] 
38.103 she could not ignore ] [deleted] 
38.104 offered. She ] offered that she could not ignore; she 
38.105 him. ] - , that she had to help him out. 
38.108 say, ] maybe, 
38.112 weight ] weight of it 
39.1 out something ] something out 
39.2a greed ] appetite 
39.2b money ] wealth 
39.4 shme ] ~, 
39.8 [not in M] ] Patt-ick himself[...]luck. 
39.9 that this ] this 
39.11 her,] her 
39.14a ever ] [deleted] 
39.14b all. ] all, and up until now, nobody[....]had it? Al, now nobody A2 
39.16 wife, sweetheart. ] wife, sweetheart. Al, Wife, sweetheart. A2 
39.16-17 mild, lovely words—how ] mild lovely words. How 
39.17 [not in M] ] It was[...]mistake. 
39.18 o f . ] - ; 
39.22 fair ] fair-skinned 
39.23 handsome, she decided. ] handsome. He must know a number of things. 
39.24 papers; he presided at examinations; ] - , presided at examinations, 
39.25 working on ] finishing 
39.27 him, which ] - , that Al, him that A2 
39.28-29 None of the girls she knew had a boyfriend ] No other girl she knew, who had a 

boyfriend, had one Al, knew who had a boyfriend had A2 
39.30 Then, ] Then 
39.30-31 one day[...]downtown, ] [deleted] 
39.32 remembered ] thought of 
39.34-35 She remembered another time, when he had said, ] She thought of him saying, 
39.36 had looked ] would look 
39.38a Then, ] Then 
39.38b yes, ] yes 
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39.39-41 were, he bet[....]shivered ] were, he mentioned[....]shiver Al, were; he A2 
39.43 of him; ] him, 
39.46 his ] Patt-ick's 
39.48 shouted ] being shouted, Al, being shouted A2 
39.48-50 But she[...]tmth. Instead, she ] She had[...]out. She 
39.54 mouth. She ] - , she 
39.56a her, ] her 
39.56b so soft, ] soft; 
39.57-59 mstead of holding her, he seemed to collapse over her. She ] he collapsed over 

rather than held her, she 
39.59 the ] any 
39.60 lovely," he said. "You ] lovely. You 
39.63 that; ] ~, 
39.65 delicate. I'm really ] delicate, really. I'm 
39.68-69 'The White Goddess.' ] The White Goddess. 
39.69 see ] look at 
39.70-71 I think of you, because your skin is so white." ] it reminds me of you." 
39.72 Rose ] She 
39.74 a ] the 
39.76 white god," she said. ] White God." 
39.77 scooped ] scooped up 
39.79 laugh; ] - , A l , - ; A 2 
39.80 from ] off 
39.83 [not m M] ] She didn't know what made her do this. 
39.84 //ewshawe ] //e«-shawe 
39.85 voice, which ] voice 
39.86-87 her, could break mto] her could entirely disappear, could change to 
40.1 between. "Dr. ] - . t "~ 
40.4 said Rose ] Rose said 
40.6 [not m M] ] It was[....]talking. 
40.8 I bet ] I'm sure 
40.12 excited, ] hard! 
40.13 [not in M] ] "Oh, Patt-ick! You've[...]Henshawe!" 
40.13-15 done or[...]before. ] said[...]this. 
40.16a up! 1~, 
40.16b Pattick. Rose ] Pattick, tormented. But she couldn't. She 
40.20 [not in M] ] Her bullymg hand went for his fly. 
40.23 mouth and ] mouth, 
40.25a [not in M] ] The big[...]wmgs. 
40.25b began ] started 
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40.25c her] [deleted] 
40.26-29 relieved, but[....]strong. ] relieved—^that[...]able to. 
40.30 stronger. ] [deleted] 
40.31 to ] down, down to 
40.31-32 and then pushed her face down in a snowdrift. ] face down in the snow. 
40.34 go ] - , 
40.35 it. "Are ] ~. t "~ 
40.36 right?" he said. "Are ] right? Are 
40.39 his. "Kiss me! ] his. He backed off. t "Kiss me! Kiss the snow! 
40.41 "Do you. Do you?" ] "Do you?" he said[...]bewilderment. "Do you?" 
40.45 Rose!" S h e ] - ! " t ~ 
40.47a were ] was 
40.47b somewhere ] nearby, 
40.48 [no break] ] [break] 
40.50 Henshawe when she came in. "Now, do you?" ] Henshawe. "No, thmk about it. Do 

you?" 
40.55 then," said Dr. Henshawe. ] then." 

40.55 [not in M] ] In the middle[....]chocolate, that[....]out, either. Al, chocolate that A2 
[In Al the poem in these lines is only centered. In A2 it is centered and italicized.] 

40.59-60 Ordmarily, his clothes were shabby. ] His clothes had an ordinary academic 
shabbiness. 

40.62 said that his ] said his 
40.63 him ] - , 
40.64 back to ] into 
40.66-67 Rose and Patt-ick began to go to his ] They came back to the 
40.67-68 aftemoons, when both ] afternoon when they knew both 
40.69 were ] would be 
40.73 [not m M] ] Now was the tune. 
40.75 shivering. ] shivering and giggling. 
40.75-76 giggled. ] was doing the giggling. 
40.76 was ] felt a need to be 
40.77-90 When they began[....]other lovers did. ] [deleted] 
40.90-91 The fear she had feh ] She was terrified 
40.95-98 made her[...]well. So when ] a great exposure[....]and tty again. ^ When 
40.100their] the 
40.101 time together ] time they were together 
40.102-03 gear, her counterfeit passion ] gear entkely, her passionate carrying-on was 
40.105 she said, makmg ] Rose said, ttimmg 
40.106-07 But the ] - she kept forgetting, -
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40.108 them ] that stt-uggle 
40.109 disregarding ] ignoring 
40.110 again, ] again 
40.113 forgiven— ] - , 
40.114a s o — ] - , 
40.114b pretending and ] pretended gratitude, her pattonizing, 
40.117 pleasurably in bed ] comfortably m the bed 
40.119 It was Patrick's doing; ] Might it not[....]not much help; 
40.120-21 along with his scolding, ] next door to his scoldings, 
40.122 it was partly her own ] wasn't the real fault hers? Her 
40.123 would] could 
40.125a finally ] finally be 
40.125b fool. ] -? 
40.126 whatever ] anything that 
40.127-28 consciously looked ] thought she was looking 
40.129-30 That much she could see; perhaps she could change it. ] [deleted] 
40.131 room—] - , 
40.132-33 shoe-bmshes, his ] shoe bmshes and 
40.134 cartoons torn out of magazines— ] cartoons—she sat up[...]was not here— 
40.135 moderate, ] [deleted] 
40.135-43.1 independent ] intelligent 
43.1-2 person. If only we ] person; no hero; no fool. Perhaps they 
43.2-3 ordmary, she was thmking. ] ordinary. 
43.4her] [deleted] 
43.5-6 her, making her nervous. ] her. 
43.7 she only liked the idea of it. ] it was only the idea of it she liked. 
43.10a her. Pattick ] - . There was much he planned to change, f -
43.10b her, but what ] her. What 
43.11-12 her Huron County accent ] her accent 
43.13a change (though ] alter, though 
43.13b sometimes ] often 
43.16 an accent, and that everybody ] a country accent, everybody 
43.17 did).] did. 
43.18 boldness. His ] boldness (his 
43.19-20 competence. ] competence). 
43.21a her vulgarity ] a vulgar word, a drawling tone 
43.21b or] and 
43.22-23 damaging herself in his eyes; yet he loved her. He looked] desttoying herself for 

him, yet he looked 
43.26 Rose ] she 
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43.27 he had hopes. ] his hopes were high. 
43.31-33 Her energy, her laziness, her vanity, her discontent, her ambitions. ] Energy, 

laziness, vanity, discontent, ambition? 
43.34 that; he] that. He 
43.35 doubts, she did not want ] doubts about him, she never wanted 
43.36 [break] ] [no break] 
43.37 ttips. Fu-st they ] - . f They 
43.40 Pattick his ] - money for -
43.41-42 Rose's, though it took almost all the money ] Rose, using up what 
43.42-45 bank. He told[....]not afford it. ] bank and borrowing[....Jshe was poor. 
43.45 [not in M] ] He knew nothing[....]made, not before. 
43.47-48 In front of the house, about ] About 
43.49-51 so early[...]such a thing ] in the middle[...]to Rose 
43.52 beach. ] beach and salt water. 
43.53 [not in M] ] It was built in the Tudor style, and others. 
43.55 d e n ] - , 
43.57 onshore] - , 
43.58a glass—] - , 
43.58b glass, ] glass 
43.60 at home ] in Hanratty 
43.62 bay, and you ] bay; you 
43.65 sideboard, too, had a smooth curvmg ] sideboard too had a curving, gleaming 
43.67 Thickness] Size 
43.67-68 everywhere—in ] everywhere and particularly thickness. Thickness of 
43.68-69 cutlery, and in silences] handles of knives and forks, and silences 
43.69 terrifying ] terrible 
43.70-71 so Rose ] so there Rose 
43.74 the roast ] the perfect roast 
43.76 [not in M] ] She had never known[....]she had been in. 
43.78a had taken ] took 
43.78b in] on 
43.80 lived (a] lived: a 
43.82a house). ] house. 
43.82b [not in M] ] The couple, the[...]to Pattick's family. 
43.82-83 His ]tPattick's 
43.83 Rose] her 
43.85 walls. "Pattick ] ~ . t " -
43.86 things ] anythmg 
43.89 own voice ] voice 
43.91 enthusiastic. "He ] ~. t " -
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43.92 [not in M] ] Pattick was a Scot, in spite of his name. 
43.94 from Scotland? Maybe ] always Scotsmen?" (She had leamed quite recently not to 

say "Scotch.") "Maybe 
43.95 ancestors!" She ] - ." t -
43.96 later at the thought ] afterward, thmking 
43.99 N o , ] - . 
43.109 Rose] she 
43.101 that in conversation Pattick's ] that Pattick's 
43.112-14 absttact. (She also, of course, disliked Rose's chatty tone.) ] absttact, in 

conversation. She would also, of course, dislike Rose's chatty tone. 
43.115 a ] the 
43.118-19 apparently stmck her as sloppy, ill-bred, dangerous. ] seemed to her sloppy, 

ill-bred, and dangerous. 
43.120 s a y ] - , 
43.121a day" ] - , " 
43.121b n o t ] - , 
43.123 to..." ] to—" She hated people being reminded. 
43.126 a now vanished ] a vanished 
43.131 when ] what year was 
43.132 was abandoned ] abandoned 
43.133 first railway ] first logging railway 
43.135 should] would 
43.137 voice] words 
43.140 things—^most thmgs—about Pattick ] things, most things, about Pattick, Al, 

Pattick A2 
43.143-45 table one evenmg[...]the store. ] table. 
43.146 short,] short 
43.149 pale, ] fair, and 
43.150 possible—]-, 
43.151 style were all chosen ] - , were chosen 
43.154-55 pompously, with a giveaway break m his voice. ] in an angry, pompous, but 

nervously breaking voice. 
43.156-57 Because...I...am...interested...m...history ] Because-I-am-mterested-m-history 
43.158 immediate ] an immediate 
43.159 "History." ] "History!" 
43.160 sisters, Joan and Marion, ] sisters Joan and Marion 
43.161 Pattick but ] Pattick, 
43.162 [not in M] ] Unlike Pattick[...]self-satisfaction. 
43.164 they asked. ] [deleted] 
43.168-69 "Play[....]badminton?" ] Play[...]badminton? 
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43.171 "She is probably ] "Perhaps she is 
43.175-76 Rose's scholarships, her prizes, her superiority. ] her scholarships and prizes. 
43.178-79 Did he really[...]them? ] Was he so[...]frirther scorn? 
43.180-83 braggmg, his so-called intellectual interests, his scorn for sports and television, 

the J shouting boasts, his contempt for sports and television, his so-called 
intellectual interests, the Al, shouted boasts, A2 

43.186 seemed ] was 
43.188-90 them, too—about[...]sports, the ] them too, when[...]complained about the 
43.190-191 horses and boats and equipment. They ] equipment, their boats, their horses. 

And they 
43.192 other ] - , Al, other A2 
43.193 scores and damages ] scores and borrowings and damages 
43.195-96 She seldom spoke at all. Rose ] The mother spoke[...]blame her. She 
43.197-98 concenttated ] collected 
43.198 Her uncle ] Billy Pope 
43.199-200 grumbler and a household tyrant, her aunt was a whmer; ] gmmbler, Flo 

was[...]disapproval; 
43.201 family they were ] family, all Rose's own people seemed 
44.5 "That's the way they are." ] [deleted] 
44.7 and hugged ] hugged 
44.8 kissed uncomfortably. ] kissed and[...]Dr. Henshawe's coat. 
44.10 [no break] ] [break] 
44.11 Then Rose took Pattick home. ] She took hun to Hanratty. 
44.13 Her aunt] Flo 
44.14 cooking ] and cooked a meal of 
44.15 pork-and-beef sausages.] country sausages[...]butcher shop. 
44.16hated] detested 
44.18 cloth,]- ; 
44.19 the fluorescent ] - tube of-
44.20 special ] especially 
44.21a occasion—a ] occasion. A 
44.21b swan with ] ~, lime green in color, -
44.23 fancily folded ] folded, colored 
44.23-24 When he was ] Billy Pope, 
44.24-25 one, Rose's uncle grunted and ] one, grunted, 
44.27 this house ] him, word had reached both of them, Al, both Flo and Billy, A2 
44.28-35 It came[....]at the university, t Rose ] It had come[....]in miserable eclipse. Rose 
44.36 conversation. She talked ] conversation, talking 
44.37 were ] was 
44.38-39 an amusing local couple. She was ] a couple of sunple local people. She felt 
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44.40 Ashamed for ] She was ashamed of 
44.41 [not in M] ] and the swan 
44.41-42 tablecloth and her aunt and uncle; ] tablecloth; 
44.43-45 frowned so unkindly when her aunt passed the toothpick holder, ] made a 

startled grimace when Flo passed him the toothpick-holder; 
44.45-46 ashamed for[...]she sounded. ] ashamed for[....]sound natural. 
44.47 didn't dare ] couldn't 
44.48 theks ] Flo's, Billy Pope's and Hanratty's. Al, Pope's, A2 
44.49 her now ] - ears -
44.50 seemed not ] - to involve -
44.50-52 way of pronouncing vowels but a ] pronunciation but a whole 
44.53 shouting, the words separate ] shouting; the words were separated 
44.54 so people ] - that -
44.56 some ] the most 
44.57-58 "Wal, if a feller took a notion to," ] Wal if a feller took a notion to, Al, Wal, Al 
44.58-59 They said ] - really -
44.61 she had to be disbelieving. ] Rose too had to be amazed. 
44.62 Rose fried ] She was trying 
44.63 history— ] ~, 
44.65 Presently her aunt ] Presently Flo Al, ~, Flo A2 
44.65-66 talk, though the ] talk, she could only[...]her misgivmgs. The Al, ~; she A2 
44.66 direction ] line 
44.68 we ] I 
44.68-70 on," her aunt said to Pattick, "the twelfth line, it was the worst m creation for 

suicides." ] on when I was just young," Flo said, "it was the worst place ever 
created for suiciding." 

44.71-73 township road," Rose explained. She had misgivmgs, and rightly, ] concession 
road. In the township," Rose said to Pattick. She had doubts about what was 
coming, and rightly so, 

44.74 who had cut ] who cut 
44.75 throat from ear to ear; ] throat, his own throat, from ear to ear, Al, ear to ear; A2 
44.76 had shot himself once and not done ] shot himself the first time and didn't do 
44.78 did it right; a ] managed it, another Al, it; A2 
44.79 had hanged hunself using the ] hanged himself usmg a chain, the 
44.80 hitch ] hook on 
44.82 [not in M] ] Tore off, Flo said. 
44.82-90 Rose's aunt presented[....]hoped to please. ] She went on[....]acceptable, 

m[... .]understand that? Al, acceptable A2 
44.91-92 Pattick afterward. ] Pattick, as they left Hanratty on the bus. Al, Patrick A2 
44.93 escape ] get away 
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44.93-94 Of course, they're not your real parents." ] [deleted] 
44.95-103 Rose thought[....Jshe died. ] Rose felt[....]believed, herself Al, believed A2 
44.103-06 Pattick must be[...]provide, ] She saw that[...]background, perhaps 
44.108ttay, ] ~ , and 
44.110-11 thought Rose ] she thought 
44.112-19 coward. She was[....]in kerosene. Nevertheless, now ] coward, not knowmg 

[....]misery. ̂  Nevertheless her loyalty was starting. Now 
44.119 Rose] she 
44.122-24 had of home—even around the worst[...]memories. ] had, around the 

store[....]stone and timbered[....]anythmg behind. Al, stone-and-timbered A2 
44.124 [no break] ] [break] 
44.125 Not long after they got back, ] [deleted] 
44.126 Rose] her 
44.127-28 the academic life ] being a historian 
44.128-29 would start learning about ] was going into 
44.130-32 "But you hate[....]to support." ] She said she thought[....]to support. 
44.136 generosity ] bounty 
44.138 father offered J - at once -
44.142-45 his. He did[....]for Rose. ] Pattick's, and[...]as hers. 
44.147 parents'?" she asked. ] parents?" Rose said. She really[...]that style. 
44.148 first, not ] - .Not 
44.149 Pattick said. ] [deleted] 
44.150 [not in M] ] I don't want to live like that!" 
44.151a [not in M] ] "We'll live however you like. 
44.151b We'll have whatever you like." ] We'll have whatever kind of house you like." 
44.152-53 dump, thought Rose. ] dump, she thought nastily. 
44.154-55 stopped her and ] stopped and 
44.155-56 it and] it, 
44.156 She] When she 
44.157a home ] back to Hanratty 
44.157b and met ] alone this time, thank God, she met 
44.158stteet ."Oh]-. t"~ 
44.159-60 wonderful," she said. "When ] wonderful! When 
44.160-61 back here again? The ] back again? We're gomg to give a tea for you, the 
44.161 of the town ] in tovm all 
44.162-63 you!" The dentist's wife was a powerful woman who ] you!" t This woman 
44.164 Rose in her life before. ] Rose, never given[...]who she was. 
44.167 worst of it—instead ] worst, this was the shame, of it—Rose, instead 
44.168 Rose] [deleted] 
44.170 what ] that would be 
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Table 5. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

44.171 be,] be 
44.173 that; she ] that. She 
44.173 sparkled. ] sparkled and turned herself into a fiancee with no ttouble at all. 
44.174-75 "Where will you live?" they said, and Rose said, "Oh, in British Columbia." ] 

Where will you live, people said and she said. Oh, in British Columbia! Al, 
people said, A2 

44.176-78 "Is[...]there?" they said. "Is[...]winter?" ] Is[...]there, they said, is[...]winter? 
44.180 One moming. Rose woke early ] She woke up early 
44.181 dressed, ] dressed Al, - , A2 
44.182 out the side door. ] out of the side door of Dr. Henshawe's garage. Al, out the A2 
44.188 playing while an ] playing, an 
44.189 stood ] standing 
44.190 silver] pale 
44.192-93 grew in the park like wild flowers. ] in bloom. 
44.94-45.3 door m his gray-and-maroon sttiped pajamas, tousled, frowning sleepily. 

"What's the matter?" he asked.] door, tousled, frownmg sleepily, in his gray and 
maroon sttiped pajamas. ^ "Rose! What's the matter?" Al, gray-and-maroon A2 

45.4 it] anything 
45.7 and ]~,A2 
45.7 way ] voice Al, voice, A2 
45.7-8 Please. Please ] - Pattick. - Al, - , Pattick A2 
45.9 Pattick said. ] [deleted] 
45.11-12 repeated Rose ] she said again, 
45.15 unnatural ] so unnatural 
45.16 wheedling, and silly ] wheedling, silly 
45.17 door, as soon as ] door and 
45.20 [not in M] ] She would have[....]would serve her. 
45.24 here? ] here anyway? 
45.30a But she freed ] But she had to. She freed 
45.30b herself; she ] herself. She 
45.31 minute." ] minute, I'm gomg to the john." 
45.32 he] Pattick 
45.33 going and was ] going, was 
45.37NOW, s i t ] - . Sit 
45.39 she said. ] [deleted] 
45.41-43 a month ago they[.. .]might be pregnant. ] they had been worried last month. 
45.44 premenstmal ] ~, 
45.47 said Rose ] she said 
45.49 "I[...]you."]7[...lyoM. 
45.51 he asked. ] [deleted] 
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Table 5. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

45.52-53 ago," she said. "I don't know...This ] ago. This 
45.56a seven. "When ] seven. ^ "When 
45.56b they] the others 
45.56-58 she said, meaning the other graduate students. ] [deleted] 
45.59 eight o'clock." ] eight." 
45.60 milk?" Rose ] milk for the coffee?" She 
45.62 Pattick said ] said Pattick 
45.64 said Rose in a sttange, ] she said, in her sttange 
45.66-67 night," Pattick said. "Everything ] night and everything 
45.73 do ] else do 
45.76-77 coffee. "Well, I know," he said at last. ] coffee. He who[...]up now. ^ "Well I 

know." Al, "Well, A2 
45.81a n o ? ] - . 
45.8lbbet]- .Al ,betA2 
45.83 "No," Rose said. ] "No." 
45.85 her," Pattick said. "They ] her. They 
45.87 there] with her 
45.88 You told me." ] Does she? You even told me[... .]to be normal." 
45.94 please. ] - , 
45.95a you. Please ] ~, please 
45.95b why. ] - , 
45.96 can't. Please ] can't, please, I'm sorry, 
45.97-98 babbled Rose, weeping, t Pattick said, "Sh-h-h, you'll J Rose babbled at hun, 

weeping, and Pattick saying, "Ssh! You'll Al, "Shh! A2 
45.99 up," and he lifted her out of her ] up!" lifted or dragged her out of the kitchen 
45.102 herself, ] her arms across her stomach, 
45.104 Rose?" he said. "What's ] Rose? What's 
45.105 sick? ] - !Al ,~?A2 
45.106 you. ] - ! 
45.108 you. ] - ! 
45.109 mean, ] mean 
45.110 t.b. ] T.B. Al, t.b. A2 
45.111 N o . ] - ! 
45.113-14 me?" said Pattick encouragmgly. "Insanity?" ] me about? Insanity?" said 

Pattick encouragingly. 
45.115 N o . ] - ! 
45.117 you," said Rose. ] - !" she said. 
46.5 few moments ] moment or two 
46.6 Well, i f ] - . I f 
46.7 I can't force ] I'm not forcing 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

46.8 high ] sttained 
46.8-9 though the words were reasonable. ] against the reasonableness[...]saying. 
46.10 wonder if] ~," he said," -
46.10-11 do want," he continued. "I ] do want. I 
46.16a said Rose angrily ] Rose said 
46.16b. [not in M] ] This released her. "I never loved you." 
46.17-18 "Sh-h-h. We have to stop. They'll be waking up soon." ] "Ssh. You'll wake 

them. We have to stop." Al, "Shh. A2 
46.22-24 Pattick's face[...]like a cut. ] [deleted] 
46.28 my background ] - family and my -
46.29 you're ] you are 
46.29-30 me such a great favor ] me a great favor 
46.31-32 said Pattick ] Pattick said 
46.34 said Rose ] Rose said 
46.35 up ] off the bed 
46.37 energy. "You ] energy. More[....]were coming. ^ "You 
46.38 right," she went on. "I ] right. I 
46.41 gomg; ] - , 
46.43 bothered. You ] ~, you 
46.44-45 so wrapped ] wrapped 
46.45 yourself. And ] ~, and 
46.46 bragging. You ] ~, it's so stupid, you 
46.47 want ] really want 
46.48-49 people; you do it[.. .]stupid way, ] people you'll never do it, the way you do it 
46.49 you. ] ~! 
46.54 cmeller ] - , 
46.56 rismg. ] rising in her from getting out. 
46.57 you ever, ] you, ever! 
46.60 Goodbye ] Good-bye Al, Goodbye A2 
46.61 "I don't[....]tune." ] Idon'tl...]time. Al 
46.65 other, ] other 
46.68 her ] givmg hun back his 
46.69 Pattick's ] his 
46.72-74 she didn't[...]valuable. ] it seemed[...]mail. 
46.74 because ] mostly because 
46.78-79 him the ring when they met. ] him back the rmg then. 
46.82 it, or else ] that, else 
46.83 would ] should 
46.84 let Dr. Henshawe know ] tell Dr. Henshawe 
46.85-86 engagement? She ] - , so imwilling[...]congratulations? ^ ~ 
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Page/Line Origmal ] Variant 

46.86 her ] Dr. Henshawe 
46.88 exams. She ] - . Rose could see that even that pleased her. ^ -
46.90 changed. She ] ~. It was not[...]knowing. -
46.90-91 did not[...]envied. ] didn't[...]envied; the experience was so new to her. 
46.94-99 She had to escape[... .]fluke it was, ] It seemed clear[... .]was a fluke, 
46.101 head librarian ] Head Librarian 
46.102 summer, ] summer 
46.104Rose] she 
46.105-06 Instead ofI...]exams, Rose knew, ] She knew that instead ofI...]exams 
46.110 terrified ] frightened 
46.113 student, ] student 
46.114 The next] On 
46.115 in the library ] at the Library Al, library A2 
46.118 any noise ] a noise Al, noise A2 
46.119 spiralling ] spualing Al, spiralling A2 
46.123 face, but she ] - . She 
46.125 Saturdays. She ] ~. His long neck. His bony shoulders. -
46.129 anybody; she ] - . She 
46.133 phone ] telephone 
46.137-38 much she liked hun ] she was grateful 
46.139 filled her with shame ] made her ashamed now 
46.142 so gentled J made so gentie and wistful 
46.143 h i m ] - , 
46.144 bounty; ] - , 
46.145 all] [deleted] 
46.148 his] Pattick's 
46.151 it, would ] - from her, -
46.153 forgiving. This ] ~.Ilovel...]all right. -
46.155-56 herself, whether ] ~. Whether 
46.158 flowers]-, 
46.159 The temptation ] It 
46.160 gave in to ] did 
46.163 life (for, ] for she went through a period, 
46.164 she talked ] of talkmg 
46.164-65 private ] most private 
46.165 decisions—about her life— t̂o ] decisions, to 
46.168aand] while 
46.168b same) , ] -
46.168-69 said comradely ] - that 
46.169 h e r ; ] - . 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

46.170a never ] not 
46.170b a bare, ] the sight of a bare 
46.171 i t ] - , 
46.172 She had ] - said she -
46.175 with him] [deleted] 
46.177 looking after her: ] promise to look after her; 
46.178 world;]-and 
46.179 out] up 
46.182talking] [deleted] 
46.184-88 choices; only[....]my day. ] choices anyway, that[...]different. 
46.189 At other times she said ] Nonsense, she might say later, never mind that, 
46.190avanity. I t ] - , it 
46.190b simple—]-, 
46.192-93 had the power to ] could 
46.193 the] such a 
46.194 explained that ] - then -
46.195-96 They were[...]daughters; and ] She said[...]years, and that 
46.197 those years ] that time 
46.198 were ] had been 
46.199 repeated. She said over ] - , with her saying 
46.202 that ] which 
51.1 She beat ] She hopes[... ]used to beat 
51.2 bedpost, she ] ~, that -
51.3 the] a 
51.3-4 window. Then ] - ; that 
51.4 weakened ] frightened 
51.5 done,] done 
51.6 shivering; she ] ~, and 
51.7 [not m M] ] Which he granted. 
51.8 would attack him, and he would ] flew at hun; sometimes he 
51.10-11 breakfast; ] - , Al, - ; A2 
51.14 kindness. What ] ~. 1| ~ 
51.15 reaction, ] -? 
51.16 say. D o ] - . I I -
51.17 holiday? A ] -? A holiday together? Holidays alone? H A 
51.19 out, but ] - .But 
51.20-22 Rose and Pattick[...]this; indeed, ] Calmed down, they[...]and indeed 
51.25 done—]- , 
51.26 done—]- , 
51.27 had] could get 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

51.28a was making ] make 
51.28b money; ] ~, 
51.29 simple ] ordinary 
51.31 Rose] she 
51.31-32 anybody was ] - , never confided, -
51.36 told,] told 
51.37anot] hardly 
51.37b [not in M] ] It seems very odd; she can't justify it. 
51.37c didn't mean just ] doesn't mean 
51.38-39 bearable, ordinary tunes between emptions, ] perfectly ordinary, bearable times 

in their marriage, 
51.39 times ] sttetches 
51.40-41 vacationing and children's ilhiesses and meals and shoppuig, ] vacationing and 

meals and shopping and worrying about a child's illness, 
51.43 happiness— ] - , 
51.44 happiness— ] - , 
51.45 It ] Then it 
51.47 perfectly ] radiantly 
51.48 so rarely ] hardly ever 
51.50this] that 
51.51 had seen] saw 
51.52 [not in M] ] Perhaps it was. 
51.53 [nobreak]] [break] 
51.55 him, because ] - ; she knows it, -
51.56 in the Toronto airport ] in Toronto Auport 
51.59aRose] She 
51.59b well known ] fairly well-known 
51.60 t ime; ] - , 
51.60-61 all over the ] to many people in this 
51.61 had] did 
51.63 writers, and ] ~, personalities, -
51.64 people, ] people 
51.66 or a company ] [deleted] 
51.68 sights—]-. 
51.69a UFOs] UFO's, 
51.69b monsters— ] - , 
51.71a up obsolete ] - some -
51.71b customs ] custom 
51.72 ttavellmg ] [deleted] 
51.73-74 flown in from ] come in on a delayed flight 
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Page/Line Origmal ] Variant 

51.76 at a coffee bar, with his back to her. ] with his back to her, at a coffee bar. 
51.80the] a 
51.81ato—]~, 
51.81b magical ] - , Al, magical A2 
51.82 ttick]-, 
51.83-84 begin again all she ] begin this all that she 
51.87 not, of ] - do this, -
51.92 shabbiness ] academic shabbiness 
51.93a prim ] look of prim 
51.93b authoritarianism were gone; he ] - , was gone. He 
51.94 o u t ] - , 
51.95 modish, agreeable ] - and -
51.97 Rose] She 
51.98 sttange ] dreary 
51.104 warning face— ] - , face; 
51.106 like an ] a timed 
51.108 had seen] saw 
51.112 could] would 
51.113 people— ] - , 
51.117 rescues ] heroic rescues 
51.122 make—to]-? To 
51.125-26 required: a lurid, unreal place; ] - . A lurid unreal place, 
51.127a night;]- , 
51.127b staggermg, ] staggermg 
51.128 weariness; ] ~, 
51.129 [not in M] ] t She hurried[....]Pattick could. 
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Mischief 

The choice to place "Mischief (originally published in Viva in August 1978) 

immediately after "The Beggar Maid" in the book cannot be overiooked. "Mischief is 

the story of a married woman named Frieda, Rose in the book, having an affair with a 

married man, Clifford. The fact that Rose and Pattick have only been married for three 

years prior to the begmning of this affair story helps to support the point that Munro was 

suggesting in the previous story: the marriage will not last. 

The mood is established in the second paragraph. Rose and Patrick are going to 

the party at which the affau will begm, although Rose does not know "that her life was 

going to be altered" (99.14-15). In the original publication, Frieda listens to "the 

windshield wipers inexorably ticking" (99.10). However, in the latter version, she 

"watched the neon lights weeping in the puddles on the road, listened to the condemnmg 

tick of the windshield wipers." This night, she will break the vows of her loveless 

marriage and begin an adulterous affair. 

Two separate episodes within this affair show Munro's ability to re-work a 

section of text to fit the moment. The first comes in the heated middle of the affair. Rose 

has waited outside the theater where Clifford is rehearsing (he plays the violin). When he 

comes out, they "grappled deliriously, unsatisfactorily." At this pomt, the two texts are 

vastly different. 

Secrecy, riskiness, deferment had made They saw a door open, and slipped 

their sexual preoccupation with each inside. There were boxes stacked all 

other a kind of insanity, which even around. They were looking for some 
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they would back off from, and gasp 

at, laugh at. (104.7-10) 

nesting spot when a man spoke to 

them. 

"Can I do anything for you?" 

They had entered the back 

storeroom of a shoe store. The 

man's voice was icy, terrifying. The 

Vice Squad. The Police Station. 

Rose's dress was undone to the 

waist. 

Where Munro tells the reader that their sexual atttaction is an insanity in the first 

publication, in the book version she offers an example. The mention of the Vice Squad 

and the police station mirrors the top of the page when Mimro had discussed Rose's fear 

of being caught and sent to the police station for Pattick and Clifford's wife Jocelyn to 

come and pick them up. 

The other example of a substantive change involving the affair comes at the end 

of the affair, at the point of break-up. In this case Munro does not make her example 

longer to create the needed effect; she does so with less. While Clifford and Rose talk, 

she begins to see the signs that the relationship is over. 

The hand sttoking was kind, obligatory, 

and there was a heaviness about the way 

he said natural. He did not avoid her eyes 

but did not look into them with anything 

but concem, and uneasiness, and presently. 

He sttoked her hand. She ttied to 

mb her finger on his pulse, as they 

used to do. He let go. 
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a bleak determination. (106.88-92) 

What Munro has ttouble conveying in the magazine version, she does brilliantly in the 

book. 

In order to tum Frieda into Rose, many changes needed to be made. Flo, the 

store, Brian, and Billy Pope are not mentioned in the story. However, other similarities 

are worked mto the text. For example, the followmg appears in the original story: 

Frieda said that she came from a small town in southwestern Ontario, that 
Richard came from there too, and was a lawyer, and that Margaret was her first 
baby. 

"Aren't you too rich to be in the ward?" 
"We just spent all our money on a house Richard wanted." 
"Do you like it?" 
"No." (101.26-31) 

Frieda and Rose are both from a small town in southwestem Ontario, both are in the 

hospital having their first child (Anna, not Margaret, in the book version), and both have 

money. However, the similarities end there. Notice the details that Munro works into the 

revised version of the same section. 

Rose told Jocelyn that she came from a small town in Ontario and that Pattick 
came from Vancouver Island and that his parents did not approve of the marriage. 

"In the town I come from," Rose said, exaggerating, "everybody says yez. 
What'11 yez have? How're yez doin?" 

"Yez?" 
"Youse. It's the plural of you." 
"Oh. Like Brooklyn. And James Joyce. Who does Pattick work for?" 
"His family's store. His family has a department store." 
"So aren't you rich now? Aren't you too rich to be in the ward?" 
"We just spent all our money on a house Pattick wanted." 
"Didn't you want it?" 
"Not so much as he did." 
That was something Rose had never said before. 

We are given the detail of Pattick's past and the tidbit that his parents do not approve of 

his marriage. The "yez" discussion refers back to "Haifa Grapefi^it" and "The Beggar 
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Maid." However, the last two lines are the most notable. Instead of simply answering 

"No," when asked about the house. Rose says, "Not so much as he did." She is livmg in 

his "stone and cedar" house, much like his parents, not the house she was promised in the 

previous story, and she realizes it. 

Munro uses the house to add details of characterization to Pattick. Yes, he is the 

same Pattick from the last story, still trying "to change" Rose. Rose "would have liked to 

wear her toreador pants but Pattick would never have stood for i f (101.101-02). 

However, it is the ways that Munro connects Pattick to his counterpart Richard in the 

origmal story which proves most interesting. Richard's father owns a shoe repair shop, 

and Richard went to school on a scholarship, as Rose did. He is now wealthy because he 

studied to be and became a lawyer, but unlike Pattick, he did not grow up with money. 

Yet, Munro makes the differences work as similarities. As Frieda and Jocelyn (they are 

friends throughout the story) look "into" his living room, Frieda declares, "The boy from 

Huron County's dream of elegance" (194.87-88). When Rose and Jocelyn look "down 

at" the living room. Rose says, "The department store heir's dream of elegance." Two 

men from totally different backgrounds who share the same tastes. Munro adds about 

Pattick: "He was as proud of this house, as eager to call attention to its small 

distinctions, as if he, not Rose, had grown up poor" (104.116). In reference to the earlier 

version of the story, he did. 

The last substantive change between the two works involves present tense again. 

When they are all older, after Rose and Pattick are divorced, and Clifford and Jocelyn 

have moved to Toronto, Rose goes to visit them. In the magazine version, this section 

begins "Years and years later" and tells the story in past tense (107.118). In the book 
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version, these words are omitted, and the passage is written m present tense to convey 

that this is not "years and years later," it is right now. 

The ending of "Mischief is different from the stories before it in The Beggar 

Maid. Munro did not add to it. The story ends very similarly in both versions, with a few 

mmor changes, appropriate to the connections in the book. At one point. Rose is living 

in the country, not married, and teaches at a community college. This time in her life will 

be discussed in the story "Simon's Luck" later in the book. Patrick is remarried to a 

woman more wealthy than he is. Finally, Rose receives a call from a man directing a 

radio play who needs a country girl. He had met Rose at Jocelyn's party, the same one at 

which the affair began, and remembered her accent. This detail ties directly in with the 

next story. 
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Table 6. Collation Table for "Mischief 

The base text, M, is the story published in Viva April 1978. 
Al is the American publication in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and Rose. New 
York: Vmtage, 1978. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

99.1 Frieda ] Rose [Note: The name "Frieda" has been changed to "Rose." This variant 
will not be noted separately throughout the remainder of this table. The same is tme 
for the next variant, "Richard" to "Pattick."] 

99.2 Richard ] Pattick 
99.3a Richard and Frieda ] They 
99.3b five ] three 
99.4 the ] this 
99.7 little ] short 
99.9 going; she ] going to it. She 
99.10 the wmdshield[.. .]ticking. ] watched[... ]wipers. 
99.1 la afterwards ] afterward 
99.1 lb think of herself, ] see herself 
99.13a skut,] skirt 
99.13b was ] would tum out to be 
99.14-15 Scared[...]altered. Richard ] she was[....]altered. t Pattick 
99.16 frightenmg ] puzzling 
99.17 both of them ] them both 
99.19 sure, later, ] sure 
99.20 thought that ] believed 
99.21 they] [deleted] 
100.3 these ] those 
100.3-4 eleven-thirty, ] 
100.4 enough, ] 
100.7 square] bit 
100.8 stuck ] held together 
100.15 couple visiting. ] couple-visiting. 
100.17 violmist and ] violmist; 
100.17-18 he[...]lawyer. ] Pattick[...]store. 
100.19 reliable:]-; 
100.20 people, for instance; ] people; 
100.23-24 university ] University 
100.24 play on ] - performed -
100.25 Frieda] She 
100.26a contemptuous; ] - . 
100.26b [not m M] ] It seemed[...]elsewhere. 
100.26c that was[.. .]and ] Now[.. .]it, 
100.27 [no break] ] [break] 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

100.28-29 North Vancouver Hospital ] the North Vancouver General Hospital 
100.30 Margaret ] Anna [Note: The name "Margaret" has been changed to "Anna." This 

variant will not be noted separately throughout the remainder of this table.] 
100.38a She] Jocelyn 
100.38b glasses ] thick glasses 
100.38c [not in M] ] no ttace of prettiness, and 
100.39a concenttation. A ] - . f -
100.39bher] Jocelyn 
100.41 maybe ] say 
100.42 then would ] - she -
100.43 saymg, ] saying 
100.44 right-hand ] right hand 
100.46 in t h e ] - w i t h -
100.49 reading]-, 
100.51a a college ] college 
100.5 lb were preparing an essay ] was researching for a paper 
100.52 the other] other 
100.56 [not in M] ] rmged with pain, 
100.58 a ] their 
100.59 Frieda] she 
100.60-61 with[...]undisturbed. ] braids[....]occasion. 
100.62 her long, white, ] long white 
100.70 O h ] - , 
100.76 Puritan ]~, 
100.79-80 Frieda[...]talkmg ] Rose[...]talk 
100.83 attachments, ] attachments 
100.84aall,] all 
100.84b [not in M] ] Many[....]properly. 
100.86Frieda] she 
100.89 day, but now ] day but now that 
100.97 snot rags ] snottags 
100.100a eager, ] [deleted] 
100.100b instittitions:]-; 
100.105 copies ] the copies 
100.109a legs, or ] legs. Or 
100.109b there, ] inside your stockmgs 
100.110 show through your stockings? ] show? 
100.111 legs] legs 
\00.\\3 calves.]-! 
100.115 [not in M] ] "False tits, false bums, false baby cows!" 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

100.117a The woman next to Jocelyn ] The vacuum-cleaning woman 
100.118-19 nobody else could ] she didn't 
100.119 funny. ] - about dirty language. 
100.120 carrying[.. .]were ] the way they carried on 
101.6-7 The woman[...]said ] The vacuum-cleaning[...]nurse 
101.7 but had her limits. ] but. 
101.10 was never going to wash ] never washed 
101.11 meant ] planned 
101.12 I[...]it,]"I[...]it," 
101.13 wi th ] - : 
101.15 "Fmno prude, but[...]pudding!" ] "I'm no pmde but[... ]pudding!" 
101.16 "I'm no prude, butl. .]child[.. .]teeth. " ] "I'm no pmde but[...]kid[...]teeth." 
101.19 a boy named ] to be called 
101.20 home] - , 
101.22 [not in M] ] He played in the Vancouver Symphony. 
101.24 said ] told Jocelyn 
101.25 southwestem Ontario, ] Ontario and 
101.26-27 there[...]baby. ] Vancouver Island[...]marriage. 
101.27 [not inM] ] "In[....]now? 
101.28 "Aren't] Aren't 
101.30-31 "Do[....]No."] "Didn't[....]did." 
101.31 [not in M] ] That[...]before. 
101.32 From there they ] They 
101.38a termed ] described as 
101.38b hideous, ] hideously 
101.41 Christmastime ] Christmas tune 
101.42 covers ] just covers 
101.44aever] never 
101.44b filthy] so filthy 
101.46 rotten, ] rotten 
101.48-49 there were ] that existed 
101.49a world, so ] world. It seemed a 
101.49b [not in M] ] world 
101.50 it] Hanratty 
101.51-61 said[....]now. ] delivered[....]haveto. 
101.62a Frieda's[...]exotic ] The tt^e[...]exotic enough 
101.62b and, ] and 
101.64a was ] seems 
101.64b she] Jocelyn 
101.66a talked, ironically, ] talked 
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101.66b [not in M] ] (They[...]past.) 
101.67a wanted ] had wanted 
101.67b a writer ] an acttess 
101.67c probably ] [deleted] 
101.68a coward; ] - ever to walk on a stage. 
101.68b Jocelyn, too, ] Jocelyn 
101.68c writer, ] writer 
101.69 the memories ] memories 
101.70have] met 
101.71 around, ] - trying to write, 
101.71-72 I would be much better ] I'd be better off 
101.72 his] hun 
101.73his. He's]him. Heis 
101.74a it, J it 
101.74b gifted ] really gifted 
101.76-77 anythmg ] things 
101.80 in] not in 
101.84 later, ] - in their friendship, 
101.84-85 that she ] - one of the reasons -
101.85 exhilarating to argue ] so mteresting to talk 
101.86 because ] was that 
101.87a surprised, mentioned ] - at this, and -
101.87b college m western Ontario, and ] college she had attended in Western Ontario. 

Then she 
101.89a [not m M] ] — v̂ery unusual with her— 
101.89b what she ] exactly what Jocelyn 
I0l.90athis] the 
101.90b and men ] - about -
101.91 carefiil]good 
101.93 neurotic looking ] neurotic-looking 
101.95 had to dig ] fixed the leaky taps and dug 
101.97-98 Frieda[...]say. ] [deleted] 
101.98 suspected ] had a feeling that 
101.99 Richard ] marriage with Pattick, 
101.101-02 dressed up, but ] dressed-up; she[...]it. But 
101.102acouple] few 
101.102b women ]gu-ls 
101.102c slacks; the ] - . The 
101.103 necklaces ] earrings 
101.104a suburban ] [deleted] 
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101.104b gathering, ] - of young women at that time, 
101.104c ofthem] [deleted] 
101.105 pregnant ] noticeably pregnant 
101.106 relieved; not ] - . Not 
101.107a mto] into 
101.107b party, to[... ]people; ] party; 
101.108a them. ] the people[...]freaks. 
101.108b law] [deleted] 
101.109 would take ] had taken 
101.110 people ] the people 
101.111-13 which[....]married and ] because[....]since 
101.113 in the B.C. Electtic ] that 
101.114-15 condemnations: modem art was a hoax; avant garde ] condemnations. 

Modem Art was a Hoax. Avant-garde 
101.115 special]-, 
101.116a avant garde ] avant-garde 
101.116b words disgustingly ] - seem -
101.117a ofcourse ma way, ] so 
101.117b were; in ] were. Rose thought. In 
101.118 way Frieda agreed with him. Frieda ] way, she could see what he meant. She 
101.119a had not ] did not have 
101.119b problem. Except ] - . 1 ~ 
101.ll9ctheu-] some 
101.120 and ] with Pattick, she 
101.120-23 the peace[....]do so. ] in favor[....]happy. 
101.124a were in ] wore 
101.124b turtlenecks, jeans and ] turtlenecks or 
101.125 Among[...]Clifford. ] Clifford[...]black. 
101.127 [not in M] ] Clifford's skin[....]by hun. 
101.128 wme] a wine 
101.131 her. Then she ] her (she[....]on. She 
101.133 she ] this woman 
101.134 most ordinary looking ] least confident-looking 
101.134-35 She[...]mipedunent. ] [deleted] 
101.137 said] thought 
101.139 understood that it was symbolic. ] knew that was symbolic, but[...]of. 
101.140 [not in M] J Inher[...]punch. 
101.140-41 She[...]wrong. ] She[...]wrong, the[...]lmes. [moved to 109.23-24] 
101.141-42 Frieda[...]these inside details. ] Rose[...]these details, and[...]spray, [moved 

to 109.25-26] 
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101.143a literal, ] - . 
101.143b gmesome. ] - and[...]it." 
101.143c But ]1| "But 
102.1 meant, didn't you?" ] meant?" the woman said. 
102.2 yes," Frieda said. Clifford gave her ] yes!" ̂  Clifford poured Rose 
102.5 "Delicious" ] Delicious 
102.6 Or,] Or 
102.9-10 thought[...]now, ] went on 
102.10 and to a ] and a 
102.11 lectured on EngUsh literature. ] taught English Literature of[...]Century. 
102.14 woman ] a girl 
102.15 the] this 
102.16-17 other with[...]open. ] other, and[...Jmouths. 
102.17 them ] those wet open mouths 
102.19 French kissing ] French-kissing 
102.22 door ] - , 
102.26 ought] has 
102.30a [not m M] ] m English Literature 
102.30b me that he ] me he 
102.32 said, and ] said. She 
102.33a herself, ] - for saymg this, 
102.33b them, ] them 
102.34 remember ] think of 
102.35 the writer said ] said the writer 
102.36moumfully. ] - , 
102.40-41 a tall, wild, and ] just then a tall, curly-haired, 
102.44a Listen, ] Listen to this, 
102.44b Listen, there is ] There's 
102.45-46 room. You're[....]him. ] roomyou[....]Listen. 
102.5lathem, ]them 
102.51b do just as well ] tum out just as good 
102.59a used ] was usmg 
102.59b now ] right now 
102.59c would] could 
102.59d words—]-, 
102.60 phrases—with relish ] phrases—/wfl55/ve[...]them—with such relish 
102.60-61 authority, as if] authority that[...]that 
102.62-68 Hehad[....]value. ] [deleted] 
102.69 was saying ] said 
102.72 icy demureness, ] an icy demureness that was 
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102.73 push."The]-."11-
102.74-75 who[...]this ] [deleted] 
102.75 hands ] - , 
102.76a disbelief. "Like ] disbelief "This[....]well, like 
102.76b not, they ] not," he was saying, "they 
102.81 humane ] human 
102.82 n o w ] - , 
102.86 toys ] - , that 
102.88 out ] out of 
102.89a cool, ] cool 
102.89b must have been ] were 
102.93 angry, too, ] angry 
102.94-95 cleverer[...]him. ] other[...]was. 
102.99a Richard was a better ] it. Pattick was a good 
102.99bbetter] good 
102.100 had to believe ] believed 
102.101apure, ]pure 
102.101b even] [deleted] 
102.105-06 thick skulled ] thick-skulled 
102.109 wet faced ] wet-faced 
102.110 her, he] her and 
102.111 [not in M] ] So this was Clifford. 
102.112-13 touching, shivermg, pressmg. ] shivering, pressing, touching. 
102.113-103.7 Frieda[....]there. ] [deleted] 
103.81 They] They 
103.8-9 They met Cyril, who ] Cyril was there. He 
103.10 around] [deleted] 
103.11 light,] light 
103.12 Richard baiting ] Patrick-baiting 
103.14 Frieda] She 
103.15a on lipstick. ] lipstick on her mbbed-bare mouth. 
103.15b felt vuhierable. ] was ttansformed, mvuhierable. 
103.16a met, ] met 
103.16b out, ] out 
103.16c wanted ] had a wish 
103.17-18 happy. 1| She[...]him. ] happy. She[...]say. 
103.19really] [deleted] 
103.19-20 idiotically ] tmy 
103.20 sometimes used on hun ] used with him sometunes, 
103.21 comfortable and silly ] feeling easy 
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103.23 God's sake," said Richard, but ] crying out loud," said Pattick heartily, and 
103.24 a smacking ] - loud -
103.25anow] [deleted] 
103.25b It[...]heartiness. ] [deleted] 
103.28a "Are you enjoying ] "Enjoying 
103.28b said, and Richard said, "Not ] said, t "Not 
103.29 bad. ] - , 
103.29-30 Maybe[...]be? ] [deleted] 
103.30 [not in M] ] During[....]feet. 
103.39 since." ] all night. I[...]too." 
103.40a Yes," Frieda said. ] Yes." 
103.40b dazzling, the ] - . The 
103.41 breakfast ] the table 
103.42a coffeepot ] coffee pot 
103.42b marmalade ] jar of marmalade 
103.43 of danger. "It's ] and danger. Rose's mouth[...]talk. f "It's 
103.44a said with a dry mouth. ] said. 
103.44b "Richard's home and we might walk ] "Pattick and Aima and I might go 
103.46 [not in M] ] "Pattick's home?" t "Yes." t 
103.46-47 rm[...]Sattirdays." ] I[....]rehearsal." 
103.48No] Yes 
103.54-55 He[...]enough. ] [deleted] 
103.57a weren't ] aren't 
103.57b Naturally, she ] Rose 
103.58 name in this offhand way. ] name. 
103.59a came ] seemed to come 
103.59b easily ] easy 
103.59c it seemed ] [deleted] 
103.59d might be ] - ahnost -
103.61a rehearse ] work 
103.61b said. ] said, to keep on the subject. 
103.63 longer ] longer hours 
103.64 differently," Richard said. "I wouldn't think he was ] differently. He doesn't look 
103.66 "Why[....]lazy?" ] "He's[....]violinist." 
103.70 "I] "I guess I 
103.71 [not in M] ] Jocelyn[....]bitter. 
103.71-87 She[....]Clifford. ] [moved to 113.3-15] 
103.71 considered him ] saw him quite differently 
103.71-73 He[....]inevitably. ] [deleted] 
103.73 body seemed ] body that had seemed small[...]to her 
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103.74 something ] [deleted] 
103.75-77 His skin[....]probably; ] He[...]skiing. 
103.78 hobby, which ] ~, but one -
103.82a family] [deleted] 
103.82b [not in M] ] in a town 
103.83 poor, ] poor 
103.84a with his ] as a child; the 
103.84b talent and ] talent, the 
103.85 parents and ] parents, the 
103.87-88 She[...]bittemess ] What[...]Rose 
103.88-89 ordinary: ] ~; 
103.89a wariness ] weariness 
103.89b meanness ] ~, 
103.90-91 Frieda's, and Richard's, but Richard ] Rose's. Jocelyn 
103.91 way] ways 
103.92 [not in M] ] In[...]Pattick. 
103.93 Frieda did think of] From now on Rose did see 
103.94-95 different ] ~, 
103.97 Frieda knew, ] [deleted] 
103.98 she herself] Rose 
103.98-100 At[...]were. ] [deleted] 
103.101 another man, ] [deleted] 
103.103a conference: Clifford, ] conference. Clifford would be invited, and 
103.103b his ] and the man's 
103.104a very ] and very 
103.104b her psychiattist (in ] Jocelyn's psychiattist. (In 
103.104c rebellion against ] rejection of 
103.105-06 a necessary[...]life, ] something[...]life 
103.107acould] would 
103.107b implications, ] - ; 
103.108-09 That[...]and that ] She[...]thmgs. That 
103.11 la either, ] either now, 
103.11 lb now, and not ] [deleted] 
103.112-17 And[....]were. ] If loving[....]rain. 
103.119 her, ] her 
103.119-20 stone-and-cedar ] stone and cedar 
103.121 [not in M] ] it was arranged that 
103.123 Frieda] She 
103.124-25 The closer[...]seemed. ] That[...]knew. 
103.126-27 made love ] gone to bed 
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103.127 [not m M] ] They[...]either. 
103.128 c a r ; ] - . 
103.131 Lion's ] Lions 
103.132 neighbor's ] neighbors' 
103.132-33 window? Frieda could ] windows? Could Rose 
103.133-34 to the dentist, then ] to see the dentist, 
103.134 across to Vancouver ] over to town 
103.135 room. ] - ? 
103.137ainto] on 
103.137b street, reported ] ~, or -
103.137c vice squad ] Vice Squad 
103.138 police station ] Police Station 
103.141 [not in M] ] using the dentist excuse, 
103.142a [not m M] ] side by side 
103.142b where[...]away, ] [deleted] 
104.1a touching each other ] fondling 
104.1b public, ] public 
104.3-4 They[...]laughed. ] On[...]undertaken. 
104.4 time Frieda ] time, a very hot August afternoon, she 
104.5-6 on a hot summer afternoon; she ] [deleted] 
104.6 shadows, ] shadows 
104.7-10 Secrecy[...]laughat. ] They[....]waist. 
104.1 la They met once ] Once they met 
104.1 lb pa rk ] - , 
104.1 Ic Margaret ] Aima, 
104.13 coat ] wide cotton skirt 
104.16a which made ] [deleted] 
104.16btum] turned 
104.18a bench!]- . 
104.18b swings! ] swing. 
104.197] I 
104.21 Margaret. She giggled ] Anna, and giggled, 
104.24 dreary] [deleted] 
104.26aFrieda] her 
104.26b sick, ] sick 
104.29Frieda] she 
104.31 clear ,]- ; 
104.32 No one ] Nobody 
104.34 Clifford] they 
104.37 past weeks ] - few -
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104.37-38 worked up a correspondence ] been in touch 
104.38 friend. ] - again. 
104.39 Sattirday; ] - . 
104.42 family-allowance ] Family Allowance 
104.43 would ] meant to 
104.44 get her] get 
104.47 dmgstore, and ] dmgstore; 
104.48 said, "What for?" with ] said, with 
104.48-49 crossness, and she ] sternness, "What for?" and Rose 
104.51-52 was getting along quite smoothly ] never quarreled 
104.54 [not in M] ] from Vancouver, and 
104.55 something over ] - left -
104.56-57 The hotel[....]for it. ] [deleted] 
104.59that] [deleted] 
104.60-66 The door[....]somewhere. ] She thought[....]Pattick. 
104.71 [not m M] ] of the living room 
104.72a and woodwork ] was 
104.72b sofa ] slipcovers 
104.73 leaves. ] leaves on a white background. 
104.74 each ] white 
104.78 positions ] position 
104.80 Well, ] Well 
104.83 Frieda ] her 
104.84-85 That[.. .]said ] He thought 
104.85 did not know ] didn't know, but maybe could guess 
104.86a Jocelyn. The ] - , the 
104.86b to visit, they stood ] here, and they were standing 
104.87 into ] down at 
104.87-88 room, and Frieda said, "The[...]County's ] room. 1| "The[...]heir's 
104.90 That was such ] At this 
104.90-91 abashed. 1 This ] abashed. It 
104.91 tt^e; ] ~. 
104.93a been all ] all been 
104.93b and] and that 
104.95 Frieda] she 
104.97 a mixture of] [deleted] 
104.101-102 a branch of black metal holders ] the branches of a black metal candleholder 
104.104 Frieda] she 
104.105a and Richard were ] was 
104.105b Frieda] her 
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104.106 those years at home, ] her life in a place 
104.107 she now ] now she 
104.110 despisingly, having[...]it. ] despismgly. 
104.112 N o ; ] - . 
104.114a the house ] visit 
104.114b time, Richard ] time Pattick always 
104.115 room, ] room with[...]door, 
104.116a closets, ] - and 
104.116b onto] onto 
104.116c [not in M] ] He[...]poor. 
104.117at Frieda] Rose 
104.117b first, had ] start, and 
104.118a silently. Now she hid ] in silence, or[.. .]like. After a while she stayed 
104.118b kitchen. She ] - , but she 
104.119 voice, ] voice 
105.1 always pull aside ] pull 
105.2-3 fountain he had put in the garden— ] fountain— 
105.3-4 leaf—and ] leaf—he had put m the garden, and then he would 
105.4 Now, ] Now 
105.5a mania. ] ~! 
105.5b [no break] ] [break] 
105.6 Frieda bathed, stood up, and ] After she bathed she 
105.9abottle's] [deleted] 
105.9b wasn't ] was not 
105.10 nail-polish ] nail polish 
105.11 toweled ] towelled 
105.12 hospital,]-; 
105.14a [not in M] ] Rose[...]bath. 
105.14b Frieda let her in. Margaret said, "Your ] She let Anna m. 1 "Your 
105.15 [not in M] ] Anna said, 
105.16 put too much on ] used too much 
105.17 black-lace ] [deleted] 
105.18 when] while 
105.26a Danm[....]wait. ] [deleted] 
105.26b know ] only know 
105.27 hotel but you ] hotel. You 
105.28-30 depot?" t "Bus depot?" 1 "Every ] depot? Every 
105.30-31 depot. That's[...]of." ] depot." 
105.32 All right] Okay 
105.32-33 when I get there, it'll probably be ] there probably 
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105.33-34 sneak[...]then ] [deleted] 
105.34hotel,] hotel. 
105.35 there is one, and[...]play." ] there's more than one. Okay then." 
105.37 had ]was[...]with 
105.37-38 River, he[...]them. ] River. 
105.39 to the concert ] and hear you play 
105.41-42 I'll wear a disguise. ] ril[...]lady. 
105.46 Clifford? Do you ] Clifford?" t "Yes?" t "You 
105.49 a ] the 
105.52-54 "You're[....]No." ] [deleted] 
105.54a "Okay. Powell ] "Powell 
105.54b Insanity rides agam. ] Five o'clock. 
105.55 very different ] different 
105.56a they giggled, ] [deleted] 
105.56b si l ly,]- ; or else 
105.6 la there? I s ] - ? " ! "~ 
105.61b are?"] are too?" 
105.61c [not in M] ] "Yes. Is[...]too?" 
105.63 Mmhm] Yes 
105.64 an awful ] a horrible 
105.65 "Oh, I don't mind it. ] "I don't mind it, really. 
105.66-67 She[...]it. ] [deleted] 
105.69a [not in M] ] They had[... ]all. 
105.69b They ] Then they 
105.69c Jocelyn and Richard sometimes ] them 
105.69d crisp, ] crisp 
105.70-71 parents to be acknowledged and outwitted, and at other times ] adults, parents, 

to be outwitted. Now 
105.71 mentioned ] could mention 
105.71-72 admiringly and protectively, ] ahnost tenderly, admiringly, 
105.72 children ] their children 
105.76a depot. He said, "Do you ] depot. 1 "You 
105.76b it] that 
105.77 "No." ] "No," she said. 
105.80a Youjust] Just 
105.80b depot. ] - ? 
105.81 said I'd ] planned to 
105.84a i sn ' t ] - , 
105.84b There's ] Now there is 
105.84-85 bus stop, that's all. The bus ] bus, it 
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105.86a there's another ] it 
105.86b night] - , 
105.87a home, what is it, the ] home. The 
105.87b all ] where it stops. All 
105.88a do, ] do 
105.88b Will that be] Is that 
105.89 [not m M] ] it would be 
105.92 depot. ] - ! 
105.93a She ] She was thinking that she 
105.93b she was thinking ] [deleted] 
105.94 [not in M] ] she and 
105.95a was ] were 
105.95b here, ] here 
105.95c one] [deleted] 
105.97 is] isplaymg 
105.99a kept looking ] looked 
105.99b were] was 
105.101 the] her 
105.102 long,] long 
105.103 painted pink ] with peeling paint 
105.104 sun room ] sunporch 
105.105 up. ] up, anyway. 
105.106a sun room ] sunporch 
105.106b table, though nobody ] table. Nobody 
105.108-09 to, since] to; 
105.109 did not seem interested in her ] seemed mercifully uninterested 
105.109-10 exhausted by the ] wom out by her 
105.11Oa limousine. It J - . 1 -
105.110b after] past 
105.11 la sun-porch ] sunporch 
105.1 l ib would] could 
105.1 l i e until] till 
105.113 smell]- , 
105.114 arose ] might come 
105.115 purse] stick 
105.117 [not in M] ] at last 
105.118 in, ]m 
105.119 s teep]- , 
105.120 Frieda] She 
105.121 [not in M] ] Some[...]her. 
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105.122 realized ] understood that 
105.123a had got herself up ] wanted 
105.123b at. ] at and yelled at. 
105.123c wore tight ] was wearing 
105.124 pants and a ] pants, a tight-fitting 
105.125ajacket,] jacket 
105.125b carried ] slung 
105.125c arm ] shoulder 
105.126 preferred ] chosen 
105.127-28 had taken ] - now -
105.128a tight-fitting ] [deleted] 
105.128b [not in M] ] sexually advertising 
105.128-29 Her[...]rayon. ] The[...]nylon. 
105.131-32 eye shadow. Her ] eyeshadow; her 
105.132-33 white, in[...]year. ] white. All[...]enough. 
105.133-34 this enticing or alarming ] such a 
105.137a Jocelyn] she 
105.137b she] Jocelyn 
105.138 mockery. She ] scorn. Jocelyn 
105.140a Clifford's, old ] ~. Old 
105.140b wouldn't ] didn't quite 
105.142 he] Clifford 
106.4 same. ] same way. 
106.6 stupid female ttappings and artificiality; ] female artifice and ttappings; 
106.8-9 or exasperation, ] [deleted] 
106.9 comradelmess? ] - ; or as a joke? 
106.10a She] Rose 
106.10b library, ] library 
106.12a incapacitating, ] mcapacitatmg 
106.12b unpleasant, ] unpleasant 
106.13 went] was 
106.14 sun porch ] sunporch 
106.17 hotel, and she ] hotel. She 
106.18 sun porch ] sunporch 
106.20-29 She[....]mountainside. ] The[....]surprised. 
106.30 supposed ] [deleted] 
106.32 to] in to 
106.33 high-school ] high school 
106.34-35 said[....]spitefiilly. She ] answered[....]here."l She 
106.36 and that ] [deleted] 
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106.37ahe] she 
106.37b her] him 
\06.3^Here?] Here? 
106.39 "Your[...]here?" ] "Maybe got lost," 
106.40 men, as[...]plan. ] men in[...]way. 
106.41a he ] your husband 
106.41b lost. ] lost, heh? 
106.41-42 lost. You know that." ] lost!" 
106.43 dark out; it got dark early. ] nearly dark out. 
106.44 Frieda] She 
106.47 why she had come to ] what she was doing in 
106.49 said] had said 
106.51 papers. (Oh ] newspapers. Oh 
106.52-53 hadthere[...]all?) ] why[...]road? 
106.54 Clifford's ] his 
106.55a She should probably ] She thought that she had better 
106.55bthe] her 
106.58a van, that ] van; she thought 
106.58b had ] must have 
106.60 sun-porch ] sunporch 
106.65 rehearsal, ] rehearsal he hadn't counted on, 
106.66a said, he[...]away, then ] said. Then 
106.66b spent] been 
106.67a findmg out where ] lookmg for 
106.67b depot was. ] depot. 
106.69 "Oh, well." ] [deleted] 
106.70 it, ] with a napkin, 
106.71 hand over it. ] own hand over hers. She[.. .]afterward. 
106.72 go] [deleted] 
106.75 landed] got here 
106.77 thought ] hoped 
106.78 passengers ] other passengers 
106.79a terrible ] [deleted] 
106.79b came ] showed up 
106.83a and ] she thought. It seemed to her that 
106.83b it seemed to her ] [deleted] 
106.85 [not in M] ] This[...]face. 
106.86 He sttoked her hand. ] [deleted] 
106.88-92 There[....Jdetermination. ] He[....]go. 
106.93 hour, an hour later, Frieda ] hour later, she 
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106.98a brooding, she ] - . She 
106.98b silly ] [deleted] 
106.99 Stanwyck, ] Stanwyck 
106.100a didn't, ofcourse, mean to be doing ] didn't intend to do 
106.100b imitation. ] - , ofcourse. 
106.101a meant ] was[...]way 
106.101b enticing ] ~, so aloof and enticing, that 
106.102 back, to ] back. I have to 
106.105 "It's uphill] "Uphill 
106.106 kill] hurt 
106.107a "Frieda, it's ] "Rose. It's 
106.107b way. ] way, 
106.108-09 "Just[....]hour ] "IfI....]around 
106.110a again, ] -; 
106.110b v^ong,]-; 
106.111 tme. Start again. Though she ] tme. She 
106.111-12 asked hun ] made the mistake of asking 
106.112a wrong, ] wrong 
106.112b sa id ] - , 
106.113 it. He said it ] it, he said. It 
106.114 month. That ] month that had 
106.116 [not in M] ] He[....]ward. 
107.2-3 was gone; ] had vanished, 
107.4 know, I know," he said, m the way of] know I did." He spoke like 
107.4-5 It[....]worse. ] [deleted] 
107.7a I[...]didn't. ] Yes and no. 
107.7b afready made ] made all 
107.7c It would ] Wouldn't it 
107.8 phone, wouldn't it? ] phone? 
107.9 mischief? I love you. ] mischief? 
107.10 Frieda. There's[...]love. ] Rose. 
107.11 kinds? ] do you mean? 
107.12-13 Clifford[....]up. ] [deleted] 
107.14 know. Constmctive. Destmctive. The usual. ] know what I mean. 
107.17 said, with no pride. ] said. 
107.18ajust] [deleted] 
107.18b a ] one 
107.19 this once? ] once. 
107.23 "I] "Jesus. I 
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Table 6. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

107.24-25 snake, a pretty snake, warmblooded. Her ] warm-blooded snake, a pretty 
snake, and her 

107.25-26 had[...]but ] [deleted] 
107.27-31 [Note: In M the names of the songs are italicized and centered. In Al they are 

not italicized and are indented as well as written in a smaller font size.] 
107.29 Beethoven: Sixth Symphony: ] Beethoven's Sixth Symphony, the Pastoral: 
107.32 Frieda] She 
107.33a afterwards ] [deleted] 
107.33b humiliation ] shame, 
107.34 aplank[...]down on ] a whole[...]choking 
107.35a A few days before this, ] Just[.. .]tour, 
107.35b [not in M] ] and said 
107.39 ttip] long ttip 
107.41 kitchen]-, 
107.44 spilled ] ttimbled 
107.45a or] and no 
107.45b dryer, and the ] dryer. The 
107.46a rainy; ] - , and 
107.46b ceiling racks ] ceiling-racks 
107.47a covered—as[...]case— ] draped 
107.47b damp, grayish ] damp graying 
107.49 machme, ] machine 
107.51 and] or 
107.52 had often ] sometunes 
107.54-56 said, in[...lJoke. ] said. She made him laugh. 
107.62a quality, but when ] quality. When 
107.62b gone] - , 
107.65 coffeepot ] coffee pot 
107.66 investigation, ofcourse. ] mvestigation. 
107.71 made ] would make 
107.72 her. Telemann J - . 1| ~ 
107.74 cup, and ] cup. She 
107.76 presence, ] presence (he[...]bowl), 
107.76-78 did[...]pretender. ] believed[...]house. 
107.79 home, ] home 
107.80 who really wanted ] really wantmg 
107.81afights] fight 
107.81b psychiattist, ] psychiattist 
107.82a would say ] agreed that 
107.82b disgustmg, ] a cowardly[...]housecleaning, 
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Table 6. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

107.83aFrieda] she 
107.83b get ] go 
107.83c shrink J psych 
107.84 be cured[...]mania. ] get rid of it. 
107.84-85 joking, she was indulgent, ] joking; 
107.85a one the bus, going home, ] going home on the bus, 
107.85b cranky Margaret ] Anna cranky 
107.86a her worries about ] no[.. .]Pattick's 
107.86b would] did 
107.87 had ] seemed 
107.89 housekeeping, ] housework, and 
107.90-92 The thing[...]that she ] She[...]herself. She 
107.92a loved, and ] loved, 
107.92b the dutifiil and ] a dutifiil, 
107.93 way, ] way 
107.94a That was what she used ] She used that 
107.94bher] herself 
107.95 heavily ] [deleted] 
107.96 a ] an indulgent 
107.97a failings ] her failings 
107.97b moment; ] - , 
107.99 it as bettayal. ] that he had bettayed her. 
107.99-100 He[...]Richard. ] Sanity[....]School. 
107.101-02 watched[...]which ] with[...]she 
107.102 been] seen 
107.103a towards ] toward 
107.103b without. ] without him. 
107.103-07 She[....]lust? 
107.108 h i m ] - , 
107.109 his. She said, "Please ] his. f "Please 
107.110a all right] okay 
107.110b CHfford soothingly. ] Clifford, after a moment's silence. 
107.112-13 had wakened; he ] might have wakened. He 
107.114 Frieda was Jocelyn? ] she was Jocelyn. 
107.116 "Okay, now," said Clifford. "No[...]dreams. Take ] "That's okay," Clifford said. 

"Take 
107.117 sleep." H e ] - . " t ~ 
107.118a Years and years later, ] [deleted] 
107.118bwere] are 
107.119awere] are 
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Table 6. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

107.119bwas] is 
107.120a was ] is seen 
107.120b was heard ] heard 
107.120c radio; h is ] - .His 
107.121a had been seen ] have appeared 
107.121b television, ] television 
107.122a labored ] labors 
107.122bhad] has 
107.123a had] has had 
107.123bwas] is 
107.124a curved ] curves 
107.124b face;] face, with 
107.124c white rose ] pure white rismg 
107.126 lived] live 
107.127 were bird feeders ] are bird-feeders 
107.127-28 They[...]birds. ] [deleted] 
107.128 had] have 
107.129a spent ] spends 
107.129b thought that would ] thmks that will 
107.130was] is 
107.132 went ] used to go 
107.132-33 a farmhouse, deep in the countty. ] the country, by herself 
107.133-35 She had[...]now she ] She 
107.135-37 college. She[...]community. She ] college and 
107.138a if] when 
107.138b into Toronto, and Clifford and Jocelyn ] in to Toronto. They 
107.139to like] glad 
107.140-108.2 She[...]countty. ] [deleted] 
108.3 Jocelyn told things too. ] [deleted] 
108.13 sa id ] - , 
108.15 thought, ] thought 
108.19 eventually, ] eventually 
108.20 bedroom. ] - , 
108.23-27 his[....]them. Of] he[....]anymore. ^ "Of 
108.27a [not in M] ] it[...]Jocelyn, 
108.27b it wasn't] "it isn't 
108.28-29 house. ^ "I ] house. I 
108.29-30 vases," Frieda said to Jocelyn. ] vases." 
108.34 o l d ] - , 
108.35 She said, ] [deleted] 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

108.40 [not in M] ] It was[....]there." 
108.41a bus ]ttiicks 
108.41b "Clifford ] "Never mind the old mythology. Clifford 
108.48 said Clifford ] Clifford said 
108.49 "middle-age crisis." ] middle-age crisis. 
108.52 say,"] say that," 
108.65 bemg] livmg 
108.65-66 country, teachmg[...]schools, ] country 
108.85 Frieda] she 
108.87 Frieda] she 
108.96 Up to a point. ] [deleted] 
108.97 son of a bitch ] son-of-a-bitch 
108.105 you] she 
108.106 grown-up J grownup 
108.119a adult-male ] adult male 
108.119b shrink] psych 
109.1 Shrinks ] Psychs 
109.1-2 'nearly insuperable.' ] nearly insuperable. 
109.4 shrink] psych 
109.7jeans]-, 
109.Sapassin' ] passin 
109.8-9 his hips were ] hips were as 
109.19 said Frieda ] Rose said 
109.22 low, ] low 
109.27a them, ] them 
109.27b [no break] ] [break] 
109.30 hardly seemed ] seemed hardly 
109.32 lived, ] lived 
109.35 early ] earlier 
109.38 sttaight ] - , 
109.40 bus ] - , 
109.44 ram hat ] rainhat 
109.46Frieda] She 
109.57banal] [deleted] 
109.58 Frieda] she 
109.58-59 The wife[...]secret. ] [deleted] 
109.60 recalling. She ] remembering, t She had 
109.63 Airport ] airport 
109.64-65 opening ] opened 
109.67aFrieda] she 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

109.67b ladies' ] Ladies' 
109.69 going to ] looking for 
109.72 And it ] What was it? It 
109.72-73 credit, it was an ] credit. An 
109.73a [not in M] ] All[...]fantasy. 
109.73bjust] [deleted] 
109.74 smashed ] deliberately smashed 
109.74-76 Twinges[....]believed. ] That's[....]any of this. 
109.76 And saw ] She prefers to see 
109.76-77 mental window frames ] metal window-frames 
109.79 daily life, puzzling, lost life. ] lost daily life. 
109.79-80 slicker, the ] - . The 
109.80 [no break] ] [break] 
109.81 Youth[....]youth. ] [deleted] 
109.83-84 her new clothes. An ] an 
109.84a velvet ] [deleted] 
109.84b deep red ] deep-red 
109.84-87 long[....]neck. ] daffodil-colored[....]Ireland. 
109.88 fortune," she said. "What ] fortune. What 
109.89 ofas] was 
109.90 couldn't get ] could not bring 
109.91amto] to do 
109.91b bought color TV ] had color television 
109.92 TV ] television 
109.93 toaster ovens ] toaster-ovens 
109.94a cottage, maybe ] cottage? Maybe 
109.94bdryer] blower 
109.95 and] but 
109.96a for! ] - . 
109.96b other. ] - ? 
109.97a consumers ] Consumers 
109.97b okay!"] Okay! 
109.98 "Sure[...]pause. ] [deleted] 
109.101 bird cages ] birdcages 
109.103 towels! ] - . 
109.106 toothpicks! ] - . 
109.114 of] [deleted] 
109.116 Frieda said ] said Rose 
109.116-17 any more ] anymore 
109.119 sa id ] - , 
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Page/Line Origmal ] Variant 

109.123 shiver;]-, 
109.126 aroused, and ] aroused and, 
109.128 Frieda] she 
109.131 or] and 
109.132a was ] were 
I09.l32b [not m M] ] She found[...]free of 
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Providence 

Here is a story about a number of double-edged subjects. Fate, for one. Luck, 

both good and bad. Marriage, separation—and the ballast of children. 

Thus begins "Providence," published in the August 1977 issue of Redbook. Because the 

story is one of a series of related stories in The Beggar Maid, this prologue has been 

omitted in the American version. However, the tmths stated apply to both stories. 

In the original version of "Providence," the protagonist's name is not given; the 

story is written in first person. Her husband's name is Dennis. Her daughter's name is 

Anna. The story begms with the family living in Victoria, but "I" is in the process of 

leaving Dennis in order to take a job teaching at a small college in the mountains. She is 

dating a married man named Graham. Most of these details remain in the American 

version. Ofcourse, all of the names are changed except for Anna's: "I" becomes Rose, 

"Dennis" becomes "Pattick," and "Graham" becomes "Tom," a character to whom we 

have not been infroduced. Rose leaves Pattick to take a job at a radio station in the 

Kootenay Mountains and to be closer to Calgary, the home of Tom. This variant seems a 

bit unusual since, throughout the other stories. Rose is an acttess. However, a "radio 

play" is mentioned at the end of "Mischief," and the revised version states that Rose and 

Tom met through his sister whom Rose "sometimes acted with in radio plays" (158.27). 

Even though the marriage is soon to be over, Mimro continues in this story to 

make revisions which offer msight mto the relationship. For example, at the begmning of 

the story. Rose has to leave Pattick and Anna alone after he has given her a kind look 

"because she was afraid a great, deceptive msh of feeling for him was on the way" 

(99.15). This same feeling is described at the end of "The Beggar Maid" in the airport 
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scene. To update the reader on what has happened in the last seven years, Munro pulls a 

section of the story which appears much later in the original version and places it near the 

begirmmg, with a few mmor changes: "She had scars on her wrists and her body, which 

she had made (not quite in the most dangerous places) with a razor blade. Once in the 

kitchen of this house Pattick had ttied to choke her. Once she had mn outside and kneh 

in her nightgown, tearing up handftils of grass" (99.16). As was implied in the two 

stories prior to this one. Rose and Pattick do not belong together. Dr. Henshawe's words 

in "The Beggar Maid" come to mind: "Oh, dear, I'm afraid he is after the wrong girl." 

Another example of Munro's use of characterization is evident in her revision of 

Rose's physical description of her co-worker Dorothy. 

I was a little surprised that anybody so Rose was looking at Dorothy's ash-

chipped and battered-looking—and wear- blonde wig, which was glossy and 

ing a most obvious ash-blond wig- luxuriant and not for a moment be-

could be a misttess. (158.51-55) lievable, and her face, whose 

chipped and battered look the wig 

and her turquoise eye shadow 

emphasized. In a city she would 

have looked whorish; here people 

thought she was outlandish, but 

glamorous, a representative of some 

legendary fashionable world. 

The image created by the first description is vague; the revision helps to bring Dorothy 

into clear focus. 
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Munro's addition of specific details in this story is also a major revision point. In 

the earlier version, Anna like to eat "sugary flakes" (159.59). In the later she eats 

"Captain Cmnch." While "I" is cleaning the apartment, one of the many items she picks 

up is a "dropped blanket" (159.80). However, Rose picks up "the blanket in which Anna 

wrapped herself to watch television, because the apartment was cold." When the two 

females are on a shopping expedition to Woolworth's to buy some fish, they "walked 

through slush over ice" to get there in the magazme version (160.3). In the book, "It was 

a terrible day. They were walking through the park, a short-cut to downtown. There had 

been a thaw, then a freeze, so that there was ice everywhere, with water or slush on top of 

it." 

As with the other stories, Munro adds details from the other stories in the 

collection to help make the connections between them. As mentioned above, radio plays 

and Rose's soft spot for Pattick relate, respectively, to "Mischief and "The Beggar 

Maid." Rose makes a "thick golden soup" for Anna's supper (159.63-64). This same 

soup will tum up again in "Spelling." In a discussion about Patrick between Rose and 

Anna, a tone reminiscent of "Royal Beatings" is apparent: " 'You don't like him. You're 

just lying.' She was beginning to sound more competent, and seemed to be looking 

forward to getting the better of her mother" (160.30-31). 

One method Munro uses quite often is that of changing the order m which 

paragraphs and sentences appear. This technique was used in "Privilege" and "The 

Beggar Maid," but the clearest examples of it appear m this story, so discussion has been 

saved for this chapter. Generally, a large number of additions, deletions, and rewordings 
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accompany the paragraph/sentence shifts. Compare these two excerpts taken from the 

opening pages of the stories: 

When I first went away from Dennis I 'Do you want to come with me, do 

didn't take Anna with me. She said no. you want to stay with Daddy?" Rose 

She said she wanted to stay in her school; had said to her, but Anna had refused 

she said it was all right. Then she cried to answer, saying instead, "I don't 

out for her father. She was in bed, in our want you to go." Rose had got a job 

bed. Often she would go to sleep there at a radio station in a town in the 

and then Dennis would carry her to her Kootenay mountains. 

own bed. Now when Dennis came into Anna was lying in the four-

the room, she sat up and grabbed him and poster bed where Pattick and Rose 

then me. She pulled us down, both her used to sleep, where Pattick now 

parents, one on either side of her. She slept alone. Rose slept m the den. 

sobbed and shook. A violently dramatic Anna would go to sleep in 

child sometimes, a bare blade. She was that bed, then Patrick would carry 

seven at the time. her to her own bed. Neither Patrick 

'You don't have to," she said. nor Rose knew when this stopped 

'You don't have fights any more. being occasional, and became essen-

It was tme—^we did not have tial. Everything in the house was out 

fights any more. In the evenmg, after of kilter. Rose was packing her 

Anna was in bed, we avoided each other. tmnk. She did it in the daytime 

I was packing my trunk with the things when Patrick and Anna were not 

I wanted to take away with me. One around. She and Pattick spent the 
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night I had to go into the dining room, evenmgs in different parts of the 

and I found Dennis sitting at the table, house. Once she went into the 

gomg through the photograph album, dinmg room and found him putting 

resticking the snapshots that were falling fresh Scotch tape on the snapshots 

out because the cellophane tape was old in the album, 

and lunp. (98.27-99.26) 

Four paragraphs later in the book version, the following is inserted: " 'Which do you 

want?' she said softly to Anna. Instead of answering, Anna called out for Pattick. When 

he came she sat up and pulled them both down on the bed, one on each side of her. She 

held on to them, and began to sob and shake. A violently dramatic child, sometimes, a 

bare blade." "Providence" is filled with examples of this type of revision. Comparing 

the original work with its polished product gives some wonderful insight into the mind of 

the author and how she views her craft. 

One other clarifying revision of importance is forced by changing the point of 

view from first person to third person. For most of the story, "I" and Anna are the only 

two characters. Throughout the magazine version, Arma's name is rarely used. She is 

referred to as "she." However, when Munro changed the perspective, the word "she" 

could refer to either Anna or Rose. Therefore, Anna's name appears a vastly larger 

number of times than m the origmal story. 

Once again, Munro changes the ending of the story. However, as with the last 

story, the endmg remains in the present. Yet, the focus is quite different between the two. 

So now Anna lives with Dennis Anna went to live with 

and Elizabeth, takes drama and ballet Pattick and Elizabeth. She began to 
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lessons, has a collection of stuffed take drama and ballet lessons. 

animals in her room. Some ofthem Elizabeth believed that children 

might be worth half a month's rent on 

that old apartment. I wonder if the 

wallpaper is the same, if the heat will be 

any better this winter. Who is living there 

now? Students, maybe; or a working 

mother and a child, making a stab at 

being a family. (163.181-91) 

should have accomplishments, and 

keep busy. They gave her the four-

poster bed. Elizabeth made a canopy 

and coverlet for it, and she made 

Anna a nightdress and cap to match. 

They got Anna a kitten, and 

they sent Rose a picture of her sitting 

with the kitten on the bed, looking 

demure and satisfied in the midst of 

all that flowered cloth. 

Where the former endmg focuses on the apartment, the latter focuses on Anna. The 

mention of the "four-poster bed" brings the story around full circle. It ends, in a way, 

where it begins. 
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Table 7. Collation Table for "Providence" 

The base text, M, is the story published in Redbook August 1977. 
Al is the American publication in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and Rose. New York: 
Vmtage, 1978. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

98.1-5 Herel.. .]children. ] [deleted] 
98.6a I ] Rose [Note: The base text was written in first person. A1 is in third. Therefore, 

the following will not be noted in this table: "I" has been changed to "Rose" or 
"she," "my" to "Rose's" or "her," "myself to "herself," "me" to "Rose" or "her," 
"we" to "they," "us" to "them," and "our" to "theu," unless indicated otherwise.] 

98.6b Anna, that I met her ] Anna. This[...]behind. She dreamed she met Anna 
98.7-9 That[...]again. ] [deleted] 
98.9-10 In the dream I ] She 
98.11 was waiting ] went up 
98.11 -12 her. But she ] her but Anna 
98.12-13 me[...]word. ] not speaking. 
98.17a garlands—decoration, ] - . Decoration; 
98.17b The] And the 
98.18 d ry ; ] - , 
98.19-21 her. There[...]featureless ] her, so[...]heavy-headed 
98.22-26Nothing[....]away. ] [deleted] 
98.27-99.4 When[....]bed. Often she ] "Do[....]den. ^ Anna would 
99.5a there and ] in that bed, 
99.5b Dennis J Pattick [Note: The husband of "I" m M is named "Dennis. Rose's 

husband is "Pattick." This variant will not be noted separately.] 
99.6 [not in M] ] Neither[...]essential. 
99.6-17Now[....]more. ] [moved to 138.17-28] 
99.6a [not in M] ] "Which[... .]for Pattick. 
99.6b Now when Dennis ] When he 
99.7 into the room, ] [deleted] 
99.7-8 grabbed him and then me. She ] [deleted] 
99.8 us ] them both 
99.8-9 down, both her parents, ] down on the bed, 
99.9 either ] each 
99.10 sobbed and shook ] held[...]shake 
99.11 chi ld] - , 
99.12-13 She[...]tune. ] [deleted] 
99.15a any more ] anymore 
99.15b [not in M] ] Pattick[....]way. 
99.16 ttne—]-, 
99.17a any more ] anymore 
99.17b [not in M] ] She had[....]deserve. 
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Table 7. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

99.17-19 In[...]other. ] Everything[...]kilter. 
99.19-20 ttaink with[...]me. ] ttiink. 
99.20 [not in M] ] She did[....]house. 
99.21 One night I had to go ] Once she went 
99.22 room, and I ] room and 
99.22-24 Dennis[...]resticking ] him[...]on 
99.24-26 that[....]me ] in[... .]herself, 
99.28 park. ] ~; herselfl...]lies. 
99.30-33 itwas[...]him. ] shehad[...]now. 
99.34-35 day was coming ] time would come 
99.35 come, ] [deleted] 
99.36 [not in M] ] The bettayal was hers. 
99.37-39 Dennis, paying[...]pictures. ] Pattick angrily. 
99.39 [not in M] ] But[....]around. 
158.1-4 I had[....]house. ] [deleted] 
158.4-211 had[....]grass. ] [moved to 139.37-140.1] 
158.4-5 always imagined ] thought 
158.6 house, ] house 
158.7 [not in M] ] She[...]that. 
158.8a [not in M] ] which[...]mountainside— 
158.8b shabby]-, 
158.9a started ] set to work 
158.9b There was] The 
158.10 wallpaper, ripped ] wallpaper[...]ripping 
158.11-12 Poor folks' elegance. ] [deleted] 
158.12 I ] She bought some paste and 
158.15 dreadful ] insulting 
158.16 pots] pottery 
158.17 mugs. ] - , in[...]found. 
158.18 and bathroom ] [deleted] 
158.19 [not in M] ] The landlord[...]didn't. 
158.20a incense ] some incense 
158.20b bunch ] great bunch 
158.21 [not in M] ] What[....]there. 
158.22-27 I had[....]thought. ] She wrote[....]/ove). [moved to 139.1-4] 
158.27a [not m M] ] She had met[....]divorce!" 
158.27b But he ] ̂  Tom [Note: In M, "Tom" is named "Graham."] 
158.28 Late m the fall ] In October[...]soon) 
158.31a ear ly]- , 
158.31b pretend ] to pretend 
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Table 7. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

158.32 there. That way ] there, so that 
158.33-34 with me. ̂  He phoned me ] free. But he phoned 
158.40 sa id ; ] - , 
158.41 punishment ] judgment on him 
158.42 he] [deleted] 
158.43 from] with 
158.44-45 if I believed hun. ] did she believe him? 
158.45-46 to doubt hun. Dorothy ] not to. ̂  "I[.. .]anythmg." t Dorothy 
158.46-47 also[...]college. ] was[....]thing. 
158.47 Our friendship was ] She[...]friendship 
158.48 more or less ] more-or-less 
158.50 was the misttess of a man in Seattle; ] had a lover in Seattle, and 
158.51-57 I was[....]lie." ] [deleted] 
158.58-59 said Dorothy cheerfully. ] Dorothy said. 
158.59a [not in M] ] They were[....]that?" 
158.59b [break] ] [no break] 
158.60a I ] At Christtnas Rose 
158.60b Victoria at Christmas and found Anna ] Pattick's house. She[...]Dorothy). Anna 

had 
158.61 out, high-spirited[...]famine. ] out in[....]riddles. 
158.64 me, ] her[...]unagination— 
158.67a forget ] always forget 
158.67b home, ] home 
158.68a when I'm going home ] [deleted] 
158.68b [not m M] ] It's[....]hu-ed. 
158.69 So[...]me. ] Rose[...]away. 
158.70 though ] he[...]best. But 
158.71 her] Anna's 
158.72-75 She[....]that]tAnna[...]Rose, 
158.77a believed that ] believed 
158.77b that, so that ] and think something like this, so 
158.79 [not in M] ] into the mountains 
158.80 We] The ttain 
158.81 enveloped ] wrapped 
158.82-83 steam, while[...]pipes. Anna and I ] steam as[...]thawed. They 
158.85 The hair froze in our nosttils. ] [deleted] 
158.86-88 I thought[...]scarf. ] Rose[....]boots." 
158.88-89 winters, children wear ] winters 
158.89 boots, ] - and 
158.90a ramcoats. ] - were enough. 
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Page/Line Original ] Variant 

158.90b [not m M] ] Anna[...]nothmg. 
158.90-92 I[...]money. ] [deleted] 
158.93 she] Anna 
158.96 fearful, I suppose, ] fearful 
158.97a alarmed. I ] ~, she 
158.97b us ] their being 
158.98 into our ] up in this 
158.100 an] [deleted] 
158.101 feel] felt 
158.102a is] was 
158.102b feel] feh 
158.103 may] might 
158.104 remember where they are and sink down ] be[...]doing, and sink 
158.107 school. A new school, ] school, 
158.108 She ] It was all right, Anna 
158.111 her after school; ] her, 
158.113-14 when she was coming home ] [deleted] 
159.2 mountain and ] mountain, 
159.3 News came ] - of it -
159.4 presently ] [deleted] 
159.7 a bear would not be ] that a bear was not 
159.8 wmtertune ] winter 
159.11 so] [deleted] 
159.13 way. I'd get ] way, and Rose would go 
159.14-15 not have met her ] find her not there 
159.18 mnning, ] exercise 
159.18-19 I'd have ] she ttied 
159.19 her] Anna there 
159.20 pounded ] would pound 
159.21-27 I took[....]spare ] The[....]all 
159.29-30 Read[...]test, pick ] Pick 
159.33-34 Sometimes[...]supper. ] [deleted] 
159.34 [not m M] ] Besides[....]chores. 
159.35-103 I had[....]light. ] [moved to 144.21-145.29] 
159.35a I had bought a portable ] On the 
159.35b set. ] set 
159.37 teen-agers ] teenagers 
159.38 [not in M] ] and ladies picked up for shoplifting, 
159.39 years ] years away 
159.39-41 children, and[....]also ] lost children who[....]she 
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159.41 [not in M] ] was called 
159.42-46 Bunch, with[....]ate ] Bunch. The[....]eat 
159.46-48 The[...]co\d. ] it. Rose[...]suppertime. 
159.49a into bowls ] in bowls, 
159.49b she] Anna 
159.51awith] of 
159.51b [not in M] ] and potatoes 
159.51-53 vegetables and[....]Chili, ] vegetables, because[....]chili instead, or 
159.53 [not in M] ] bacon[...]sandwiches, 
159.54 cooked ] wrapped 
159.55a she ] Arma 
159.55b cereal instead, ] cereal, 
159.56a would ] [deleted] 
159.56b I feh ]then[...]was 
159.57 v^ong] - , 
159.58 her sitting ] Anna 
159.59 with[...]flakes ] eating Captain Cmnch, 
159.60 gather ] everywhere were gathered 
159.61 ready ] preparing 
159.62-63 one another ] each other 
159.63abought] got 
159.63b chicken;]-, 
159.65a She] Anna 
159.65b cereal ] Captain Crunch 
159.67 lovely] lovely 
159.67-68 I cried. Lovely soup, Anna—^please, please try ] cried Rose, you've hardly 

tasted it, Anna, please try 
159.69 For my sake, ] "For my sake," 
159.70-71 say. 11 am ] say. She was 
159.71-72 I remember that she ] Anna 
159.72 [break] ] [no break] 
159.73 her] Anna 
159.74to] mto 
159.75 accomplished, ] 
159.76 her] [deleted] 
159.78 scribblers, ] [deleted] 
159.79-80 Chinese-checkers ] Chinese checkers 
159.80a marbles, ] [deleted] 
159.80b dropped blanket, ] also the blanket m[... ]cold, 
159.81 her] Anna's 
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159.82 protest, ] 
159.83 dr ink]- , 
159.84 m m ] - , 
159.85 perception ] satisfaction 
159.86 at my] by the high 
159.87 window, ] wmdow 
159.87-88 down[...]built ] out over this 
159.89-91 town, made[...]snow. I ] town she[...]and she 
159.92 was, really, to have ] was that[...]had 
159.93abe] was 
159.93b to have] she had 
159.93c to be ] she was 
159.94aher] Anna's 
159.94b mine ] her own 
159.94c would ] could 
159.95 her weight ] the weight of Anna 
159.96 you feel the ] she had feU her 
159.97 of a child m your J in her 
159.97-98 gomg to ] having to go and 
159.98 mon] at 
159.99-100 her fair skin and fair hah ] the fah hah and fah skm 
159.101 her] the 
159.102a catch sight of] see 
159.102btmy,] tmy 
159.103a hahs, a line of] hah rise, catchmg the 
159.103b [not uiM] ]For[...]it. 
159.104-12 Besides[....]face. ] Two[....]tears. [moved to 143.3-8] 
160.1-2 "What[....]happened." ] [deleted] 
160.3-7 We[....]difficulties. ] [moved to 143.16-24] 
160.3 We[...]ice.]It[....]it. 
160.5a sort of] kind of wmter 
160.5b hurts your eyes ] only makes your eyes hurt, 
160.5c [not m M] ] and your clothes too heavy, 
160.6-7 the wmter[...]difficulties. ] disorder[...]ice. 
160.7 [not m M] ] All[...]discouraged. 
160.8-15 Anna[....]shake?"] "Today[....]like?" [moved to 143.9-15] 
160.15 [not m M] ] Anna[....]restaurant. 
160.15-16 I took her mto ] It was 
160.16 restaurant with ] place with the 
160.17 booths. ] booths[...]m them. 
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160.18-24 "This[....]satisfaction. ] [deleted] 
160.25 Then she said, ] [deleted] 
160.26 Daddy." ] Daddy," said[....]don't." 
160.27-29 I said[...]on. ] "Well[....]all." 
160.29 [not in M] ] Like[...]said, 
160.30 love] like 
160.30-31 You hate him ] You're just lying 
160.31 [notuiM] ] She[....]you?" 
160.32-33 I felt[....]like ] Rose[....]words 
160.34 hate ] even hate 
160.34-35 stopped[...]far as ] no[...]where 
160.36 [not m M] ] "My[...]away. 
160.37-40 Perhaps[....]get ] But[....]gettmg 
160.40 fish,"]-?" she said, 
160.40-44 three[... .]black, ] an orange[.. .]fish 
160.45a velvety ] velvety-looking 
160.45b hideous, ] horrible 
160.46a eyes. ] - , all[...]bag. 
160.46b fish bowl and ] fishbowl, 
160.47 pebbles and fish food and ] pebbles, 
160.48a water ] [deleted] 
160.48b We both ] Both ofthem 
160.50 where we admh-ed some ] the flashmg[.. .]and the 
160.51 lingerie, ] - and the 
160.52 muTors, smging bkds ] murors and the kitchen plastic 
160.53ared] [deleted] 
160.53b cold mbber ] - red -
160.54-55 I wrote, he ] He wrote; she 
160.58 person. ] - ; that[...]place. 
160.60-61 which[...]attend. ] onradio[...]Rose. 
160.62 our part. We ] her part. She and Tom 
160.63-64 The college[...]off. ] [deleted] 
160.64-65 the students ] one of the young teachers 
160.65 one ofthem ] she 
160.66 mto my place ] in 
160.67-68 It[....]them ] The ghl[...]boyfriend 
160.69-70 the other[.. .]temporarily. ] they[.. .]crowded. 
160.72-73 pots, and ] pots; 
160.74-75 m jewel colors on it that ] on it, m jewel colors. It 
160.78 bus and] bus. 
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160.81 college ] station 
160.84 airport and ] airport, 
160.89 t h i s ] - , 
160.90 frivolous, it ] frivolous an errand to die on. It 
160.91 tteacherous—not ] like tteachery, to[...]risk; not tteachery 
160.92 Dennis, but m some way ] Patrick but perhaps 
160.94 frivolous, ] frivolously undertaken, 
160.95-96 we could not crash ] she would not die 
160.97 spirits, ] spkits 
160.100 she] Anna 
160.102 u p ] - , 
160.104 checkers. ] - , and 
160.105 ones! ] - , 
160.106 as] which 
160.107 d i d ] - , 
160.108 her to lie down. ] her, complammg, to bed. 
160.111 office,] office 
160.113a t ax i ] - , 
160.113b auport] - , 
160.114 she] Anna 
160.115 [not m M] ] be able to 
160.116a student and ] gu-l[.. .]Anna, 
160.116b [not m M] ] who was 
160.117 conference ] - , 
160.117-18 Calgary, who said, "Oh, ] Calgary. "Oh 
160.118 yes, kids!" ] yes," he said. "Kids!" 
160.120 blanket and ] blanket, 
160.121-22 office, t "You're ] office. "You're 
160.125 She coughed; ] Anna coughed, 
160.134 t u n e ] - , 
160.137 newspapers, phone the radio station, ] newspaper, she[...]radio, 
160.141 meet,] meet 
160.143-44 hall and my ] hall, and the 
160.145 students ] teachers 
160.148 proud;]- , 
160.151 o n ] - , 
160.154 all] [deleted] 
161.1 expectation ] expectations 
161.2 my energy, my ] such energy, such a high-handed 
161.2-3 was what ] [deleted] 
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161.4-5 to my classes ] back to work 
161.7 coffee]-, 
161.8a She] Anna 
161.8b right;]- , 
161.9 medicine; ] - , 
161.10-13 And[....]offices? ] [deleted] 
161.14-15 TJShe[...]story]When[....]was 
161.15 prmcesses. There ] - . Tj -
161.16-17 like a bride ] all in bride clothes 
161.17 [not m M] ] and lambs and polar bears 
161.18 narcissuses ] narcissus 
161.20 coconut, ] shredded coconut 
161.21 tops ] top 
161.22a roses, ] - and 
161.22b sttawberries. ] - , kept[...]leash. 
161.23 one had to drink ] princess subsisted on grapes and 
161.24a princess, ] princess 
161.24b dressed, ] dressed 
161.26 gravy, ] -and 
161.27 icmg and ] - , also 
161.32 refer to ] - so openly -
161.33 disappomtment so openly. J disappomtment. 
161.34-35 little; maybe we had begun ] little, maybe 
161.37 [not m M] ] amusuigly, and 
161.39-51 "What[....]me." ] [moved to 145.30-34] 
161.39 was it that ] [deleted] 
161.40ayour] [deleted] 
161.40b Dorothy asked ] said Dorothy 
161.44-48 wrist, not[...]grass. ] wrist? The[...]grass? 
161.50 Dorothy said ] said Dorothy 
161.51a hell] the hell 
161.51bme."] me, to[...]tt-uth." 
161.51c [not m M] ] She[....]often before. 
161.52-68 I thought[....]deserve. ] [deleted] 
161.68 [break] ] [no break] 
161.69 March, Graham ] March he 
161.72 there ] there, but later, 
161.72-78 He[....]England. ] [deleted] 
161.79II "So we have ] So there will be 
161.79-80 days," I cried joyfully, ] days, cried Rose, 
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161.80 thought of the ] [deleted] 
161.82-84 come. "What[...]them?" ^ It ] come (he[...]summer). It 
161.84 had ] was obliged 
161.85 his] the 
161.85-86 England. % "But ] England. But 
161.86 first,"] first, 
161.87-88 that disappomtment as well. "How ] this disappomtment, how 
161.88-89 stay, then? Can ] stay, can 
161.89 week?" I imagined ] week? She pictured 
161.90 long, ] long 
161.90-91 breakfasts (me ] breakfasts. She saw herself 
161.91 affah); ] outfit. 
161.91-93 I[...]get]She[...]and 
161.93 good, ] good 
161.94-95 I[...]classes. ] She[...]station. 
161.96 know. His ] know about that, his 
161.97 Margaret ] Pamela 
161.98a of f ; ] - , and 
161.98bthen] [deleted] 
161.103a could ] would 
161.103b could] would 
161.103-04 a three- or four-day holiday— ] three or four days' holiday, could[...]that, 
161.105 [not m M] ] wasn't Banff difficuh for hun, 
161.106 knew, and he ] knew. He 
161.107-08 He[...]tune. ] [deleted] 
161.110-11 was[... ]hotels ] hadn't[... ]hotel 
161.111-13 him. The[...]went ] him, m[....]gone 
161.114 room]- , 
161.119 phone and figured ] phone, so that they could figure 
161.120 weekend. ] - , she[...]her. 
161.120-126 I[....]Seattle. ] And[....]work. 
161.126 [break] ] [no break] 
161.128 sttident] teacher 
161.129 she] the teacher 
161.131a s k i ] - , 
161.131b short] [deleted] 
161.132you] they 
161.133a Mostly, ] [deleted] 
161.133b thought, ] thought 
161.133-34 eat[...]make ] spend[...]makmg 
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161.134 [not in M] ] Thoughts[....]succeed. 
161.135-42 There[....]would? ] [deleted] 
161.148 snow; big, clmging ] snow, commg[...]big 
161.149a at ]m 
161.149b [not mM]]She[...]it. 
162.1 agency, I was told ] agency they told her 
162.2a despah ] any worry 
162.2brelieved] - , 
162.3 wouldn't ] would not 
162.3-4 fly. t "How ] fly. How 
162.4 ttams?"]-, 
162.5 Calgary; ] - , 
162.6 "Then the bus," ] Then the bus, 
162.7 said, t The agent ] said. They 
162.8a bus was ] buses were 
162.8bthe] that 
162.9 did] began to 
162.10-11 runnmg. t "It ] runnmg. It 
162.11 fun," he said. "It ] frm, they said, it 
162.12atwelve—]-, 
162.12b midnight—]-, 
162.13a at about two ] around 2 
162.13b next day." ] the next day. 
162.15 agent ] gmbby young man 
162.16a He was a gmbby young man. ] [deleted] 
162.16b [not m M] ] mformal 
162.17beside] outside 
162.19 [not m M] ] "Gomg[....]bumer. 
162.20a I 'd] she would 
162.20b after all] really 
162.21a b u s ] - , 
162.21b Graham ] Tom, 
162.22abed,] bed 
162.22b student ] teacher 
162.24 She] The teacher 
162.25 sa id . ] - , 
162.26a awfully ] so awfully 
162.26b somethmg dreadfiil has ] somethmg's 
162.26-28 My[....]lives ] 1 She[...]lived 
162.29 My boy fiiend ] i "My boyfriend 
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162.30 through!]-. 
162.31 boy friend ] boyfriend 
162.33a she] the ghl 
162.33b on, ] - ; 
162.33-34 hope—somebody's ] hope. Somebody's 
162.34 just a ] some 
162.35a face, ] face 
162.35b or excitement, ] and excitement 
162.36 She] The teacher 
162.37athe] her 
162.37b the names ] talk 
162.37-38 children—two ] two little children; both 
162.38 were ] had been just 
162.39 phonmg]-, 
162.40 men I taught with ] the men she worked with, 
162.41 Dorothy, ] Dorothy 
162.42 gave ] had given 
162.42-43 they had ] these were 
162.43 given me leads ] worthless, given 
162.44-45 persistence. ^ At ] persistence. At 
162.45 [not uiM]] here 
162.47 stayed by myself] did 
162.48 teach ] go to work 
162.49a I said ] said Rose 
162.49b ttiie, ]tme 
162.51a with me] to Banff 
162.51b [break]] [no break] 
162.53 laundromat ] Laundromat 
162.55 she ] Anna 
162.56 an extta ] a separate 
162.57-58 decorations— ] - , 
162.58-59 I could[...]her ] she[...]amusement 
162.60-61 But[...]it. ] [deleted] 
162.65 time for a ten-mmute ] tune, for what was usually a five-mmute 
162.66 station. ] - , a dreary place. 
162.69 my ] her mother's 
162.73a blanket]-, 
162.73b her J Anna 
162.73-163.2 myselfl...]child, ] it[...]bag 
163.6 undemourished, a ] - . A 
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163.7a lady in ] old woman wearing 
163.7b hat, ] ~ ; 
163.11 waiting, ] - for the bus, 
163.12 soon ] [deleted] 
163.14 now. ] now, not later. 
163.17 would probably be ] was probably 
163.21-23 She[...]picttire. ] [deleted] 
163.24 of those ] [deleted] 
163.26 [break] ] [no break] 
163.28 Graham ] Tom, 
163.29 bus,] bus 
163.31 Attention, ] Attention 
163.35 twelve thirty ] twelve-thirty 
163.36 window ] wicket 
163.36-38 said, "What[...]closed?" t Yawnmg ] said what[...]closed? Yawnmg 
163.42 Forks, ] Forks 
163.44 Calmly I asked what ] Calmly, Rose asked, what were the 
163.45 take.]-? 
163.46 [not in M] ] do you mean, 
163.47 is] isn't 
163.52 [not in M] ] that was no good, 
163.53-54 about the ttain tomorrow afternoon. The ] of the 
163.55 Spokane and ] Spokane, 
163.55-56 Calgary, but I ] Calgary. She 
163.56 it; it was ] it, it would be 
163.58a ttams—] - , 
163.58b heard ] heard anythmg 
163.62 window ] wicket, 
163.63 were ] was 
163.68 coin-return ] com return 
163.71a She] Anna 
163.71b over to me, ] over, 
163.72arunnmg] - , 
163.72b quietly ] quickly 
163.72c a sedate, ] an unnaturally sedate and 
163.73-74 way. 1 "Come ] way. "Come 
163.74-75 here." f She ] here." She 
163.78 out] [deleted] 
163.82-83 it. Like a dream, like a discovery in ] it, as it might m a dream or 
163.84 i t ; ] - . 
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163.87-88 "We[...]whisper. ] "Don't[...]commanded. 
163.90 another ] the same 
163.91 She] Anna 
163.94 in the taxi ] into the taxi, 
163.95 wouldn't ] would not 
163.98 coat] her coat 
163.98-99 out the money ] the money out 
163.99table,]-and 
I63.l02athis]it 
163.102b an ] a sttange 
163.104 social, artificial ] social 
163.105 [not m M] ] conttol and 
163.106athis] the 
163.106b contam and ] [deleted] 
163.107 this ]m this 
163.108 long-distance ] long distance 
163.109 I said] said Rose 
163.112-13 Then[...]at]"It's[....]meant 
163.113 money's ] money 
163.114-16 I laughed[...]conttol. ] She was[...]lighthearted. 
163.116-17 Showers ] She could see showers 
163.118 carelessness, ] - there was everywhere, 
163.119-21 "But[....Jno] [movedto 154.12-13] 
163.120 back," ] back, can we?" 
163.120-21 ttiumphant. ] - , and 
163.121 andwe] They 
163.122-23 mbced[...]and] confiised. They[...]mstead, 
163.123 corns through ] - ostentatiously -
163.124a What] That was 
163.124b giddy, silvery ] giddy 
163.126-28 mountamside! Past[...]contenttnent! ] mountamside. Bounty[...]Anna. 
163.128 [break]] [nobreak] 
163.129a It was final. ] [deleted] 
163.129b long, ] long letter, a 
163.131a grieved and ] grieved, 
163.131b renunciation ] ~, 
163.132 [not in M] ] Rose[....]nature. 
163.132-33 That was the ] t This 
163.133 wmter. ] - was[...]valleys. 
163.137 divorce]-, 
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163.138a there was ] he had met 
163.138b hoped eventually ] wanted 
163.142 [not in M] ] in her old home next year, 
163.143 back] to be back 
163.144 school, ] school 
163.145a friends, ] - (Jeremy[...]her) rather 
163.145b about ] around 
163.146 chosen ] new 
163.150 stability, avoid ] some stability, rather than face up to 
163.151-52 taken, without regard for her? ] chosen? 
163.152 she ] Anna 
163.153 [not m M] ] Rose[....]later on. 
163.154-56 I got[...]away. [break] ] [deleted] 
163.157-58 before[...]gone. Then ] then 
163.160 Woolworth's]-, 
163.161 would ] could 
163.164 fish bowl ] fishbowl 
163.166-70 The last[....]Promise!" 11 ] Anna[...]gone. Rose 
163.170 mdeed,] [deleted] 
163.171-72 I made[...]an ] for Toronto[...]this 
163.173 present to Dorothy. ] present. Dorothy[...]leavmg. 
163.174-1801 can't[....]store. ] [deleted] 
163.180 [no break] ] [break] 
163.181a So now ] [deleted] 
163.181b lives ] went to live 
163.182 Elizabeth, takes ] Elizabeth. She began to take 
163.183 lessons, has[....]family. ] lessons. Elizabeth[....]cloth. 
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Emilv or Sunon's Luck 

On the surface, this story would seem to present many problems m its mclusion m 

The Beggar Maid. It was origmally published under the title "Emily" (Viva Aug. 1978). 

an mstant tellmg detail that this story is not about Rose. In the origmal story, there is no 

mention of a family, no hometown, no background at all to speak of One would guess 

that Munro had to go through extensive revision m order to fit this story mto the flow of 

the others. However, she does not. 

Because the usual details mentioned above are not m the story, Munro simply 

adds sentences and paragraphs where appropriate. For example, when Rose first meets 

Sunon at a party, Munro adds the following: 

He spoke with a muddled European accent, mostly French, Rose thought, though 
she was not good about accents. She did tend to think, in spite of knowmg better, 
that such accents spring from a richer and more complicated masculinity than the 
masculinity to be found in North America and in places like Hanratty, where she 
had grown up. (101.49) 

The discussion of the accent not only hints at the educated yet ignorant Rose we are used 

to but also relates Simon to the men of Hanratty. Later at the party. Rose watches some 

young people talking. Munro inserts: 

She thought of Anna, her own daughter. Anna was seventeen. She had 
long fair hair and wore a fine gold chain around her throat... .She was not like 
these young people but she was equally remote. She practiced ballet and rode her 
horse every day, but she didn't plan to ride m competitions or be a ballerina. Why 
not? 

"Because it would be silly." 
Something about Anna's style, the fine chain, her silences, made Rose 

think of her grandmother, Pattick's mother. (102.41) 

In these few lines, Anna is older and mature. She is still taking ballet lessons. She 

reminds Rose of her ex-mother-in-law. After Rose and Simon arrive at her small-town 
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home, Rose remarks of country life, "It's changed or I'd forgotten" (103.92). This short 

sentence mstantly creates a picture of her childhood in Hanratty. 

Some particulars about Emily do not even need to be changed. She is an actress. 

She lives m a small town m the mountains. She has accepted a position teaching drama 

at a community college because of the "years of work, the exhaustion, the ttavelmg, the 

high school auditoriums, the nerves, the boredom, the never knowmg where your next 

pay was commg from" (102.32). She dyes her hah at home and has dark Imes under her 

eyes. 

Munro needs only a few revisions to add clarity. The story jumps from Rose and 

Simon staring at each other at the party to him telling her a story from his childhood. At 

the end of the story, we are told that they are ui bed at Rose's home. Some confiision 

exists as to how much time has passed, but Munro alleviates it by adding the sentence, 

".. .they had driven there sttaight from the party" (102.26). Later durmg this day. Rose 

remarks, "Oh Sunon, you idiot, you're the man for my life!" The next sentence m 

"Emily" says, "Was that unwise?" (104.30). However, m "Sunon's Luck" Munro 

changes the sentence to: "Such was the privilege, the widespread sunlight of the moment, 

that she did not reflect that saymg this might be unwise." The longer sentence helps to 

clarify the point. 

Very few revisions are evident between "Emily" and "Sunon's Luck" until page 

104 Ime 45. At this pomt in the story, everythmg changes. The plotlme basically stays 

the same; however, the handlmg of it is quite different. Rose cannot remember exactly 

when Simon is coming to visit again, but she is expectmg him the next weekend after the 
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party. The first major change comes m the description of the Friday night on which he 

would probably arrive. In "Emily" this description comes in two paragraphs. 

She bought liquor. She bought a new pair of sheets covered with pale 
brown, blue, and green flowers. It was her opmion that the pale body looked 
better agauist those sheets. She put a fresh rinse on her hah. 

He did not come. She stayed m the house waiting for the phone to rmg. 
She ttied to remember exactly what they had said. She had the feelmg that 
everything had been so sure that there had been no need for definite planning. 
(104.45-53) 

"Simon's Luck" is much different. Where Munro originally devoted two paragraphs, she 

now devotes two and a half pages. It begins: 

She had wanted fresh vegetables and steak and imported black cherries, 
and Camembert and pears. She had bought wine, too, and a pah of sheets covered 
with stylish garlands of blue and yellow flowers. She was thinking her pale 
haunches would show up well agamst them. 

On Friday night she put the sheets on the bed and the cherries in a blue 
bowl. The wine was chilling, the cheese was getthig soft. 

The story goes on to tell that a friend who reads tea leaves stops by. Munro adds a bh of 

foreshadowmg by having the friend read Rose's tea leaves and not be able to locate 

Sunon in her future. After the woman leaves, Munro adds rich details to describe the 

night and Rose's staymg awake wahmg for him. At the end of this addition is a sentence 

which cannot be overlooked: "Hour after hour m the dark and the ram, she foresaw what 

could happen." 

What follows m "Emily" describes how Emily spends the next week trying to 

locate him, and bemg unsuccessful, flees her home to rid herself of the implications of his 

diappearance. However, m "Simon's Luck" Rose only sits and unagmes all of these 

thmgs. Where Emily rationally spends a few days lookmg for him and decidmg that he 
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has abandoned her. Rose only thinks that is what will happen. She packs and is gone by 

Monday moming. 

The drive, though much expanded on in the later story, is basically the same. 

Munro adds details during the description of it to further convince the reader that this is, 

in fact, the Rose of the previous stories. For example, she adds the sentence: "Nobody 

knew the extent of her foolishness, friends who had known her twenty years didn't know 

half of the flights she had been on, the money she had spent, and the risks she had taken." 

Clifford and Tom quickly come to mind for the reader. Once she arrives on the west 

coast, the two stories become almost identical again until, once again, the ending. 

A year has passed. While shooting a scene for a television show in which she has 

been cast, the protagonist comes upon a woman who had attended the party where she 

and Simon met. In "Emily" the woman says, "Poor, poor Sunon. I heard you ran away 

on hun. I heard he was heartbroken" (105.125-26). In "Sunon's Luck" she says, "Poor 

Sunon. You know he died." Munro changed the enthe story with that one sentence. 

Apparently, when she met hun, he had cancer of the pancreas and did not tell her. In the 

last paragraph of the origmal story, "Emily" is not sure if she believes the woman, but she 

gams comfort from the word "heartbroken." Rose, however, feels cheated by his death 

and realizes that she is not "the only person who could seriously lack power." 
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Table 8. Collation Table for "Emily" or "Sunon's Luck" 

The base text, M, is the story "Emily" published m Viva August 1978. 
Al is the American publication as "Simon's Luck" in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo 
and Rose. New York: Vintage, 1978. 
A2 is the American publication in Selected Stories. New York: Vmtage, 1997. 
Al and A2 are the same unless otherwise noted. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

99.1 Emily ] Rose [Note: For the remainder of the story, unless indicated otherwise, the 
name "Emily" has been changed to "Rose." This variant will not be noted separately 
throughout the remahider of this table.] 

99.12 professorial ] professional 
99.16 lurex] Lurex 
99.18 bears, ] bears 
99.28a [not m M] J She does get asked to parties. 
99.28b ago Emily ] ago, she 
99.42 She ] Shelley 
99.43 blond ] blonde 
100.2 Emily's ] Rose's own 
100.5 t m y ] - , 
100.10 seemed to Emily ] Rose thought 
100.12 ttunmed ] rhnmed 
100.25-26 too short ] not slun enough 
100.26-28 People who had seen[...]sometunes nervous. ] [deleted] 
100.28 red-brown ] reddish-brown 
100.28-29 hah-, piled loosely on top of her head, was ] hah was 
100.33 gu-l—]-, 
100.36 room}— ] room), 
100.44 a story of her own ] her own story 
100.47a The] And the 
100.47b said Emily, "that I ] she said, "I 
100.58-59 feh better ] - much -
100.61 Smoke, for your throat's sake ]SMOKE,¥ORYO\JRTUROATS SAKE A2 
100.68-69 He must have[...]back was tumed. ] [deleted] 
101.13 explam. ] - , she said. 
101.23 Emily] She 
101.30 said Emily, wearing ] Rose said, and put on 
101.34 goodwill ] good will A2 
101.37were] was 
101.47-49 "Let's move[...]the conversation." ] He spoke[....]tendemess, and guile. 
101.50 jump smt ] jumpsuh 
101.63a bottle green ] bottle-green 
101.63b velvet. Three ] - . Only three 
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Table 8. Continued. 

Page/Lme Origmal ] Variant 

101.64 Emily was herself, ] Rose, 
101.68 said Emily, leaning ] Rose said and leaned Al, said, and A2 
101.69 about. ]~? 
101.79 said Emily ] Rose said 
101.88 suppose," said Emily wanly. ] suppose." 
101.89 parent substitute ] parent-substitute 
101.97-98 personhood, values, rejection. ]personhood, values, rejection. Al 
101.105 Shat]5/7a/ 
101.106a Emily, ] Rose was 
101.106btoo, f eh] - ,bu t~ 
101.116 sttaight, she ] - . She 
101.118 Emily's] her 
101.122 mean, ] mean 
101.132 now," said Emily. ] now." 
101.139 herself] [deleted] 
102.1 Emily] She 
102.2a the others ] others 
102.2b her and they went ] her, and went 
102.2c Emily] She 
102.8 Emily] her 
102.9 she] that this 
102.11 Emily; ] Rose—A2 
102.14 said Emily, who ] Rose said. She 
102.20 l o w ] - , 
102.23 She] Rose 
102.25 her] Rose 
102.26 Emily? That was Emily ] Rose? Was that Rose 
102.30 degrees. ] -? 
102.32 ttavelmg, the high-school ] - , the high school Al, ttavellmg, the high-school A2 
102.39 Theh hardhearted ] She feared then hardhearted Al, then hard-hearted A2 
102.41 [not in M] ] She thought of Anna[....]but her mother. 
102.44 said Emily ] Rose said 
102.45 boy J [deleted] 
102.46that] the 
102.51-52 I thmk he teaches Latm. He hasn't been here long. ] [deleted] 
102.54 said Emily ] Rose said 
102.59-60 sharply, t "Look ] - . " - A2 
102.60a just come ] come 
102.60b party to ] -just -
102.63 ttavelmg ] ttavellmg A2 
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Table 8. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

103.9 they ] [deleted] 
103.24 only lucky ] lucky only 
103.26a farmhouse ] house 
103.26b village. ] - ; they had driven there sttaight from the party. 
103.27 but] [deleted] 
103.29a Emily] her 
103.29b draught] draft 
103.32 wood stove ] woodstove A2 
103.35 micofill]Micafil 
103.40 Emily] She 
103.50her] the 
103.59 venomous—" She ] venomous"—Rose 
103.64 that, ] that Al, that, A2 
103.69 Japanese style ] Japanese-style A2 
103.70 Memento Mori ] memento mori 
103.73 Emily] she 
103.76 long-gram ] long-grauied 
103.84 h," said Emily frankly. She J h." Rose 
103.92 said Emily. "I ] she said. "It's changed, or I'd forgotten. I 
103.94 the deserted ] deserted 
103.122 [not m M] ] He said that[....lJokes, confessions. 
103.123-24 life," said Emily, t "But ] life!" said Sunon. "But 
103.125 comfortable," said Shnon, musmg. "You ] comfortable. You 
103.132 tty] start 
104.2 hidoors ] - , 
104.3-4 said Emily ] Rose said 
104.6 [not m M] ] "Sore throat?" t "Somethmg like that." 
104.12 That is] That's 
104.21 work, ] work A2 
104.26 Mum ] mum 
104.28 Emily] she 
104.29 Oh,] Oh Al, Oh, A2 
104.30 Was that unwise? ] Such was[...]be unwise. 
104.31 s tore]- , 
104.32 anythmg]-, 
104.35 so," said Emily.]- ." 
104.36 O h ] - , 
104.42 Emily] She 
104.42-43 when he would come ] Simon coming 
104.43 he would come ] that he was coming 
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Table 8. Continued. 

Page/Lme Origmal ] Variant 

104.44 She bought ] She expected him, and she went out and bought 
104.45 [not in M] ] She hoped[....]Camembert and pears. 
104.45-49 She bought[....]hair. ] She had bought wme,[....]against them. Al, wine A2 
104.50-105.77 He did not[....]reasonable, exhausted. ] On Friday[....]agree with that. 
[Note: The following indented list of variants is comparing Al to A2. Al is the base text. 
These variants are not found in M.] 

169.26 N o ] - , 
169.30to,] to 
170.1 night, ] night 
170.12 ill-will] ill will 
170.27 stteet light ] stteetiight 
170.33 fac t ] - , 
171.20-21 "I was[....]seeds ] / wasl...]seeds 
171.21-22 (a lie, but[...]hhn). ] [a lie, but[...]hhn]. 
171.22-23 Do let[...]plans." ] Do letl..]plans. 
171.24 did] Did 
171.28-29 "If it's[....]Rose." ] Ifit'sl...]Rose. 
171.35 Watch-pot ] Watched-pot 
172.34 all, ] - ; 
172.35 weekend, ] weekend 
173.10 u p ] - , 
173.11 money, ] money 
173.18 mto] mto 
174.8 appear, ] appear 
174.19 weaker, ] weaker 
174.30 weaken, ] weaken 
174.35 clearheaded ] - , 
175.2jello]Jell-o 
175.17 ice cream ] ice-cream 
175.21 w a y ] - , 
175.31 good-bye ] goodbye 

105.78a waitmg ] with her 
105.78b Vancouver, ] Vancouver 
105.80 coast, ] coast 
105.82 theh- headquarters ] - home or -
105.83 pseudomother. ] pseudo-mother. Just as[...]letter; a job[...]ever had. Al, letter: A2 
105.85 face, but the ] face; the 
105.86a were ] was 
105.86b success ] ~, 
105.86c years ] - , 
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Table 8. Contmued. 

Page/Lme Original ] Variant 

105.86d these would ] - techniques -
105.88-91 She wrote to[....]bought clothes. ] [deleted] 
105.92a said they were ] spoke of 
105.92b were ] of bemg 
105.93 said Emily ] Rose said 
105.96a neck. ] ~, to emphasize the word horsehide. 
105.96b was beghmmg ] - aheady -
105.97a phrases and ] turns of phrase, the 
105.97b mannerisms ] - , 
105.98 played ] was to play 
105.99-102 "I am[....]and manure. ] [deleted] 
105.103 was on ] - out -
105.106 cut-off] cutoff A2 
105.108 from the ferry ] off the boat 
105.110 sizable ] sizeable Al, sizable A2 
105.111 deck] - , 
105.115 the] this 
105.119-20 pants suh ] pantsmt 
105.120 beige-and-white ] beige and white Al, beige-and-white A2 
105.123 thought he was gomg ] expected him 
105.124a over] about 
105.124b h e r ] - , 
105.125 Poor, poor Shnon ] Poor Simon 
105.125-1261 heard you[....]was heartbroken." ] You know he died." 
105.129 ifpossible] even 
105.130 so she ] so that she 
105.132a ofcourse ] [deleted] 
105.132b that the ] - she knew -
105.133 but s h e ] - t h a t -
105.135-142 Emily was[....]agamst all sense. ] "Died?"[....]seriously lack power. 
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spellmg 

The version of "Spellmg" which was published in the 17 June 1978 Weekend 

Magazme is only a small part of the story as it appears m The Beggar Maid. The part of 

the story which was origmally "Spellmg" concems Rose, Flo, and Brian. They seem to be 

the same characters as m the other stories. One detail which suggests this idea is at the 

very end of the text. Flo thmks she is m the hospital (she is really m the county home) 

havmg gallstones removed. She asks Rose where the gallstones are, and Rose says she 

took them home. In "Haifa Grapefiiiit" we leamed that Flo did, in fact, have a gall 

bladder operation. 

In the eight pages of text which Munro added prior to the beghming of the story, 

she mcludes details to help create connections between the other stories and this one as 

well as prove that this Rose is "the" Rose. Flo "had given up smoking, probably for fear 

of fire" refers back to Flo's smoking m "Royal Beatings" (179.13-14). Another reference 

to "Royal Beatmgs" is the description of the scroll which reads "THE LORD IS MY 

SHEPHERD" that has been hanging in Flo's house since Rose was a child (181.3). Rose is 

upset because she and not Brian is havmg to figure out what is to be done with Flo, who 

can no longer stay by herself. "After all, Flo was Brian's mother, Rose's stepmother" 

(182.10). This moment was foreshadowed at the end of "Half a Grapefinit." Also, 

Munro adds that Rose made Flo "nourishing soup," a food we saw Rose make in 

"Providence." 

At one pomt, Flo does not recognize Rose. When Rose tells her her name, Flo 

replies that "Rose is away" and "Rose got married" which reminds the reader of Pattick 

(179.30-31). Pattick also comes to mind in a discussion between Flo and Rose about 
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Brian's wealth. Rose feels that the people of Hanratty believe "if you go away and do not 

get rich, or, like Rose, do not remam rich, then what was the pomt?" (184.26-27). Rose 

lost her wealth when she divorced Patrick. 

Munro tells us that "Rose had not been back to see Flo for nearly two years. She 

had been busy, she had been ttavelhig with small companies, financed by grants, putting 

on plays or scenes from plays, or giving readings, in high school auditoriums and 

community halls, all over the country" (181.17-20). In "Simon's Luck" we leamed that 

Rose took the teaching job at the college to change her lifestyle from that of ttaveling 

acting companies which performed in "high school auditoriums." Also, with the mention 

of Rose's "approaching menopause," she is near the same age as the Rose m "Simon's 

Luck" (181.30). 

Once again, the stories have come back to the beghming. However, 

instead of Flo takmg care of Rose, now Rose takes care of Flo, the same Rose and the 

same Flo as in each story. 
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Table 9. Collation Table for "Spelling" 

The base text, M, is an excerpt of the story published m Weekend Magazme June 1978. 
Al is the American publication in The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and Rose. New York: 
Vmtage, 1978. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

[Note: The first eight pages (178-185) of this story in Al do not appear in M, except for 
two short passages which will be noted later in the table. The text begins on page 185 
Ime 29.] 
24.12-13 lip. 1 Rose ] lip. Rose 
24.14 50] fifty 
24.15 crafts centte. Cut-out ] Crafts Center. Cutout 
24.17 dancmg] - , 
24.22 up ] - , 
24.26 havmg. Roast ] - . ^ " -
24.47 smg-songs ] smgsongs 
24.48 crafts centte ] Crafts Center 
24.53 that ] which 
24.54 styrofoam balls ] Styrofoam balls, 
24.57 thumb tacks ] thumb-tacks 
24.59 castles. They ] - . t -
24.70 Nevertheless, ] Nevertheless 
24.74 surprises. Some ] ~. t ~ 
24.75 speakmg. Some ] ~. 1 ~ 
24.79 conttol. Nearly ] - . 1 -
24.81 dry. Bodies ] - . t ~ 
24.92 Hello, ] Hello 
24.96 'weather'? ] weather? 
24.103 was] might be 
24.105-06 "W-e-a-t-h-e-r." That remmded her. "Whether. W-h-e-t-h-e-r." ] 

"W-E-A-T-H-E-R." t That reminded her. f "Whether. W-H-E-T-H-E-R." 
24.111 -12 despairmg. But ] ~. 1| ~ 
24.112-13 another. "Forest. F-o-r-e-s-t." ] another. ^ "Forest. F-0-R-E-S-T." 
24.115 "C-e-1-e-b-r-a-t-e." ] "C-E-L-E-B-R-A-T-E." 
24.118 saymg] - , 
24.120 not to come ] to come not 
24.121 throat]- , 
24.128-29 'dumer' ] dinner 
26.3 "D-i-n-n..." ] "D-I-N-N..." 
26.14 sightless, ] sightless 
26.19 like when the old woman ] like, when she 
26.24 marvellous ] marvelous 
26.26 clear ] - , 
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Table 9. Continued. 

Page/Line Original ] Variant 

26.27 secretive ] - , 
26.52 on, ] on 
26.54a [not hi M] ] they were 
26.54b bhd cages ] bhdcages 
26.55 bhd cages ] bhdcages 
26.59 choice: ] - ; 
26.62 throne-like ] thronelike 
26.65 were ] ~, 
26.67 herself]-, 
26.85 ready to ] - for -
26.100 labor, such ] - . Such 
26.112 p l ay ] - , 
26.114 fact was ] - she -
26.115a as] to do 
26.115b friend]-, 
26.120 apiece ] - , 
26.122 Helen, the left ] Helen; the left, 
26.124 wives] - , 
26.152 stiff] still 
26.154 "shame."] Shame. 
27.13 anxious and hopeful, ] anxious, and hopeful people, 
27.15 f o r ] - , 
27.18 w a s ] - , 
27.32 tune ] - , 
27.34 held ] ~, 
27.37 thought she ] - that -
27.39 name ] ~, 
27.41-44 She had the idea that her brother and his wife[...]her. ] She had an idea that 

Brian and Phoebe[... ]her. [moved to 183.11 -12] 
27.44-53 In[....]dram. ] [moved to 183.30-34] 
27.48 people: actors, ] - . Actors 
27.51 arts] Arts 
27.61 then ] - , 
27.63 cheaply ] - , 
27.69 grey-blue ] gray-blue 
27.72ajacket]-, 
27.72b sleeves ] - , 
27.76 waitmg, ] 
27.79 crystallize. Soon ] - . | 
27.81a voice ] - , 
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Table 9. Continued. 

Page/Lme Origmal ] Variant 

27.81b was near ] - anywhere -
27.87 tumed to ] - around, -
27.93-94 Possibly. Ij After ] Possibly. After 
27.97 accept ] eat 
27.98 [not m M] ] drmk any 
27.107 b e d ] - , 
27.109 Home] - , 
27.111 dry cleaned ] dry-cleaned 
27.112 cologne]-, that 
27.119hand] hands 
27.120 grey] gray 
26.121 Rose. " I t ' s ] - , "it's 
26.131 somebody's ] somebody'd 
26.133 head ] - , 
26.146 sheets, ] sheets 
26.153 O h ] - , 
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CHAPTER III 

CONCLUSION 

Is the female protagonist m each story of The Beggar Maid: Stories of Flo and 

Rose the same woman? Is she the same Rose? The bulk of the substantive variants 

between the stories as they appeared m the original, periodical publications and theh 

appearances m the book suggest that she is. 

Munro has taken careful measures to insure a sense of connection and continuity 

throughout the stories. The stmcture of the book even suggests she had this goal in mind. 

The first three stories ("Royal Beatmgs," "Privilege," and "Haifa Grapefruit) concem 

Rose's childhood. The fourth story is "Wild Swans," the story in which Rose leaves 

childhood and enters adulthood. This pivotal placement suggests that "Wild Swans" 

contains the Rose (even though she is not named Rose) and Flo on whom the rest of the 

stories are patterned. The three stories after "Wild Swans" ("The Beggar Maid," 

"Mischief," and "Providence") deal with Rose's courtship of, marriage to, and divorce 

from Pattick. The last three stories ("Shnon's Luck," "Spellmg," and "Who Do You 

Think You Are," an origmal story) tell of Rose's life after her marriage. 

In most of the stories, even those m which the protagonist was not named "Rose," 

the reader feels that Rose is the same woman. She has the same habits, the same 

opmions, the same msecurities, origmally stemmmg from her childhood lived m poverty 

and, later, her marriage to Patrick. The only glarmg exception to this constancy comes m 

"Simon's Luck." The Rose of the other stories, even though she is an acttess, does not 

feel comfortable drawmg attention to herself In "Haifa Grapefiiih" we leam that this 
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has been her nature smce childhood when she "stuck herself on the back row m her 

Health and Guidance class. In the opening paragraphs of "Mischief," Rose is nervous 

about going to a party and wishes she and Pattick were just going to the movies. 

"Simon's Luck" also begms with Rose gomg to a party. However, for this party she is 

afraid that "she wouldn't receive the attention she wanted," a ttah of the orighial 

character Emily but not Rose. 

A few unusual variants appear in the stories which have not been mentioned. In 

"Privilege" the original uses the word "flail" on page 19 line 8 to describe what parents 

do with shingles in a fight between children. The book version also contains the word 

"flail." However, in "The Honeyman's Granddaughter" the word is changed to "flare," 

which is confusing considering that word's definitions. On page 35 line 62 of "The 

Beggar Maid" the word "sanatorium" appears, which is the British spellmg of 

"sanitarium," the spelling used m the book. However, in Selected Stories a combination 

of the two—"sanitorium" is found. In the original "Mischief Mimro describes "mental 

wmdow frames" through which Rose saw images from her past (109.76-77). The book 

version says "metal wuidow frames." The reference could possibly make sense withm 

the context; however, this variant could be atttibuted to a mistake on the typist's part. 

Another variant is apparently a typist's error. Page 99 Imes 12 and 13 of "Emily" 

describe "warm professorial rooms with lots of books, and brass mbbmgs, and maybe a 

skull or two...." In the book the word "professorial" is changed to "professional" which 

does not fit mto the context of the sentence. In "Spellmg" Flo forces her "stiff swollen 

fingers" to write Rose a condemnmg letter (12.152). The version m the book replaces the 

word "stiff with "still" which also does not fit the context. 
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The tme test of whether Munro was successful in her creation of the same "Rose' 

in the stories contained within The Beggar Maid comes in the form of a reader who has 

not read the origmal publications. Does Rose seem the same throughout? Through the 

proof offered in the mdividual discussions of the chapters, the answer is a resoundmg 

"yes." Rose by any other word is still Rose, stepdaughter of Flo, half sister of Brian, 

child of poverty from Hanratty, Ontario, always an acttess, naive, msecure. 
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